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Thames Path at Hurst Park

Garrick’s Ait

Opening of the ‘Eights Tree’ 
sculpture
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playground and boatclub 

back the Barge Walk.  

4.01.40   2012 Update: The public slipway at Hurst Park could be 

greatly enhanced subject to approval from Surrey County Council and 

the Environment Agency.  

4.01.41   The historic connection along the Thames Path to Hampton 

Court Bridge continues downstream from the Park, while upstream the 

towpath runs as far as Weybridge.  There is a National Rail station at 

Hampton Court that provides a key gateway for visitors to Hampton 

Court Palace.  The near-by Bridge Road area includes a good selection 

of boutiques, antique shops and restaurants.  The Thames Path follows 

the Surrey bank and then crosses over Hampton Court Bridge to the 

Middlesex bank and continues to Kingston Bridge. 

Platt’s Eyot, Tagg’s Island and Ash Island are all served by bridges.  

Garrick’s Ait is served by a ferry. 

On the Middlesex bank, St Alban’s Gardens, Garrick’s Lawn and the 

Bell Hill Recreation Ground provide public access to the river, though 

this is interrupted by private houses and gardens and isolated from 

Bushy Park and Hampton Court Green. Bushy Park covers over 1000 

acres of public open space.

Skiffs can be hired from Hampton Court Bridge. Fishing is banned from 

some of the Hurst Park waterfront, where large numbers of swans and 

wildfowl fl ock to visitors. 

Boatyards:

 Hucks & Co. Boatyard 

Water recreation: 

 Hampton Sailing Club 

 Martin’s Boats 

 Molesey Boat Club 
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Hurst Park, Molesey Lock and 
Bushy Park in 1920

 Thames Motor Yacht Club 

 Thames Voyages 

 TW Allen & Son Ltd 

 Westel Canoe Club

Land recreation: 

 Barge Walk 

    Bell Hill Recreation Ground 

 Bushy Park 

 E. Molesey Memorial Cricket Ground 

 Garrick’s Lawn 

 Hampton Court House Grotto 

 Hurst Park 

   St Alban’s Gardens 

 Thames Path

Landmarks:

 Garrick’s Villa 

 Hampton Court Bridge 

 Molesey Lock 

 Platt’s Eyot boat sheds 

 Shakespeare’s Temple  St Mary’s Church, Hampton. 

 St Paul’s Church, East Molesey. 

 Turret of No 16 Riverbank E. Molesey 

LOCAL INTEREST GROUPS: 

Amenity and Local History: 

 E. Molesey Conservation Area Advisory Committee 

 Friends of Bushy and Home Parks 

 Hampton Court Action Group 

 Hampton District Allotments/Gardens Association 

 Hampton Fuel Allotment Charity 

 Hampton Hill Association 

 Hampton Residents’ Association 

   Hampton Riverside Trust

   Molesey Local History Society 

 Hurst Park Residents’ Association 

 Molesey Residents’ Association 

 Molesey Society 

 River Thames Society (Teddington-Windsor)

Nature Conservation: 

 London Wildlife Trust 

 Salmon Trust 

 Surrey Wildlife Trust 

PRINCIPAL LAND USES

Public parks and private houses dominate the Reach, but the boatyards 

at Platt’s Eyot, Bell Hill and Hampton Sluice Gates and the Molesey 

Lock and Weir still form an important part of the riverside activity.  The 

offi ce along the Barge Walk has a limited relationship with the water. 
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Review of Guidance, Project and Management & Maintenance 

Projects and management proposals will evolve over time, with details 

and priorities set in the TLS Annual Action Plan and project briefs.  The 

Action Plan provides greater detail for each project and provides the 

basis for ongoing monitoring.  Please refer to the Appendix for a copy 

of the 1994 Policy, Project and Management Proposals.  

Key: Green: Taken from the 1994 TLS Report with minor   

             amendment where appropriate

 Blue:  New proposal for 2012 Review

 Yellow: Deleted since 1994 due to completion or 

  changing policy or priority

Policy and Project Review

Project Proposal

Landscape Management 

Landscape Guidance

Rail Station

Main Road

River Thame

Thames Path

Sightline / Vista

1.6P 

1.6M 

1.6G 
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TLS Ref. 2012 Guidance Related Planning Policy Cross Reference 

1.1G Conserve the reach character of open parkland, 

interspersed with boatyards, weirs and islands of 

bungalows and houseboats.

EBC CS12 and 14

London Plan – 7.29

LBRuT – CP 11, DM OS 11, DM OS 12

1.2G Protect the visual links between: 

- Shakespeare’s Temple / St. Mary’s Church & St.

Paul’s Church 

- Shakespeare’s Temple / St. Mary’s Church and 

Molesey Lock 

- Shakespeare’s Temple and Bushy Park Avenue 

- Shakespeare’s Temple and Platt’s Eyot 

St. Alban’s Gardens and Hampton Sluice Gates

EBC CS14

London Plan – 7.12

LBRuT – DM HD7

1.3G Encourage the survival of the remaining water-edge 

boatyards and river-related industries and resist their 

replacement by uses not functionally related to the river

EBC CS12

London Plan – 7.24, 7.29

LBRuT – CP11, DM OS11, DM OS 12 and DM OS 13

1.4G Take opportunities to connect public open spaces along 

the Middlesex bank wherever possible

LBRuT - DM OS 11, DM TP 3

1.5G Conserve and enhance the nature conservation interest 

of the river and its corridor, with particular attention to 

the secluded wooded islands and marshy banks.

EBC CS7, 12, 14 and 15 

London Plan – 7.19

LBRuT – CP 4, CP 11, DM OS 5

1.6G Prevent encroachment of buildings into the 

predominately tree-covered skylines, particularly where 

the spire of St. Paul’s Church and the turret of the East 

Molesey Edwardian terrace are the single features to 

stand out above the canopy

EBC CS14

1.7G Work with the River Thames Alliance to control moorings 

to prevent the river from becoming a parking lot for boats 

over-staying permitted mooring times.

EBC RTT10

LBRuT – DM OS 13

1.8G Discourage high chain-link and barbed wire security 

fencing along the river

EBC RT7

LBRuT – CP 7,

1.9G Preserve the vista to Platt’s Eyot from Hurst Park 

towpath and the footpath from Hampton to Platt’s Eyot 

footbridge, ensuring retention of tree profile.

EBC CS14 and ENV27

1.10G Encourage informal recreational activity in Hurst Park 

that is in keeping with the semi-rural setting

EBC CS14

1.11G Investigate the ways that information provided to visitors 

to Hampton Court Palace can be improved to facilitate 

circular walks between Hurst and Bushy Parks, also 

highlighting the ferry, Molesey Lock, Bridge Road and 

Garrick’s Temple 

EBC CS24

Delete Prevent further encroachment of housing and office or 

apartment buildings onto the Barge Walk river frontage, 

beyond existing planning permissions.

All existing planning permissions now implemented on river 

frontage: no further sites.

Delete Consider linking the Hampton Village Conservation Area 

across to an area of special protection covering Hurst 

Park and Garrick’s Ait. 

During the review Elmbridge have indicated that existing 

protection through open space policies is adequate

Delete Examine the possibilities of extending the Thames Area 

of Special Character 

designation into the Borough of Elmbridge. 

Done. Thames Policy Area Elmbridge policy
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TLS Ref. 2012 Project Other Stakeholders 

1.1P Re-instate the visual connection between Bushy Park, 

White Lodge and Shakespeare’s Temple, placed at the 

focal terminus of the east-west avenue, when the future 

of the Stockyard comes up for review.

Royal Parks, LBRuT

1.2P Sensitive planting  of trees along Hurst Road and the 

housing boundaries of Hurst Park to reduce the impact 

of the buildings on the open space but maintain key

views.

SCC, EBC

1.3P Eliminate the harsh line 

separating the two halves of Hurst Park with tree 

removal/planting

EBC, SCC

1.4P Enhance the gateways and entrance areas to  the 

Thames Path between Hurst Park and Molesey Lock.

Improve the appearance of Graburn Road.

SCC, EBC, Molesey Cricket Club, Molesey Boat Club

1.5P In partnership with riparian organizations and owners, 

investigate the potential for natural habitat 

enhancements in Hurst Park that take account of climate 

change and increasing flood risk.

EA, SCC, EBC 

1.6P Continue to improve opportunities for informal play in 

Hurst Park extending opportunities to Hurst Park Minor.

EBC

1.7P Produce a heritage trail and improve interpretation for 

Molesey Riverside and Hurst Park.

EBC Molesey History Soc

1.8P Sow wildflowers in Little Hurst Meadows using species 

indicated on the Garden Journey tallies.

EBC

1.9P Improve the public slipway at Sadler’s Ride car park EBC

Completed Re-instate Lancelot Brown’s planting at Garrick’s Lawn 

to provide a suitable setting for Shakespeare’s Temple 

and to re-open views to and from the river. 

Completed 2006

Completed Re-instate the historic water garden and avenue 

landscape of Upper Lodge.

Completed, Royal Parks 2011

Moved Help to reduce the impact of the Hampton Court Road 

on St Alban’s Gardens by planting groups of shrubs on 

the road edge.  Glimpses into Bushy Park from the river 

and of the river from the road, should still be maintained.

Moved to management section

Moved Thin the growth of trees and shrubs between the 

towpaths and the river to occasional clumps to prevent a 

thick vegetative barrier separating the water from the 

land.

Moved to management sectione

Moved Plant native willow and alder on the islands, particularly 

at the up- and downstream ends, which are seen from 

long river views. 

Moved to management section

Delete Re-instate Lancelot Brown’s planting at Garrick’s Lawn 

to provide a suitable setting for Shakespeare’s Temple 

and to re-open views to and from the river. 

Completed 2004

Completed Enhance Bell Hill Recreation Ground and the ferry 

wharves.

Completed, LBRuT 2011

Completed Restore the visual connection between Hampton Court 

House and Hampton Court Green

Completed, 1999

U V W X Y Z [ U V W \ W ] ^ _ ]
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TLS Ref. 2012 Proposal  Stakeholders 

1.1M Manage the outflow of the Longford River for nature 

conservation, erecting a current deflector upstream of 

the outflow to reduce erosion and allow the growth of 

marshy vegetation

Royal Parks

1.2M Manage the riverside parks so as to reduce the areas of 

close-mown grass and increase the potential for areas of 

riparian nature conservation interest, including possible 

damp herb-rich meadows and a fen edge to the 

riverside, without eliminating areas of active recreation. 

Continue to mow informal meandering paths through the 

Hurst Meadows.

EA, SCC and EBC

LBRuT

1.3M Conserve and manage the mature trees along the Hurst 

Park riverbank on a seven year rotational pollard.

Remove intervening scrub growth and replant with native 

species of alder and willow in groups where they will not 

impact on sailing activity. 

EA

1.4M Conserve and manage the mature trees on the river 

islands and where possible create a shrub layer through 

natural regeneration or planting. 

EA and other landowners

1.5M Conserve the parkland trees and continue the acid 

grassland meadow and wetland management in Bushy 

Park, controlling and reducing the areas of bracken.

LBRuT

1.6M Help to reduce the impact of the Hampton Court Road 

on St Alban’s Gardens by planting groups of shrubs on 

the road edge.  Glimpses into Bushy Park from the river 

and of the river from the road, should still be maintained.

Transferred from Project section

1.7M Thin the growth of trees and shrubs between the 

towpath and the river along the Barge Walk on a seven 

year rotational coppice to prevent a thick vegetative 

barrier separating the water from the land.  Retain 

overhanging trees as a refuge for fish.

Transferred from Project section

1.8M Plant native willow and alder on the islands, particularly 

at the up- and downstream ends, which are seen from 

long river views.

Transferred from Project section

1.9M Manage the copses of trees planted on Hurst Park to 

allow a mature and healthy stock to thrive.

Transferred from Project section

1.10M Soften the visual appearance of the Sadler's Ride car 

park – replacing hard features and removing clutter.

Replace non-native planting with indigenous species.

Transferred from Project section

` a b a c d e d b f a b g ` a h b f d b a b i d j k l m l n a o n
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Restored Privy Garden at Hampton 
Court with the Surrey Hills beyond

Landscape Character Reach No 2      HAMPTON COURT

4.02.1 Overview 1994-2011

• The TLS Hampton Court Approaches initiative to enhance the visitor 

  experience and setting of the Palace 

• Historic Royal Palaces has carried out a number of improvements to 

  Barge Walk, improvements to entrance to Hampton Court off the 

  approach road to the bridge and Vrow Walk

• The project to remove moorings from in front of the Tijou gate was 

  explored by HRP, but the expense was not considered to be justifi ed.   

• The riverside railings have been replaced with a traditional oak type.  

• Landscape improvements and new signage at East Molesey, 1997

• Landscaping and sensitive bank-side treatments to create areas of 

  interest for wildlife at Albany Reach, Thames Ditton, 1999

• Launch of Hampton Court Palace Views Management Plan, 2004

• Hampton Court Approaches, launched 2005, masterplan 2007

• Historic Royal Palaces’ Gardens, Estate and Landscape Conservation 

  Management Plan 2004 and Views Management Plan 2004 

• Landscaping  to Hampton Court Road between Hampton village and 

  Kingston Bridge to strengthen the ‘Royal Estate’ character. 

• Enhancement of the Lion Gate area

• Enhancement of the Hampton Court Green

• Improvements to entrance to Home Park by Kingston Bridge in 2011

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER 

4.02.2 The reach from Hampton Court Bridge to Seething Wells 

is dominated by Hampton Court Palace.  The verticals of the warm 

red brick of the turrets and chimneys, and the horizontals of the lead 

and tile roofs, combine to create one of the most unusual skylines in 

London.  The Palace Barge Walk, as it curves around the bend of the 

river, creates a stately sweep of rural open space, backed by Hampton 

Court Park.  The Palace and its baroque setting remain remarkably 

untroubled by the growth of the surrounding city with much of the 

development on the Surrey bank softened by garden trees.  Long views 

of the Surrey hills beyond can still be glimpsed.

4.02.3 Viewed from Hampton Court Bridge, the Wolsey frontage of the 

Palace is at its most spectacular, with the towers and chimneys rising 

behind the gatehouse and refl ected in the river.  However concrete 

block bank retentions detract from the visual impact. The graceful 

arches of the brick and stone Hampton Court Bridge by Lutyens stand 

out as a clear terminus to the reach. 

4.02.4 2012 Update: In 2009, Historic Royal Palaces has carried out 

very welcome improvement works to the riverside setting of the Palace 

in line with suggestions in the Thames Landscape Strategy.  Along the 

Barge Walk the boathouse & hardstanding have been removed, the 

river bank re-landscaped, and access improved, giving a more open 

aspect to  the Barge Walk.  Several glimpses from the bridge to the 

Palace and Banqueting House have been opened up although these 

have been restricted to maintain green views back across the river.   
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Hampton Court from Hampton 
Court Station

Landscape improvements to strengthen the Royal Estate character 

have been undertaken to Hampton Court Road between Hampton 

village and Kingston Bridge by narrowing road widths, introducing 

sealed gravel pavements and dogs teeth and removing clutter.  

The view of the Wren facade through the Tijou Screen and the Privy 

Garden was revealed in the early 1990s for the fi rst time in a couple 

of centuries. A fi ne old stone pine in the Pavilion Grounds, and mature 

cedars in Thames Ditton stand out as landmarks along the river.  

4.02.5 2012 Update: The 1994 TLS noted the poor quality of the Barge 

Walk and now the riverside between the Pavilion and the Banqueting 

House is managed in a semi-formal manner to complement the scale 

and the grandeur of the Palace.   Unsuitable ornamental cherries have 

been removed and grass is kept relatively short.

4.02.6 On the Surrey bank the avenue of mature chestnuts along the 

southern side of the Cigarette Island screen the railway and create a 

strong edge to the river, while still leaving the path open to the water.  

Interplantings of evergreen oak, either side of the towpath will gradually 

block walkers’ views. The Mole and Ember tributary separates Cigarette 

Island from Ditton Field.  Its wilder banks create an interesting contrast 

with the trim edges of the  Thames and frame the channel to the railway 

bridge with longer grass and willows. 

4.02.7 2012  Update: The Jolly Boatman/Hampton Court Railway site 

is recognized as being of particular signifi cance due to its location and 

surroundings. The present condition and appearance of the site has 

caused concern, however it is the subject of a current development 

brief and has planning consent for a mixed use development.

4.02.8 Ditton Field is given over to formal recreation pitches and 

sports pavilions.  Chain-link fencing, an all-weather hockey pitch and 

a strong line of boundary Lombardy poplars no longer provide the 

pastoral vista of water meadows from the Palace, but at least the open 

space and trees leave the view open to the Surrey hills beyond.  This 

particular vista now forms the focal terminus of the Privy Garden and 

needs to be considered with care.

4.02.9 2012 Update:  The 1994 TLS noted the poor quality of the 

banks and Albany Reach was enhanced in 1997 by the Environment 

Agency and Elmbridge Borough Council.  200m of concrete and metal  

sheet piling was removed to create a new natural riverbank.  This has 

now matured and provides a lovely riverside walk for local people and 

increased biodiversity.  Informal paths back to Summer Road provide 

further interest although a link across the River Mole to Cigarette Island 

remains a longer term proposal.

4.02.10   The group of trees at the southern end of Ditton Field 

separates the open spaces from the built.  Thereafter the Surrey bank 

becomes industrial and residential.  Brick factory buildings and boat 

clubs scale down to dense single-storey bungalow plots on Thames 

Ditton Island and its side-channel.  A cluster of riverside pubs add 

interest to the historic centre of Thames Ditton.  The fi ne 19th-century 
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Knyff’s birds eye view of Hampton 
Court 1702

Sisley’s view of the Hampton Court 
waterfront from Thames Ditton

factory buildings and iron bridge, 18th-century Boyle Manor and the 

17th-century inn create an interesting historic waterfront for Thames 

Ditton, surrounded by colourful bungalows lining the narrow side-

channel.

The trees on Boyle Farm Island and the southern end of Thames Ditton 

Island combine with trees in large private gardens beyond Boyle Manor 

to create an impression of rural peace before the treeless terraces of 

1960s and 1970s housing and 3-storey apartments further downstream.   

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

4.02.11   In 1514, Cardinal Wolsey leased about a thousand acres of 

land in the beautiful bend of the Thames at Hampton from the knights 

hospitallers of the Order of St John of Jerusalem.   The knights had 

established there, on land granted by the Crown in 1312, an agricultural 

estate for raising funds for the Order’s Priory at Clerkenwell.  Henry VII 

fi rst enclosed an area called ‘Hampton Parke’ when he was using the 

hospitallers’ camera as an outstation for Richmond Palace.  Wolsey 

extended the area, emparking demesne arable land, a process of 

accretion that was continued by Henry VIII and James I. Vestiges of 

ridge and furrow in both Bushy Park and Home Park bear witness to 

the parkland’s mediaeval use for arable farming.  The central area of 

Bushy Park contains what has been claimed to be the best preserved 

mediaeval fi eld system in Middlesex.

Wolsey gave his ostentatious palace to Henry in 1525 in a vain effort 

to save his fall, but in 1529 his goods were seized and he was arrested 

for treason. He died in the next year.   It has been deduced that the 

palace’s puzzling location - away from the Hampton village and thus 

not on the manor house site - derives from its being on the site of the 

hospitallers’ camera, which was located here in order to be close to 

their sheep walk.  After Wolsey’s death, Henry began further work on 

the palace, spending more and more time there. Henry’s passion for 

hunting led him to develop the park and some of the 17th century vistas 

followed the lines of his straight rides. 

The interleaved gravel and sand in this vicinity provided building 

materials throughout Hampton Court’s history, as did the local clay for 

the bricks. Henry VIII had bricks made on site, as well as at Kingston, 

Hampton and Hampton Wick and further afi eld.  An engraving of 1736 

shows what appear to be smoking brick kilns or clamps to the west of 

the palace, apparently on Hampton Green.  What had been thought to 

be a moat north of the Privy Garden seems to have been a gravel pit 

in Wolsey’s time, and Knyff’s bird’s eye view of Hampton Court in 1702 

century shows a gravel pit on Hampton Green.

4.02.12   The earliest gardens at Hampton Court were laid out in the 

area between the palace and the river, fi rst for Wolsey and then for 

Henry.  In 1690-91 William III remodeled Charles II’s simple parterre 

in the Privy Garden with fashionable grass cutwork, overlooked by the 

terrace known as Queen Mary’s Bower.  The Garden extended only 

as far south as the fi rst basin in which stood the garden’s centrepiece, 

Thames Ditton Island
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Thames Ditton Ferry Works now 
converted into offi ces, retain the 
scale and character of the old 
waterfront

the statue of Arethusa.  The statue is now called Diana and has been 

removed to the basin in the Bushy Park Chestnut Avenue. 

4.02.13   Hampton Court was essentially a joint enterprise between 

William and Mary, who had already laid out extensive gardens at Het 

Loo.  Defoe said that ‘both ordered everything that was done’ and, when 

Mary died of smallpox in 1694, William was too dispirited to continue 

the building and gardening projects. Only the fi re which four years later 

destroyed Whitehall Palace forced him to proceed with the plans for 

Hampton Court in order to receive the Court. William demolished the 

Water Gallery and in 1701 extended the Privy Garden to the Barge 

Walk, where Jean Tijou’s wrought-iron screens (originally intended for 

the Great Fountain Garden) were erected.  Henry Wise lowered the 

garden in order that William should gain a view of the river from the 

Orangery, and redesigned the parterre in a fl eur de lys pattern centring 

on the Arethusa fountain, with clipped yews and hollies in each of the 

quarters.

4.02.14   Capability Brown suspended the clipping in the Privy Garden 

and Fountain Gardens, but unlike the Fountain Garden, Privy Garden 

clipping was not resumed under Ernest Law’s restoration-minded 

management in the early 20th century.  The Privy Garden gradually 

became more and more overgrown and the relationship between the 

palace, the garden and the river was lost. Now, with the decision to 

restore the Privy Garden and the clearance of the site, we can look back 

from the Barge Walk, through the Tijou screens to Wren’s facade and 

see the whole ensemble.  Archaeology has revealed, in a remarkable 

way, the whole outline of Wise’s fl eur de lys parterre, which was be 

restored in 1995. 

4.02.15  The castellated Banqueting House, containing some of 

Grinling Gibbons’ carvings from the demolished Water Gallery, was built 

on a raised terrace overlooking the Thames and the compartmented 

gardens, made from the Tudor pond yards, where Queen Mary had 

indulged her passion for fl orists’ fl owers and exotic botanical collections 

in new ‘glass cases’.  The Banqueting House above the Barge Walk is 

a delightfully evocative Thames-side garden building.  William, who 

died in 1702, also had the Great Terrace along the Thames made, 

extending half a mile from the end of the Broad Walk to an oval bowling 

green around which Wren built four pavilions, one of which survives.  

This was designed, unlike the earlier straight rides and avenues, for 

the enjoyment of the panorama of the Thames landscape beyond the 

park and Stephen Switzer admired it as ‘the noblest work of that kind 

in Europe’. 

4.02.16    Hampton Court is a royal landscape without equal, but on the 

Surrey side the Thames is a landscape of popular pleasure.  Despite its 

unpicturesque name, Cigarette Island - the tail of land at the confl uence 

of the Ember, Mole and Thames - was much admired for its picturesque 

qualities and the view of the palace from here was depicted by among 

others Sir James Thornhill and Thomas Girtin.  However at the turn of 

the century, the view was obscured fi rst by the houseboats which up 

until 1931 lined the Surrey bank at this point -  Cigarette Island used to 

be called Davis’s Ait and was renamed after a particularly grand boat 
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Albany Reach: during restoration 
1999

Albany Reach: after restoration

moored here - and second by the mass of weekend holiday homes 

made from wood and corrugated iron, converted railway carriages, 

buses and caravans, known ironically as Venice on Thames.  In the 

early 20th century, the holiday homes covered the Island and adjacent 

meadows.   The fi nal solution to what was felt to be an eyesore was 

found when the Offi ce of Works bought the Island in 1935 and turned 

it into a public park.  This was done with the express aim of preserving 

the view from and to Hampton Court. 

4.02.17   There appears to have been a ferry on the site of Hampton 

Court bridge from at least Tudor times.  The ferry was fi rst replaced in 

1753 by a bridge in chinoiserie style, which had successors in wood and 

iron.  The present brick and ferro-concrete structure, designed by WP 

Robinson, the Surrey County Engineer, in collaboration with Lutyens, 

was opened in 1933. 

4.02.18   In the 18th century, Thames Ditton had a small coterie of 

fashionable houses with the grounds of Ditton House and Boyle Farm 

sharing the river frontage below Ditton Island.  In 1911 the Victoria 

County History noted that the latter estate was ‘gradually being cut up’ 

and that Ditton House’s ‘beautiful sweeping lawns once famous for their 

smoothness are now only a rough fi eld’.  However, in the late 18th and 

early 19th centuries Boyle Farm rivalled Strawberry Hill as a fashionable 

centre for society.  Its famous Dandies’ Fete of 1827, memorialised 

by Thomas Moore, reputedly cost £2,500 to stage.  In 1787 Walpole 

remarked that Miss Boyle, who carved sculptures for a chimney piece 

and painted panels for the library, had ‘real genius’.  The garden, with 

its cedars, would have commanded fi ne views across Thames Ditton 

Island to Hampton Court, as the island remained undeveloped until the 

early part of the 20th century. Thames Ditton Ferry Works of 1879-

88 boasted the earliest known example of a saw-tooth northern light.  

Symbolically, the Works were taken over in 1911 for the manufacture 

of cars.  The Works have now been restored and sub-divided for other 

uses.

NATURE CONSERVATION AND FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT

4.02.19    The Barge Walk river bank at Hampton Court has an interesting 

range of plants, some preferring wet situations and some the drier bank 

top, but all thriving in the open, unshaded conditions of this stretch of 

river bank.  The very narrow strip of unmown grass along both sides 

of the towpath possesses a surprisingly rich fl ora including agrimony, 

hardheads, and meadow sweet. A number of plants which are rare in 

London are also found here - wild clary, vervain, meadow cranesbill 

and many others.  By extending meadow management, much of the 

grassland along the Barge Walk could be equally rich. 

4.02.20    The Barge Walk trees take three forms: a self-sown woodland 

against the park wall, planted hawthorns and cherries in the grassland, 

and alder and other trees growing at the water’s edge.  The planted 

ornamental trees are not contributing to the wildlife value of the 

grassland. The river edge has been greatly improved by the coppicing 

the alder and willow trees. Cigarette Island is bordered by the outfl ow 
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of the Mole to the south and the Thames to the north.  Cormorants and 

herons can be seen fi shing from its banks where it might be possible to 

create a marshy habitat by regrading the river edge in places. 

4.02.21 p q r s t u r s v w x x r x y z p q w { r x | t } ~ � � � � ~ � � ~ � � � � ~ � � } � � �� � � � � � � � ~ � � � � � � � � � � } ~ � � � � ~ � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � } ~ � � � �� � ~ � � � } � � � � � � � � } � � � � � � � � � � � ~ � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �� } } � � � ~ � � � } � � ~ � � � } ~ � � ~ � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ~ � ~ � � � � � � � } ~ � � �� � � � � � } � � �
PUBLIC ACCESS AND RECREATION 

4.02.22   On the Middlesex bank the Barge Walk towpath runs 

continuously from Hampton Court to Kingston, with pedestrian entrances 

into Hampton Court Park.  The gravel towpath works well with the rural 

character of the bank. The Surrey bank is less accessible.  The East 

Molesey embankment is interrupted by Hampton Court Bridge, forcing 

walkers to run the gauntlet of the busy road above before descending 

to the Cigarette Island walk on the other side.  After 250 metres 

even that path then terminates in the Ember tributary.  The Thames-

side Guidelines (which pre-dated the London Plan) recommended a 

pedestrian link through the towpath arch on Lutyens bridge and the 

Elmbridge Local Plan proposes a footbridge linking Cigarette Island 

and Albany Reach.  An iron footbridge connects to Thames Ditton 

Island.  Boyle Farm Island can only be reached by boat. 

4.02.23   2012 Update: These improvements would create a 

continuous riverside path from Weybridge to Thames Ditton; they have 

been investigated over recent years but have not proved feasible to 

implement.

4.02.24      The  railway line from Waterloo terminating at Hampton 

Court brings visitors to the area and particularly to Hampton Court, a 

short walk across the bridge.   Trip boats to Kingston, Richmond, Kew 

and Westminster stop at Hampton Court.  

From the Albany Hotel, access ducks back to the residential streets.  

These are not ideal for walking but a good cycle route could be made 

on the quiet roads, particularly with a link at the bottom of the River 

Park Recreation Ground. 

4.02.25     2012 Update: The Ferry Road area of Thames Ditton is 

particularly well served for water-based activity with many clubs 

clustered in the area.  Access to the water can be gained from the 

end of Ferry Road although the adjacent slipway has no public access.  

There is a boat trailer car park here.  A public slip is located on Chomley 

Road.

Boatyards:

 Tagg’s Boatyard 

 Harris Boatyard and moorings
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Dittons playing fi eld provides a 
green and light free backdrop to 
Hampton Court

Water recreation: 

 British Motor Yacht Club (Sailing Section) 

 Dittons Skiff and Punting Club 

 Kingston Grammar School Rowing Club

 Turk’s Launches

 Parrs 

 Hampton Court Visitor Moorings 

 Geoff Cook Barge Walk Ltd 

 Ajax Sea Scouts

 Explorer Sea Scout Unit

 The Chiefl y Sharman Water Activities Centre

 Elmbridge Boat Trailer Park

Land recreation: 

 Albany Reach 

 Barge Walk 

 Cigarette Island 

 Ditton Ground  

 Hampton Court Park 

 Thames Path 

Landmarks:

 Banqueting House 

 Boyle Manor Farm 

 Cedar in Thames Ditton 

 Hampton Court Bridge 

 Hampton Court Palace 

 Hampton Court Pavilion 

 St Nicholas’ Church, Thames Ditton � � � � � � � � } ~ � � � � ~ � � � � � � �
SIGNIFICANT SITES UNDER PRESSURE FOR RE-DEVELOPMENT: 

Hampton Court Station/Jolly Boatman site 

Main landscape factors for consideration : 

- importance of public transport access point 

- views from Hampton Court Bridge and Palace 

- relationship with Cigarette Island open space 

PRINCIPAL LAND USES

The Middlesex bank is devoted to the Palace and the Park, with tourist 

facilities for visitors to the buildings and gardens, and boating jetties for 

visitors by water. The Surrey bank offers a combination of public open 

space, private recreation grounds, boat clubs, small scale industry and 

housing.  The northern end of Cigarette Island is popular with fi shermen. 
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LOCAL INTEREST GROUPS

Amenity and Local History: 

 Hampton Court Rescue Campaign

 River Thames Society (Teddington-Windsor) 

 Friends of Bushy and Home Parks

 Thames Ditton Conservation Area Advisory Committee 

 Thames Ditton and Weston Green Residents’ Association 

Nature Conservation: 

 London Wildlife Trust 

 Surrey Wildlife Trust

Review of Guidance, Project and Management & Maintenance 

Projects and management proposals will evolve over time, with details 

and priorities set in the TLS Annual Action Plan and project briefs.  The 

Action Plan provides greater detail for each project and provides the 

basis for ongoing monitoring.  Please refer to the Appendix for a copy 

of the 1994 Policy, Project and Management Proposals.  

Key: Green:  Taken from the 1994 TLS Report with minor amendment 

  where appropriate

 Blue:  New proposal for 2012 Review

 Yellow:  Deleted since 1994 due to completion or changing 

  policy or priority
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TLS Ref. 2012 Guidance Related Planning Policy Cross Reference 

2.1G  Conserve character of the reach with the open sweep of 

the Barge Walk and Hampton Court Park on the 

Middlesex bank and the tree-lined parks and gardens on 

the Surrey bank.

EBC CS12, CS14

London Plan – 7.29

LBRuT – CP 11, DM OS 11, DM OS 12

2.2G  Protect the visual links between: 

• Hampton Court Bridge and Hampton Court Palace 

• Hampton Court Palace and the Surrey Hills with the 

leafy foregrounds of Cigarette Island and Ditton Field 

• The Privy Garden, the Tijou Screen and the river 

• Boyle Manor and the Hampton Court Barge Walk 

EBC CS12 and 14

London Plan – 7.12

LBRuT – DM HD7

2.3G Conserve the long views of the tree-covered Surrey Hills 

skyline.

EBC CS12 and 14

2.4G Conserve and enhance the nature conservation interest 

of the river and its corridor, with particular attention to 

Cigarette Island, the Barge Walk, Hampton Court Park 

and the outflow of the Ember. 

EBC CS12 and 15

London Plan – 7.19

LBRuT – CP 4, CP 11, DM OS 5

2.5G Resist any lighting of the riverside playing fields to 

maintain the viability of the bat feeding corridor along the 

river.

EBC CS7, 12, 14 and 15 

London Plan – 7.19

LBRuT – CP 4, CP 11, DM OS 5

Completed Examine the possibilities of extending the Thames Area 

of Special Character 

designation into the Borough of Elmbridge. 

Action complete

� � � � � �   ¡ ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¤ ¦ ¡ � § ¨ ¦ © ¡ ª © � ¥ ¡ « ¬ � � � «   �  ¡ ® ¦ £ � ¦ ¡ ¯ ¨ � � � ° ¤ ± ¦ © � « ² ¡ ³ � ¦ ¡ « ¦ ¤ ¢ ³ � � � � � ¯ ¢ ¤ ³ �   ¨

TLS Ref. 2012 Proposal  Stakeholders 

2.1M Manage the outflow of the Mole River for nature 

conservation, improving the river for fish migration.

EA

2.2M Manage the riverside parks so as to reduce the areas of 

close-mown grass and increase the potential for areas of 

riparian nature conservation interest.

LBRUT, HRP, EBC, SCC

2.3M Manage the Barge Walk to maintain the woodland strip 

without losing the valuable views into the park and to 

avoid damage to the wall and grassland. 

LBRUT, HRP

2.4M Coppice alder and other species along the river edges in 

selected areas

LBRUT, HRP, EBC, SCC

2.5M Remove the invasive hypericum along the Barge Walk LBRUT, HRP

´ µ ¶ µ · ¸ ¹ ¸ ¶ º » ¼ ½ ¾ » ¿ ¼ À Á ¼ » ¼ Â Á Ã Ä Å Æ Å Ç » È Ç
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TLS Ref. 2012 Project Other Stakeholders 

2.1P  Remove some of the  trees that block views of Hampton 

Court Palace and the Banqueting House from the river 

and the Bridge 

HRP

2.2P Plant trees to soften the harsh lines of new housing 

along the Thames Ditton waterfront

Private landowners

2.3P Make a pedestrian link between Albany Reach and the 

Albany Hotel.

Private landowners

2.4P Improve the pedestrian connection across Hampton 

Court Bridge on the Surrey riverbank.

SCC, EBC and private landowner

2.5P Construct a foot bridge to link Cigarette Island with 

Albany Reach.

EBC, SCC, EA

2.6P Encourage native tree planting on Thames Ditton Island. Private landowners

2.7P Create marshy areas by modifying some of the edges of 

Cigarette Island

EA, EBC

2.8P Carry out enhancements to Cigarette Island to naturalise 

the riverbanks, footpath improvements and planting.

EBC, EA 

2.9P Plant a native hedge along the Kignston Grammar 

School boundary with Albany Reach.  Enhance the 

entrance of the park and reposition some benches.

KGS, SCC, EBC

Completed Redesign the benches, railings, signs, planting and 

tourist facilities along the Barge Walk to re-instate the 

original, open simplicity of the 17th century Great 

Terrace and its designed landform. 

Mostly done. Boathouse & hardstanding removed, river bank re-

landscaped, access improved. 

Completed Plant the edges of the playing fields at Ditton 

Field/Albany Reach as an appropriate 

focus for the vistas from the Privy Garden

Completed 1998

Delete Eliminate moorings in front of the Tijou Screen. Not done. Moorings very well used and have been upgraded bt 

HR Palaces.

Completed Repair the Ditton Field/Albany Reach and Palace banks, 

replacing concrete panels with wood or brick. 

Completed.

Delete Consider opening a cycle link through Thames Ditton 

between Riverbank and Riversdale Road, perhaps 

through Summer Road Recreation Ground 

Investigated  by EBC and considered inappropriate. 

É Ê Ë Ì Í Î Ï É Ê Ë Ð Ë Ñ Ò Ó Ñ
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Portsmouth Road

Landscape Character Reach No 3      PORTSMOUTH ROAD

4.03.1 Overview 1994-2012

• Construction of new cycle/footpath along Barge Walk and the opening 

  of views across the river

• Habitat enhancement in the Home Park including restoration of acid 

  grassland

• Long-running planning process for the Seething Wells fi lter beds 

• TLS initiative to restore the historic Home Park water meadows.  

• RBKuT Kingston Town Centre Area Action Plan K+20 

• RBK and TLS Integrated Moorings Business Plan 

• Management of riverside vegetation along the Barge Walk 

• Restoration of the Long Water Avenue in 2006 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER 

4.03.2 The Portsmouth Road Reach runs north from Seething Wells 

up to Kingston. The reach has a character of wide open grassland, 

interrupted only by trees, park and water-works walls and the 

Portsmouth Road blocks of fl ats. Hampton Court Park extends over the 

entire Middlesex side right up to Hampton Wick, while the Surrey bank 

divides between the former Water Works and the Queen’s Promenade. 

The Portsmouth Road follows the river the length of the reach on the 

Surrey side.  This is one of the only sections of the upstream London 

Thames where a road has been built alongside the river.  The busy 

road and associated linear developments make a harsh contrast with 

the rhythm of parkland and historic town waterfronts which characterise 

the rest of the river.

4.03.3 Hampton Court Park is held in the circling sweep of the Thames, 

as its fl ow curves from south to north.  Charles ll’s Long Water and 

baroque avenues still radiate across the Park, aligning on points over 

the river in Kingston and Surbiton.  Planting along the river banks lift 

the eye to distant views of the tree-covered Surrey Hills on the skyline, 

broken only by a series of church spires.  From much of the Park one 

has the impression of a continuing 17th- century landscape, where deer 

still graze the wild grass between long avenues of lime trees.  At points 

where fl at-roofed blocks of apartments and offi ces intrude into the 

scene from Hampton Wick and across the river, the impact is therefore 

particularly jarring. 

4.03.4 2012 Update:  The Long Water Avenue has been magnifi cently 

restored by Historic Royal Palaces

4.03.5 A band of riverside trees softens the impact of the Surrey bank 

developments on the Park by blocking the ground level view.  Of the 

three main patte d’oie (goose-foot) avenues, the Kingston All Saints’ 

Church vista still remains intact; the Long Water vista now focuses on 

an uncomfortable assortment of 3/6 storey apartment blocks; and the 

Talman vista terminates in the  listed Seething Wells Pumping Station.  
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The north-south cross avenue would focus on the Thames Marina 

development, but at present the vista  terminates in trees at either end.  

The programme of replanting the Hampton Court Avenues continues.  

4.03.6 2012 Update: Plans to conserve the character, visual links and 

long views of Home Park have been incorporated into Historic Royal 

Palaces’ Gardens, Estate and Landscape Conservation Management 

Plan 2004 and Views Management Plan 2004.  Glimpses into the Home 

Park have been  revealed by selective tree thinning on Barge Walk.

4.03.7 The Hampton Court Park stud farm works within the existing 

planting structure, but the fairways, greens and bunkers of the golf 

course strike an incongruous note in the grazed grassland.

4.03.8 2012 Update: The Royal horse paddocks occupy the low lying 

fl oodplain between the park and the Barge Walk.  Remarkably, much 

of the historic network of culverts, sluices and creeks survive although 

very much degraded.  An ambitious project to restore this network of 

wetland habitats set within a grazed area of grassland was launched in 

2010.

4.03.9 The Barge Walk continues along the length of the Middlesex 

bank, providing a peaceful, uninterrupted, riverside path of 4.5 

kilometres from Kingston Bridge to Hampton Court Bridge.  The 

trees which back the Walk give a sense of scale and enclosure in the 

expansive landscape.

4.03.10   2012 Update: Diseased elms and rampant poplars that once 

created a dense and ragged barrier with the park are being replaced 

with black poplar, oak, lime and ash.  The old elm stools are coppiced 

back on a rotational basis in order to remove the dead and infected 

timber and to allow the new shoots to form a natural hedge thicket 

both along the river bank and along the fence line with Home Park, 

leaving gaps at key places to provide views into the park.  The Barge 

Walk is managed to create a natural appearance with small clumps of 

trees above a diverse ground layer of fl owering plants and grasses.   A 

programme to slowly remove ornamental cherries and open up areas of 

scrub between the footpath and the water’s edge has been put in place 

to offer a glimpse of the traditional relationship between the towing path 

and the river.  Long stretches are left un-cut however, so not to reveal 

cross river views to the Portsmouth Road developments on the Surrey 

bank and to maintain the rural character.  

4.03.11    2012 Update: The low vegetated banks and the gravel path 

work well with the context.  The generous width of the Barge Walk 

allows for segregated cycle and walking routes - cyclists being directed 

on the more formal breeden gravel route whilst a meandering riverside 

path is left for pedestrians to enjoy.  Signage is kept to an absolute 

minimum so not to detract from the rural character.  Benches, signage 

and bins along the Barge Walk have been redesigned to fi t the 17th 

century character and are being replaced in phases.

4.03.12   The fi ne mature plane trees by the Lodge and Park Field 

help to blend the buildings into the landscape, but the concrete fencing 
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Filter beds at Seething Wells

panels beyond and the white railings of the Coach House detract from 

the rural character of the Barge Walk. 

4.03.13   Across the Thames, the Seething Wells Water Works provide a 

substantial area of open space, linking down to the river and separating 

Thames Ditton from Surbiton; a welcome relief from the continuous built-

up swathe along the Surrey bank from Kingston, through Surbiton and 

Thames Ditton, to East Molesey.  The Water Works are now obsolete 

and Seething Wells presents the largest area (7 hectares along the 

waterfront) under consideration for re-development along the whole of 

the upstream river. 

4.03.14   2012 Update: The Water Works site south of the Portsmouth 

Road has been redeveloped with a well laid out residential and leisure 

development and conversion of one of the buildings into a health club.  

4.03.15  2012 Update:  Several large and inappropriate development 

schemes have been fought off during the lifespan of the Thames 

Landscape Strategy and signifi cantly, Kingston designated the area 

as Metropolitan Open Land in 2007.   The Kingston Core Strategy 

recognises the importance of this site as an ecological and landscape 

feature whilst representing an opportunity to increase access to 

open spaces for leisure and recreation. Proposals to increase public 

access will need to be balanced against the need to provide for nature 

conservation.

4.03.16   The river frontage is formed by high Victorian banks of arched 

brick walls, topped by broom and willow, now becoming covered in 

apparently unmanaged growth.  The electric yellow of fl owering broom 

is dramatic against the dark purple of the bricks. Barges and houseboats 

are currently moored here. The sunken honeycomb of empty settling 

basins and fi lter beds has an impressive scale of Victorian engineering.  

Together with the gothic effect of the castellated pumping stations and 

the substantial iron railings along either side of the road, the Water Works 

have created an open area of bold, functional spaces in an otherwise 

unremitting density of later suburban housing.  In places where the 

basins have been re-used as a marina, the form and character of the 

area is retained and the use, while updated, still relates to the river.  An 

area of offi ces and showrooms behind the marina and the introduction 

of car parking at eye-level between the road and the river relate less 

well to the water. 

4.03.17   A short stretch of boat clubs and a pub separate the Water 

Works from the Queen’s Promenade.  The bright white paint and large 

signs of the restaurant, echoed on Raven’s Ait, stand out prominently 

on the river bend, as do white plastic marquees on the Ait.  Beyond the 

bend, the Queen’s Promenade retains much of its Victorian character 

with colourful fl ower beds, shrubberies, strips of lawn and cast iron 

railings.  The long narrow space down beside the water is very popular 

with young and old alike.  Trees, shrubs and the change in level help to 

reduce the impact of cars on the Portsmouth Road.

4.03.18   Large Victorian houses on the eastern side of the Portsmouth 

Road have gradually been replaced by blocks of apartments.  Some of 
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All Saints’ Church, Kingston

the blocks are up to 8 storeys high, dwarfi ng the surrounding houses 

and standing out for miles around.  ‘Thames Haven’ and ‘Andlers 

Reach’ are particularly intrusive, dominating the bend in the river 

between Seething Wells and the Queen’s Promenade. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

4.03.19  Surbiton, although not mentioned in Domesday, existed as 

a farming hamlet from as early as the 12th century.  But by the early 

1700s its seclusion and closeness to town brought it a new role as a 

‘Private Place, long mark’d to entertain / Kept Mistresses e’er since 

great William’s Reign’.   It never had the cachet of the lower river, and 

a spa at Seething Wells appears to have failed fairly swiftly. 

4.04.20    The earliest house in Surbiton seems to have been Berrylands 

Farm on Surbiton Hill, but by the early 19th century a number of villas 

such as Surbiton House and Surbiton Lodge had been built around 

the hamlet, and maps show them in extensive landscaped grounds.  

However, with the arrival of the London and South Western Railway 

in 1836 after the councillors of Kingston declined a station in the town, 

modern Surbiton or Kingston-on-Railway as it was then known, was 

born.  The 1808 Enclosure Act enabled the common and farm land to 

be comprehensively parceled up for development, and this proceeded 

apace following the opening of the station in 1838.    After the Surbiton 

Improvement Act of 1855, development was overseen and controlled 

by the Surbiton Improvement Commissioners.  This led to a high quality 

of development, much of which survives, and helped to give Surbiton 

the title ‘Queen of the Suburbs’, a name later appropriated by Ealing. 

4.03.21   The purer waters of the upper Thames also attracted some 

of the works supplying water to the expanding Victorian metropolis.  

Up river from Raven’s Ait, on the site of the Seething Wells spa, the 

Lambeth Waterworks Co. opened in 1852 and the Chelsea Waterworks 

in 1856.  The steam-powered machinery has gone, but most of the 

buildings remain as monuments to high Victorian engineering.   The 

Chelsea Company’s Norman towers designed by James Simpson in 

1852 are now listed.  The Thames Marina occupies former settling 

basins.

While the contrast between the suburban and industrial Surrey side and 

the rural and emparked Middlesex side seems complete here, Palace 

Road was nicely aligned on the main vista in the Hampton Court Park 

along the Long Water, and the roadside planting of limes nods to the 

great avenue across the river. 

4.03.22   Queen’s Promenade was given its royal name in 1856, 

opened unwittingly by Queen Victoria after a well-placed diversion 

forced her to drive along the adjoining road on return from one of her 

visits to Claremont.  She was not pleased when she learnt of the ruse.  

The road had been newly improved, having long been a hazard where 

it bent sharply with the line of the river.  The burghers of Kingston 

had rejected as too costly a scheme by Brunel to straighten the river.  
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Seething Wells from the Barge Walk

The course was eventually modifi ed in 1852-54, using spoil from the 

excavations at Seething Wells. 

4.03.23   The promenade was fi rst conceived by the property developer 

William Woods, with the intention of providing an exclusive walk 

between Raven’s Ait and St Raphael’s church for the residents of his 

new villas on the Portsmouth Road.  But in return for assistance with 

its construction, Woods agreed to the walk being made into a public 

promenade and eventually, in 1896, it was extended all the way to 

Kingston.

On the Middlesex side, a band of meadowland separated the Hampton 

Court Park from the Barge Walk and the river.  Rocque’s plan of 1754 

shows how the cross avenue joining the ends of the three great avenues 

shut out this aspect of the river, except for the vistas themselves and 

the Lower Wilderness, added during William and Mary’s reign. 

4.03.24   The Home or House Park is dominated by the goose-foot 

layout of avenues.  This originated with the great canal planted with 

‘sweete rows of lime trees’, designed by André and Gabriel Mollet 

for Charles II in the French Grand Manner.  The two outer avenues 

were planted later for William and Mary, resulting in the famous patte

d’oie, which complemented the new east front aligned by Wren on the 

Mollet canal.  The three avenues radiate from the semi-circular Great 

Fountain Garden in front of the palace, for which Daniel Marot designed 

the elaborate parterre shown in his proposals sketch of 1689.   The 

overgrown yews are being left here, unlike those in the Privy Garden, 

and the lime arcade has been restored.

4.03.25   Marot’s sketch shows how the northern, Kingston Avenue, 

was aligned on the tower of All Saints’ Church, Kingston.  Henry Wise, 

Queen Anne’s gardener, refers to ‘a great hill in Kingston Avenue which 

much obstructed the view from the house and gardens and was thought 

proper to be levelled’.  It was intended by William that the southern, 

Ditton Avenue, would also have an eye catcher and in 1699 William 

Talman designed a Trianon to be built at Long Ditton, though this was 

never implemented. 

NATURE CONSERVATION AND FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT  

4.03.26   Like Bushy Park, Hampton Court Park lies on River Terrace 

Gravels and contains extensive acid grassland and a variety of ponds 

and canals. It has far fewer trees than Bushy Park, and these are mostly 

in the lime avenues.  The golf course fairways in the southern half of the 

park are kept close mown, but the roughs contain an excellent acidic 

grassland fl ora.  The northern half is grazed by sheep as well as deer, 

so the turf tends to be rather shorter than in Bushy Park and bracken 

invasion is not a problem. 

4.03.27   The area of greatest nature conservation interest lies along 

the south-eastern edge of the golf course, alongside the Thames 

towpath near Jubilee Gate. The number of rare plants here include 

The Queen’s Promenade in 
Kingston
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Acid grassland - Home Park

Home Park Water Meadows

subterranean clover, which forms large drifts of white fl owers in May.  

The many anthills in the area, and indeed all over the park, are topped 

with the rare changing forget-me-not.  Pride of place among the plants 

of Hampton Court Park, however, must go to autumn squill. During 

August and September, hundreds of these beautiful lilies send up their 

spikes of purple fl owers along the south eastern edge of the park; this 

is the only sizeable population in south-east England. 

4.03.28   The towpath, beside the Home Park, has an attractive 

countryside feeling along this reach with park edge trees and river edge 

trees on either side of it.  There is a proliferation of young growth which 

will need cyclical cutting to create a mosaic pattern of open, dense 

re-growth and woodland areas, to benefi t birds and woodland fl ora 

particularly. 

4.03.29   Behind the park wall, and indeed walled off from the rest of 

the park, are the Hampton Court Paddocks.  Lying on alluvial deposits 

from the Thames, the grasslands here are of a very different character 

to those of the rest of the park, being much damper and of neutral pH.  

The greatest botanical importance of the fi elds is the marshy vegetation 

associated with a series of ditches which criss-cross them.  There is a 

wonderful diversity of wetland plants with numerous London rarities, 

including water speedwell and marsh arrow-grass. A large reed bed 

is found at the Hampton Wick end although it is starting to scrub over.  

The northernmost three or four fi elds are cut for hay, while several 

others are grazed by sheep, by the Queen’s horses and the Prince 

of Wales’ polo ponies, as well as by an abundance of rabbits.  This 

sympathetic management has helped to form an area with one of the 

largest numbers of naturalised wetland plants to be found in such a 

small space almost anywhere in London.

4.03.30   2012 Update: The Home Park Paddocks lie within an area at 

risk from a fl uvial fl ooding.  It will be important to restore the fl oodplain 

– re-connecting the network of channels, creeks and wetlands so that 

water can enter and move through the area in times of fl ood and sustain 

a wet habitat during drier periods.

4.03.31   On the opposite side of the Thames, Seething Wells Reservoirs 

are built on the site of a spring.  The reservoirs have steep brick banks, 

draped in ivy-leaved toadfl ax, ivy, and stonecrop, and encrusted with 

mosses and lichens. The internal grass banks are 3 metres deep 

and have great richness of plant species.  The secret of these steep 

grassland meadows is that for nearly 150 years, since construction, no 

fertilizers or pesticides have been used for fear of contaminating the 

drinking water.  The grassy slopes appear to be composed largely of 

a dry, calcareous substrate with old brick and stonework, the cracks of 

which have been colonised by plants. The calcareous base means that 

alkaline-loving plants have fl ourished although the fl oristic picture 

is complicated by areas of more acidic substrate and the differing 

aspects of the banks.  Liberally scattered throughout the meadows are 

wildfl owers such as burnet saxifrage, common St John’s wort, hoary 

plantain, salad burnet, and unusually, 3 types of scabious: devil’s bit, 

fi eld, and the rarer small scabious, which together form mauve drifts, 

alive with bees and butterfl ies. 
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The Barge Walk

Volunteers in the Home Park Water 
Meadows

4.03.32   The grassland has been kept largely free of scrub, although 

there are some bushes in the grassland: dog rose, elder, and birch are 

scattered here and there but it is broom which is the most abundant 

particularly along the top of the river wall.  It is beneath the broom that 

the Canada geese make their large, down-lined nests.  Other birds, 

such as great crested grebes, are found in the reservoirs in the breeding 

season but the small size of the water bodies and the scarcity of any 

food in the water limits the bird population. 

4.03.33   2012 Update: The tunnels underneath Seething Wells that 

connect the river with the pumping station are home to large numbers 

of bats.  The dark damp conditions are  ideal as a winter roosting site, 

whilst the unlit river channel provides a perfect area for feeding.  The 

Kingston Core Strategy stresses the importance of Seething Wells as a 

site for nature conservation.

A substantial sand martin population has established at Raven’s Ait, 

nesting in the small rivet holes to the sheet piling along the edge of the 

island.  Care should be taken to maintain this habitat during any works 

to the island.

4.03.34   2011 Update: The Kingston Core Strategy seeks to encourage 

increased public access to open space and the riverside potentially 

through open space provision and an extension to a walk near to the 

river at Seething Wells.  

PUBLIC ACCESS AND RECREATION 

4.03.35   The reach is particularly well-served for public access 

although Surbiton is classifi ed as an area of disadvantage in terms 

of access to open space.   Improved river crossings linking Surbiton 

with the Home Park would help to address this.  The Barge Walk and 

Hampton Court Park offer continuous open space on the Middlesex 

side while the Queen’s Promenade links Kingston to Seething Wells on 

the Surrey bank. If the Seething Wells embankment were to be opened 

as a riverside path and a link made between the Promenade and the 

Water Works frontage, there would be continuous public access on 

both sides of the river.  The Thames Ô Õ Ö × Ø Ù Ú Ú Ù Û Ü Ö × Ý Þ ß à à Ú Ý Ü Ý á â Õ ã äå ã Ú æ Õ ç è Ö Ù ã é ß ê ä ë Û × Ý ì Ý ß Ö ê ì Ù Ü Ü Ý Ü í ß ã î Ü Ö Ù ã ï ì ß à î Ý Ö Ù ê Ù ã ã å Ýà Ù Û ã Ü Ö ì Ý Õ ç Õ Ú Ù ã î Ö × Ý ð å ì ì Ý ñ Ö Ù Û è Õ Ö × ò ð Õ ß Ú ß ã î ë ì Ù Û ß ã î Õ ã à ê Õ ã Ù Ý ß ã îÙ è Ý ì Õ Ö Ý Ø ì Ù ç ó Õ ô Ý ã õ Ü ö ß Ö Õ ã à Ö × Ý Õ à ÷ Õ ê Ý ã Ö ð å ì ì Ý ñ â Õ ã ä ë Ù ô Ý ì Ú Ù Ù ä Ý à â ñê Õ Ø Ý Ü Õ ã à ì Ý Ü Ö Õ å ì Õ ã Ö Ü ò ó Õ ô Ý ã õ Ü ö ß Ö ß Ü Ü Ý ì ô Ý à â ñ Õ Ø Ý ì ì ñ ò ð å ì â ß Ö Ù ã ì Õ ß Ú Û Õ ñÜ Ö Õ Ù ã ß Ü Ü Ù ç Ý à ß Ü Ö Õ ã ê Ý Ø ì Ù ç Ö × Ý ì ß ô Ý ì ò
Boatyards

 Hart’s boatyard 

 Thames Marina boatyard

Water recreation: 

 London River Yacht Club 

 Thames Marina 

 Thames Sailing Club 

 1st Surbiton Sea Lion Scouts
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Land recreation: 

 Barge Walk 

 Hampton Court Park 

 Thames Path 

 The Queen’s Promenade 

Landmarks:

  All Saints’ Church, Kingston 

 County Hall, Kingston 

 Guildhall, Kingston 

 Kingston Bridge 

 Kingston Railway Bridge 

 St Raphael’s Church, Kingston 

 Seething Wells Pumping Hall 

LOCAL INTEREST GROUPS 

Amenity and Local History: 

 Kingston Society 

 Kingston upon Thames Archaeological Society 

 River Thames Society (Teddington-Windsor) 

 Surbiton Central Area Residents’ Association 

 Friends of Bushy and Home Parks

Nature Conservation: 

 London Wildlife Trust 

 Surrey Wildlife Trust

PRINCIPAL LAND USES

Parks, housing, the Marina and the disused Water Works are the main 

land uses along this reach.  An area of offi ces and showrooms has 

colonised part of the Seething Wells site, and pubs and boat clubs have 

become established on the Raven’s Ait bend in the river. 

SIGNIFICANT SITES UNDER PRESSURE FOR RE-DEVELOPMENT

Seething Wells Water Works

Main landscape factors for consideration: 

- role of open space in separating Surbiton & Thames Ditton 

- existing scale and character of Victorian Water Works 

- listed Water Works buildings and railings 

- fi ne arched brick river embankment 

- views into site from Hampton Court Park and Palace 

- views across site of tree-covered Surrey Hills 

- views across site from Portsmouth Road to river corridor 

- nature conservation value of river wall, grassland and fi lter beds 

- existing recreation & boatyard facilities at Thames Marina 
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- traffi c pressure on busy Portsmouth Road 

- need to introduce public access along river’s edge 

- need to make footpath link with Queen’s Promenade 

Housing along Portsmouth Road:

- existing character of Victorian housing stock 

- skyline effect on views from Hampton Court Park/Palace 

- skyline effect on views of tree-covered Surrey Hills 

- need to retain visual dominance of St Raphael’s church tower from 

  river 

- role of existing mature trees in reducing impact on river 

- need for more trees along Portsmouth Road

- Bat roosts

Review of Guidance, Project and Management & Maintenance 

Projects and management proposals will evolve over time, with details 

and priorities set in the TLS Annual Action Plan and project briefs.  The 

Action Plan provides greater detail for each project and provides the 

basis for ongoing monitoring.   Please refer to the Appendix for a copy 

of the 1994 Policy, Project and Management Proposals.  

Key: Green: Taken from the 1994 TLS Report with minor 

  amendment where appropriate

 Blue:  New proposal for 2012 Review

 Yellow: Deleted since 1994 due to completion or changing 

  policy or priority
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TLS Ref. 2012 Guidance Related Planning Policy Cross Reference 

3.1G Conserve character of the reach with the rural 17th-

century nature of Hampton Court Park and the Barge 

Walk, contrasting with the Victorian waterfront of 

Seething Wells and the Queen’s Promenade.

London Plan – 7.29

LBRuT – CP 11, DM OS 11, DM OS 12

3.2G Protect the visual links between: 

- Hampton Court Palace and All Saints’ Church tower, 

Kingston

- Hampton Court Palace & the Pumping Station gable, 

Seething Wells 

- Hampton Court Palace and the Long Water Vista to the 

Surrey Hills 

- Seething Wells & the towers of St Raphael’s & All 

Saints’ Churches 

- The Queen’s Promenade and Kingston Bridge

EBC CS14, ENV27

London Plan – 7.12

LBRuT – DM HD7

Policies CS8 & DM12 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

3.3G Prevent any further high buildings which would encroach 

into the view from Hampton Court Park. 

EBC CS14, ENV27

London Plan – 7.12

LBRuT – DM HD7

Policies CS8, DM12 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012) and 

emerging Tall Buildings SPD

3.4G Conserve the long views of the tree-covered Surrey Hills 

skyline.

EBC CS14, ENV27

3.5G Conserve and enhance the nature conservation interest 

of the river and its corridor, with particular attention to 

Seething Wells and Hampton Court Park.

London Plan – 7.19

LBRuT – CP 4, CP 11, DM OS 5

3.6G Conserve the character of open space and the 

separation between Thames Ditton and Surbiton created 

by the Water Works, particularly between the 

Portsmouth Road and the river.

EBC CS12 and 15

London Plan – 7.19

LBRuT – CP 4, CP 11, DM OS 5

3.7G Prevent any further visible waterfront car parking and 

attempt to eliminate existing parking on the river’s edge.

EBC RTT7

3.8G Conserve the Victorian embankments and roadside 

railings which define the Water Works boundaries. 

EBC CS12 and 15

London Plan – 7.19

LBRuT – CP 4, CP 11, DM OS 5

3.9G Retain water-related uses on the Seething Wells river 

frontage.

EBC CS12 and 15

London Plan – 7.19

LBRuT – CP 4, CP 11, DM OS 5

3.10G Conserve and enhance the nature conservation interest 

of the river and its corridor, with particular attention to 

Cigarette Island, the Barge Walk, Hampton Court Park 

and the outflow of the Ember. 

Policy CS4, DM7 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

3.11G Prevent any new building in the vicinity of St Raphael’s 

Church which might detract from the church tower’s 

dominance as a river landmark. Conserve the grouping 

of trees around the base of the tower.

Delete Retain a clear separation between  the Dittons and 

Surbiton at present provided by the Water Works site by 

only allowing low rise development incorporating open 

spaces as appropriate south of the  Portsmouth Road 

and keeping land to the north of the Portsmouth Road 

free of built development. 

Considered to be included in relevant guidance by RBK.

Completed Examine the possibilities of extending the Thames Area 

of Special Character designation into the Borough of 

Elmbridge and the Metropolitan Open Land designation 

into Queen’s Promenade and the Seething Wells 

waterfront.

Complete

ø ù ú û ü ý þ ÿ � � � � � � ÿ û � � � � ÿ � � ü � ÿ 	 
 ü ý û 	 þ ü � ÿ � � � ü � ÿ  � ü ý û � � � � � ú 	 � ÿ � ü � ÿ 	 � � � � ü ý ý ú ý  � � � ú þ �
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TLS Ref. 2012 Project Other Stakeholders 

3.1P Open glimpses into Hampton Court Park from the Barge 

Walk, particularly along the main vista lines, while still 

protecting the Park from views of developments across 

the river.

Policies CS8, DM12 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012) and 

emerging Tall Buildings SPD

3.2P Plant trees around the Coach House to reduce its impact 

on the river.

3.3P Replace The Wilderness concrete panel fence with a 

less intrusive design.

3.4P Reduce the visual impact of the buildings on Raven’s Ait 

with darker paint, smaller signs and more native trees.

3.5P Improve quality of street furniture on the Queen’s 

Promenade and install ramps where appropriate.

Replace trees and shrubs with species that emphasise 

the Victorian character of the walk to retain the roadside 

screen.  Announce the access points from the road 

pavement to the Promenade, allowing brief glimpses 

from the Portsmouth Road to the river.

Policies CS4 & DM7 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

3.6P Plant plane trees along the south side of Portsmouth 

Road

3.7P Link the public open spaces along the Surrey bank 

through the Seething Wells frontage and between the 

Queen’s Promenade and Seething Wells.

Policies CS4 & DM7 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

3.8P Restore the historic Home Park Water Meadows Historic Royal Palaces

3.9P Improve facilities and install welcoming signage for 

visiting boats along sections of Queen’s Promenade.

Policies CS4 & DM7 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

3.10P Replace the yellow hand rails leading to Queen’s 

Promenade.

Policies CS4 & DM7 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

3.11P Create a focus of land- and river- based activity around 

the Queen’s Promenade café investigating the potential 

for rowing boat hire and visitor mooring.

Policies CS4 & DM7 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

3.12P Improve interpretation as part of a heritage trail to 

include the Coombe Conduit Pipe, Alexander Raphael 

and Seething Wells.  Consider moving the ‘leaping 

salmon’ statue from London Road to the riverside.

Policies CS8 & DM12 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

Completed Re-design the tree-planting along the Barge Walk to 

create groups of large deciduous trees between the path 

and the Park (where not in conflict with the nature 

conservation value of existing grasslands), eliminating 

diseased elm suckers and small-scale ornamental 

planting. (Hist. Royal Palaces) 

Completed.

Completed Re-design benches along the Barge Walk to fit the 17th 

century character of the waterfront. 

Completed.

Plant trees on the raised parking area behind the 

Thames Sailing Club and make a pedestrian link from 

the Queen’s Promenade, through the electrical sub-

station area and the car park to Seething Wells. 

Considered unfeasible at present but would still be a long term 

goal of the TLS.

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
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TLS Ref. 2012 Proposal  Stakeholders 

3.1M Prevent scrub from growing up between the towpath and 

the water’s edge along the Barge Walk and manage the 

trees as proposed in the TLS Towpath Management 

Plan

Historic Royal Palaces

3.2M Continue excellent grassland management of Hampton 

Court Park and Paddocks.

Historic Royal Palaces

3.3M Seek to introduce grassland management of the banks 

of Seething Wells Reservoirs.

Policy S1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

3.4M Seek to work with the owner to maintain the plant 

communities on the Seething Wells river wall.

Policy S1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

� � � �  ! " ! � # � � $ � � % � # ! � � � & ! ' ( ) * ) + � , +
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Landscape Character Reach No 4                               KINGSTON

4.04.1 Overview 1994-2012

• The Kingston reach has undergone a dramatic change over the 

  past 15 years. This is the result of a combination of factors – the town 

  centre’s status as a regional centre, and the survival into the fourth 

  quarter of the 20th century of its traditional industrial base, much of it 

  based on the river that has now largely been redeveloped. 

• The Surrey side has a livelier leisure-based waterfront now than it did 

  in the late 1980s – and a continuous river walk – and has become an 

  important and attractive leisure and cultural destination. 

• Timber-yards and boat-yards in Hampton Wick, the Power Station 

  and British Aerospace in Kingston have disappeared and the riverside 

  is more densely built up. 

• The character of Kingston is still assured by the rare mix of rural 

  seclusion (on the towpath to Ham and Teddington), a major shopping 

  centre grown around the historic market town, and a charming 

  residential suburbia along the river. 

• Development of Charter Quay which enabled the continuous river 

  walk, wetland area and construction of the Rose Theatre 

• There has been a concerted effort with projects and strategies to 

  reverse the historic impression of Kingston ‘turning its back on the 

  river’, through joint action by the Borough, Kingston First and the TLS 

  to improve landscaping and street furniture, and integrate wildlife and 

  boat activity with the recreational uses. This has helped to balance the 

  intensity of development, so that the river plays an increasingly large 

  part in the life of the town. 

• Landscaping of the Kingston Bridge area in partnership with the Father  

  Thames Trust (1997)

• Putting the Thames Back into Kingston initiative (2005)

• Kingston Integrated Moorings Business Plan (2006)

• Establishment of Kingston River Festival (2007)

• Completion of fi rst phase of works to Kingston river-front with the 

  Frere Jacques scheme (2007) 

• Assistance in the drafting of the Kingston K+20 Area Action Plan

• Completion of the Eagle Brewery Wharf enhancements (2010)

• Contributing to the Ancient Market Area Public Realm Design 

  enhancements which include the Kingston riverside through the town 

  centre

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

4.04.2   The Kingston Reach covers the historic waterfront of the town, 

running along the Surrey bank from the end of the Queen’s Promenade 

to the Kingston Railway Bridge.  On the Middlesex bank, there are 

two distinct landscapes. South of Kingston Bridge, mature trees and 

parkland stretch right to the edge of the Barge Walk.  

4.04.3 At the southern entrance to Kingston, the Portsmouth 

Road swings right down to the river’s edge, terminates the Queen’s 
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Turk’s launches at the Queen’s 
Promenade

Mouth of the Hogsmill River

Kingston Reach

Promenade and becomes the High Street.  Four-storey offi ce buildings 

and a lone ash tree mark the entrance to the town, contrasting with the 

row of two-storey houses along South Lane.  The  mature street plane 

trees mark the end of the sequence of large Portsmouth Road houses 

and apartments.

4.04.4 Beyond the Queen’s Promenade at Town End Wharf, the river 

path narrows down to a paved strip along the water’s edge.  In some 

places the path is only 2 metres wide, while in others it expands to small 

raised terraces that although in need of enhancement  form a popular 

place to sit and watch the life of the river go by.  Offi ces, restaurants and 

boat-clubs front directly onto the path, creating a lively urban edge to 

the river. The buildings behind Town End are 3-storeys or less, leaving 

the view of All Saints’ Church unobstructed, and creating a comfortable 

relationship between building height and river.

4.04.5 2012 Update: The dilapidated fi nger moorings at Town End 

have recently been removed.  A proposal to replace these with new 

24-hour visitor moorings and some residential places is proposed in the 

Kingston Moorings Plan.   Turks Launches are now permanently and 

colourfully based at Town End operating trips to Hampton Court and 

Richmond.   Parrs Boats operate just a little upstream from Turks on 

Queen’s Promenade.  Signage from the town centre advertising boat 

trips would encourage use.   The waterspace in this reach is as busy 

as any within the TLS region.  At weekends the river is full of activity - 

rowers, skiffs, sailing and passing cruisers making for a magical scene.

4.04.6 2012 Update: The public space at Eagle Brewery Wharf has 

recently been enhanced.

4.04.7 2012 Update:  Charter Quay has signifi cantly changed the 

reach, not only on the ground where it has enabled a continuous river 

walk via a  bridge over the Hogsmill Creek to be established (the fi nal 

link in the Thames Path between Putney and Surbiton), but in terms of 

its height and bulk which dramatically affect views along and across 

the river. Reaching 8 storeys at maximum, the residential blocks now 

dominate the view from the bridge and from some distance along 

Barge Walk on the Middlesex bank opposite.    At ground level, a series 

of award winning open spaces, such as Jerome Place, provide cafes 

and bars which complement the riverside and generate activity. The 

reed-beds (designated a wildfowl conservation area) form a welcome 

contrast to the town centre setting and have successfully attracted an 

interesting variety of wildfowl particularly swans. The adjacent private 

moorings for residential boats add to the visual interest of the riverside 

although it has been suggested that more historic craft could be based 

here to add more interest  to the riverside.  At weekends and summer 

evenings, the riverside route is busy and lively with walkers, boaters 

and drinkers. The riverside along the Bishop’s Palace has been 

successfully enhanced with a modern stainless steel railing added for 

safety reasons to the river edge just upstream of the bridge.

4.04.8 2012 Update: Kingston’s historic core  between All Saints’ 

Church and the Rose Theatre/Guildhall/Clattern Bridge complex has 
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Market Place, Kingston

been improved with new furniture, lighting, water features and paving.  

Further enhancements to the Ancient Market Place are planned and a 

Heritage Lottery Bid for the All Saints religious precinct proposes  the 

movement of the Coronation Stone back to its original position near to 

the church.  A number of alleyways connect back to the bustling market 

centre of Kingston. Mostly the alleyways are dingy and forbidding – 

especially King’s Passage but The Griffi n shows how the connections 

can be made more welcoming, opening off the attractive Creek and 

Hogsmill River. Better design of these spaces to link the alleyways 

with Kingston’s historic core would be helpful.  In the long term, the 

construction of a principle route to link the town centre with the river 

could be possible as regeneration takes place.  In the shorter term, 

improved signage, continuity of materials and innovative lighting could 

be used to encourage activity.  

4.04.9 2012 Update: The stone arches of Kingston Bridge provide the 

entrance to the town from the west and the focal centre of the waterfront 

from the river. The Grade I* listed bridge has been widened to reduce 

traffi c congestion, providing dedicated bus and cycle lanes; although 

substantial, the widening has retained the high quality of stonework 

and detail such as black lamps and traditional paving, and from the 

towpaths the increased width has not had a damaging effect and is 

not obvious. The railway bridge beyond is less distinguished and could 

be improved by a fresh coat of paint and a more imaginative colour 

scheme.

4.04.10   2012 Update: North of Kingston Bridge, the John Lewis 

development of 1990 was the fi rst major scheme to radically change 

the  scale of the town and river frontage.  Although the quality of the 

design and the use of materials was seen as  exemplary when opened, 

the size of the building, in combination with the Bentalls multi-storey car 

park has had a major impact on the area. Unfortunately there is little 

riverside activity on this side of the bridge to match that found upstream. 

The ground fl oor of John Lewis facing onto the wharf has blanked out 

windows and the area is generally empty and unwelcoming.  Beyond 

here, the building extending over the river bank at Turk’s Pier – formerly 

a pub/restaurant, and with a public route around a walkway on the river 

elevation - projects into views along the river. Its town-side setting is 

bleak and awaiting development, overlooked by the John Lewis car 

park access. On Thames Side, the 5 storey fl ats with a row of dramatic 

glazed gables, and the Steadfast Sea Cadets at ground level, overlook 

a small private grassed riverbank area, but the route for walkers is 

unwelcoming, with no footpath, and the strip terminates in a riverside 

car park next to the railway bridge and an unprepossessing entrance to 

Canbury Gardens.  The car park here detracts from the scene, although 

the space retains some magnifi cent herring bone granite sets.   

4.04.11   2012 Update: Across the river at Hampton Wick, the 

replacement of the former timber yards with three apartment blocks 

and their private marina has radically changed the view from Kingston, 

although it has relatively little effect on Hampton Wick High St. The 

three blocks, three and fi ve storeys high with curved roofs intended to 

echo the roofs of the former timber sheds, do not make a signifi cant 

contribution in terms of activity to the riverside, although the limited 
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The Coronation Stone

Kingston’s Guildhall

opening up of  the riverside to the public is welcome. Together with the 

converted warehouse, now offi ces, next to Kingston Bridge, and the two 

apartment complexes by the railway bridge, there is now continuous 

offi ce or residential development on this part of the Middlesex bank. 

The main visual interest comes from moored houseboats, although 

three new identical permanently-moored boats downstream of 

Kingston Bridge have a forbidding and alien appearance at odds with 

that of most of the other craft.  Passing boats are now largely pleasure 

cruisers and tourist launches rather than working barges, but the water 

is still full of activity.  Policies on design and character in Kingston’s 

core strategy will be supplemented by detailed design guidance on tall 

buildings and views to form an SPD. 

4.04.12   There is a great contrast between the built-up waterfront on 

the north of Kingston Bridge and the tree’d parkland to the south.  The 

Barge Walk is lined by a row of mature and rounded horse chestnuts 

and backed by a rank of columnar poplars.  The trees and open parkland 

beyond create a rare  London view from the built-up town waterfront 

on the opposite bank.  A colony of houseboats has domesticated the 

river bank with enclosed private gardens - this shouldn’t be allowed to 

extend any further as this would compromise the essentially open and 

public nature of the river bank here.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

4.04.13   Kingston, set on rising gravelly ground, defended by the river 

and surrounding marshes, appears to have been settled along the 

Hogsmill river as early as the Neolithic era.  Kingston is fi rst recorded 

in an Anglo Saxon charter in 838 and then in 946, when it had become 

the venue for a number of councils and coronations, cited by King 

Edred as ‘the royal town where kings were hallowed’.  The Coronation 

Stone still stands on display outside the present Guildhall. 

4.04.14   A bridge has existed at Kingston since at least the 12th century, 

and until Putney Bridge opened in 1729 only London Bridge crossed 

the Thames below Kingston.  The town’s strategic importance as a key 

river crossing has meant that it has featured prominently in military 

campaigns until after the Civil War. Although Kingston was never a 

great ceremonial centre after the Saxon period, it retained considerable 

status.  The bishops of Winchester built a hall here in the early 13th 

century and King John, who granted the town its earliest charter, is also 

believed to have built a residence at Kingston (the 13th century column 

outside the library is reputed to come from the building).  Merton Priory 

also had a substantial estate in Kingston including, by 1450, a large 

dovecote.

4.04.15   Despite the John Lewis block which has covered Old Bridge 

Street, Kingston still retains much of the street pattern of a mediaeval 

riverside town, with Church Street, the church, the market place, High 

Street and Thames Street comprising the best preserved such pattern 

in Greater London.  The Clattern Bridge over the Hogsmill River is one 

of oldest in Britain.  The 12th-century structure is still intact despite 

various widenings. 
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Henry VIII’s arrival at Hampton Court meant that Kingston became 

a favoured residence for many of his courtiers and the connections 

continued under Elizabeth.  Wolsey had already linked Kingston to 

Hampton Court by virtue of his elaborate conduit system bringing 

spring water from Combe Hill to the palace.  In 1989 English Heritage 

restored one of the three surviving conduit houses which are now all in 

private grounds. 

4.04.16   It was only after the Civil War, in which the town suffered 

for its support for the Royalist cause, that Kingston’s royal importance 

declined.  But Kingston had always had a prominent function in the 

local economy quite apart from its ceremonial and social functions.  As 

well as its market and horse fair serving the surrounding countryside 

- Celia Fiennes noted in the 1690s  that Kingston was a ‘great Market 

for Corne ...great quantety’s of Corn and Malt sold’ - the town had a 

thriving industrial base.  As early as 1264-68 Kingston bailiffs supplied 

3,800 pitchers to royal residences from the pottery works here.  After 

the bishops had removed to Esher in the 14th century, their residence 

became Kingston’s tannery.  It was destroyed by fi re in 1963.  Bark for 

tanning was in ready supply given the timber traffi c from the wharves; 

the river made transport of hides a simple matter and by the 19th 

century, a third of the country’s leather was processed in Kingston and 

other Surrey centres. 

4.04.17   High Street, formerly known as West-by-Thames, was the 

industrial heart of the town.  Behind the crowded street on the river 

there were malt, corn and coal wharves until the mid-19th century, 

and other industries included distilling, brewing, boat building and iron 

smelting.  Turk’s, the most famous of Kingston’s boatyards, remained 

until recently on the site where Richard Turk opened his business in 

1740. ‘Three Men in a Boat’ set out from Turk’s. The iron posts on the 

Middlesex approach to the bridge came from Harris’ iron foundry, which 

operated at 66 High Street, and Harris’ crest can still be discerned 

on each post.  Building materials for the suburban expansion around 

Kingston continued to come in via these wharves until well into the 20th 

century.

4.04.18   At the turn of the century, Kingston was a great centre for 

pleasure boating. The ‘Amateur’ Regatta, which began in 1829, is one 

of the oldest in the country. There were fashionable riverside gardens 

at Nuthall’s Restaurant and the Sun Hotel - the former is now occupied 

by the Gazebo pub, although the two Victorian gazebos still survive.  

The grandiose facade of Nuthalls can still be seen above the Millets 

shopfront.

Given the industry and commerce in the town, it is not surprising that the 

grander 18th-and 19th-century houses were located outside the town, 

particularly on the Coombe and Kingston Hills.  A number survive, such 

as Combe Hurst built in 1835 and now part of Kingston University.  The 

mature planting in the grounds of these houses still provides the town 

with a fi ne backdrop. 

The Guildhall beside the Hogsmill 
River in Kingston

The new John Lewis building beside 
Kingston Bridge
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Kingston Riverside

Feeding the swans

NATURE CONSERVATION AND FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT 

4.04.19   Home Park provides a good natural green edge to the river 

bank, contrasting with the urban waterfront on the Kingston side.  The 

Hogsmill River fl ows in to the Thames here.  

4.04.20   2012 Update: A wetland area for wildfowl has been created 

as part of the Charter Quay development, forming one of the few 

natural areas on the Kingston Town side of the river.  It has quickly 

established as a haven for swans, coots and moorhens.    The reach 

forms a particularly important feeding ground for a number of bat 

species,  linking the wild open spaces of Ham Lands and the Home 

Park.  The Bat Conservation Trust has recorded their numbers for 

many years noting the impact that lighting has on their movement and 

feeding habits - all efforts should be made, in the future, to introduce 

bat friendlier lighting along the Kingston side of the river to complement 

the darker bank opposite.

4.04.21   2012 Update: The reach is at considerable risk from fl uvial 

fl ooding particularly in the historic fl ood meadows of the Home Park 

and up the Hogsmill River.  Studies by the Environment Agency 

indicate that a signifi cant portion of the town centre could be affected 

by a large fl ood event.  The borough has carried out a Strategic Flood 

Risk Assessment and several riverside premises, including John Lewis, 

have installed moveable fl ood defenses to erect in times of inundation.  

The TLS is working with Historic Royal Palaces to restore the historic 

fl ood meadows in the Home Park so that they can function in times of 

fl ood and drought.  

The reach is also impacted by the infl uence of the tide - high waters 

fl owing over Teddington Weir when a spring tide coincides with a fl uvial 

fl ood event.  The tidal  infl uence of this now extends as far upstream as 

Molesey Lock.  During these events water levels can rise quickly to a 

height of up to 70cm above normal, covering riverside paths and open 

spaces; disturbing moored boats and depositing fl otsam and jetsam.

PUBLIC ACCESS AND RECREATION

4.04.22   2012 Update: Over the past decade the diversity of attractions 

in Kingston has increased considerably.  The town includes one of the 

region’s largest shopping centres which along with a diverse food and 

leisure offer  draws visitors from across London and the South East.  

With its museum, historic market square and University, Kingston’s 

reputation as a cultural destination is rapidly growing, a position that 

was given a signifi cant boost with the opening of the Rose Theatre in 

2007.

4.04.23  In 2004, Kingston was one of the fi rst Business Improvement 

Districts in the UK.  This saw the establishment of ‘Kingston First’, a 

dynamic partnership to champion improvements and manage tourism 

in the town centre.  Kingston has established itself as a festival town, 

hosting a number of key events such as the May Merrie, the International 
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Restored riverside at the Bishop’s 
Residence

Youth Festival and the Kingston Celebration of the River - timed to take 

place over the same weekend as the Kingston Regatta.

4.04.24   2012 Update: Public access links through the Charter Quay 

area were part of the planning conditions for redevelopment.  Now 

these links are completed, there is continuous river edge access along 

the Kingston waterfront and up the Hogsmill River, including a riverside 

plaza of  pubs, cafes and restaurants. Although the public are allowed 

to use the river walk, it remains privately owned and many signs remind 

the public of this, and restrict activities. 

On the Middlesex bank, the towpath and Barge Walk start to the south 

of Kingston Bridge.  North of the Bridge, the  former timber wharves are 

now part of the recent residential development, with a private marina; 

there is public access to the riverside but little activity. There are railway 

stations on both sides of the river at Kingston and Hampton Wick.

4.04.25   2012 Update: The Kingston waterfront is well-served by 

landing stages, a slipway and steps. Turk’s Boats operate a regular 

summer passenger boat service between Richmond and Hampton 

Court and Parr’s Boats operate between Kingston and the Palace.  The 

reach is well served by all manner of recreational sailing, rowing, skiff, 

canoe and punting clubs.  The Barge Walk is popular  with anglers. 

4.04.26    Kingston’s physical position just upstream of Teddington Lock 

coupled with its cultural, leisure  and historic associations should make 

for a thriving waterspace full of moored craft.  The town’s industrial 

past however, left a legacy that largely turned its back on the river.  

Whilst the river teems with rowing and sailing boats from local clubs, 

the riverside could be much livelier  The Borough’s Moorings Business 

Plan addresses the issue of additional mooring and proposes measures 

to encourage more historic and visiting boats to the town.

Water recreation: 

 Hampton Court Sailing Club 

 Minima Yacht Club 

 Steadfast Sea Cadets 

 Turk’s Boat Hire

Land recreation: 

 Barge Walk 

 Kingston Museum 

 Kingston Waterfront Fishing 

 Thames Path 

 The Queen’s Promenade 

 Hampton Court Park 

Landmarks:

 All Saints’ Church, Kingston. 

 Clattern Bridge, Kingston 

 Coronation Stone 

 County Hall, Kingston 

The Kingston River Festival
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 St John’s Church Hampton Wick

 Guildhall, Kingston 

 Kingston Bridge 

 Kingston Railway Bridge 

 The Market House, Kingston 

LOCAL INTEREST GROUPS 

Amenity and Local History: 

 Friends of Kingston Museum 

 Hampton Wick Association 

 Kingston Society 

 River Thames Society (Teddington-Windsor) 

 Kingston upon Thames Archaeological Society 

Nature Conservation: 

 London Wildlife Trust 

 Richmond & Twickenham Friends of the Earth 

PRINCIPAL LAND USES

The Kingston Waterfront has a diversity of uses.    The waterfront is 

well-served by pubs and restaurants, as well as wharves and landing 

stages for public use. The Middlesex bank is divided; south of the 

Bridge is Hampton Court Park while to the north offi ces and apartments 

line the wharf frontage. 

Review of Guidance, Project and Management & Maintenance 

Projects and management proposals will evolve over time, with details 

and priorities set in the TLS Annual Action Plan and project briefs.  The 

Action Plan provides greater detail for each project and provides the 

basis for ongoing monitoring.   Please refer to the Appendix for a copy 

of the 1994 Policy, Project and Management Proposals.  

Key: Green: Taken from the 1994 TLS Report with minor 

  amendment where appropriate

 Blue:  New proposal for 2012 Review

 Yellow:  Deleted since 1994 due to completion or changing 

  policy or priority
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TLS Ref. 2012 Guidance Related Planning Policy Cross Reference 

4.1G Protect and where possible enhance the visual links 

between:  Hampton Court Palace and All Saints’ Church 

tower, Kingston 

The Thames and the Guildhall tower up the Hogsmill 

River

London Plan – 7.12

LBRuT – DM HD7

Policies CS8 & DM12 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012); Policy K9 

(K+20 Area Action Plan)

4.2G Prevent any further tall buildings which would encroach 

into the protected views from Hampton Court Park.

London Plan – 7.12

LBRuT – DM HD7

Policies CS8 & DM12 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012); Policy K9 

(K+20 Area Action Plan) and emerging Tall Buildings SPD

4.3G Conserve the building height and use contrast between 

the Portsmouth Road and the entrance to Kingston at 

South Lane 

4.4G Conserve and enhance the nature conservation interest 

of the river and its corridor, with particular attention to 

the Hogsmill River.

London Plan – 7.19

LBRuT – CP 4, CP 11, DM OS 5

Policies CS4, DM7, KT1, SB1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012) 

Policy K14 (K+20 Area Action Plan)

4.5G Ensure that  Kingston's waterspace is accessible and 

lively. Encourage historic boats and visiting boats 

through improvements to public moorings.  Conserve the 

landing stages and steps providing access to the river.

Policy CS4 & DM7 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012); Policy K13 

(K+20 Area Action Plan)

4.6G Seek to remove car parking from the Kingston 

Waterfront.

4.7G Ensure that the redevelopment of the Bishop's Palace 

complex is appropriate with its riverside setting and that 

it opens up accessible, legible and active pedestrian 

routes between the river and town centre.

4.8G Consider the potential to open a primary access route 

between the river and Kingston town centre through the 

long term redevelopment process 

Delete Conserve the character of the Kingston waterfront either 

side of the bridge, with the parkland, timber yards and 

wharves opposite.

Not achieved. Timber yards have been re-developed; no 

industrial use remaining. Wharves used for moorings and 

houseboats.

Delete Keep the river edge buildings to the south of Kingston 

Bridge under 4 storeys.

Failed - Charter Quay exceeds 4 storeys.

Delete Ensure that the eventual redevelopment of Kingston 

Bridge House is of a height and design which 

complements the rest of Hampton Wick and no longer 

intrudes into Hampton Court Park or the river landscape.

Removed by LBRuT.

Delete Encourage the retention of the remaining river-related 

industry in Hampton Wick and resist their replacement 

by uses not functionally related to the river.

No river-related industry remaining.

- . / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 7 9 4 0 : ; 9 < 4 = < 1 8 4 > ? 1 2 0 > 3 1 @ 4 A 9 6 1 9 4 B ; 1 2 0 C 7 D 9 < / > E 4 F 1 9 4 > 9 7 5 F 1 2 2 / 2 B 5 7 F / 3 ;

TLS Ref. 2012 Proposal  Stakeholders 

4.1M Manage the outflow of The Creek/Hogsmill River for 

nature conservation in line with the Hogsmill Catchment 

Management Plan and objectives for restoration of the 

Hogsmill River

Policy K14 (K+20 Area Action Plan)

4.2M Manage the mature Horse Chestnuts on the Barge Walk 

to retain the important line of trees along the water’s 

edge.

Historic Royal Palaces

4.3M Manage the river wall along the town centre waterfront to 

enhance the nature conservation value.

Policy K13 (K+20 Area Action Plan)

4.4M Encourage visitors to move about and discover the wider 

Kingston riverside beyond the traditional honey pot 

locations.

4.5M Improve and promote the cultural and physical  links 

between Kingston and near-by attractions such as 

Hampton Court Palace. 

Historic Royal Palaces

G H I H J K L K I M H I N G H O I M K I H I P K Q R S T S U H V U
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TLS Ref. 2012 Project Other Stakeholders 

4.1P Enhance the upstream and downstream gateways to 

Kingston with particular attention to the Queen’s 

Promenade/Seething Wells area and the Canbury 

Gardens/Lower Ham Road area.

Policy CS4 & DM7 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012); Policy K13 

(K+20 Area Action Plan)

4.2P Plant more street trees at southern end of High Street to 

frame the entrance to Kingston town centre.

Policy K10 (K+20 Area Action Plan)

4.3P Enhance the setting of the Clattern Bridge by removing 

the concrete structure overhanging  the river channel, 

repositioning the Coronation Stone near to its original 

position and  through the naturalization of the river banks.

4.4P Design the Kingston waterfront path as a continuous 

public space, coordinating materials, planting, seating 

and signing.  Celebrate and interpret gateways to the 

river.

Policy CS4 & DM7 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012); Policy K13 

(K+20 Area Action Plan)

4.5P Enhance  the connections between Kingston's ancient 

core centred around All Saint's Church and the Market 

Place with the Thames.  Ensure that the hierarchy of 

historic alleys to the river from town centre are ‘badged’ 

to identify river links, and are appropriately lit.

Policies K7, K11 & K13 (K+20 Area Action Plan)

4.6P Re-paint Kingston Railway Bridge and ensure that 

summer roosts for local bat populations are conserved.

4.7P Improve riverside pedestrian route between Canbury 

Gardens and town centre, particularly at Thames Side

Policies CS4, DM7 & KT1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

4.8P Restore the granite sets at Thameside Car Park and 

retain the potential for the open space to be used as a 

working wharf in the future

4.9P Interpret the three ages of Kingston Bridge through an 

enhanced lighting scheme to the pedestrian arch..

4.10P Investigate the potential to install measures to reduce the 

impact of the pinch points along the narrow towpath 

between Eagle Brewery Wharf and Queen’s Promenade 

to encourage walkers to promenade.

Policy CS4 & DM7 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012); Policy K13 

(K+20 Area Action Plan)

4.11P Implement the recommendations of the Kingston 

Integrated Moorings Business plan with particular 

reference to improving facilities for visiting boaters and in 

the re-introduction of rowing boat hire in the town centre.

Policy CS4 & DM7 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012); Policy K13 

(K+20 Area Action Plan)

4.12P Provide a focus to the Queen’s Promenade area to 

encourage more people to promenade from Kingston 

Town Centre.

Policy K13 (K+20 Area Action Plan)

4.13P Install the infrastructure required for a temporary pontoon 

to be erected on the Barge Walk for use during the 

Kingston Regatta.

4.14P Install an eel pass under the Clattern Bridge to facilitate 

eel movement

2SL, Kingston University

Completed Bridge The Creek leading to the Hogsmill River for 

pedestrians walking along the Kingston riverfront.

Completed 1999.

Completed Re-develop the Charter Quay waterfront with public and 

commercial facilities and continuous public access along 

the edge of the river.

Completed 1999.

Completed Re-develop the garage site in scale with the South Lane 

houses, retaining the mature plane trees.

Completed.

Delete Provide more temporary (very short stay or overnight 

only) visitor moorings, but limit numbers to avoid blocking 

views of river.

RBKuT Moorings Business Plan will cover this, see 4.13P
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Thames Path, Canbury Gardens

Canbury Gardens

Landscape Character Reach No. 5                 HAMPTON WICK

4.05.1 Overview 1994-2012

• Part redevelopment of the former Power Station site - refl ecting 

  the pattern of the Kingston and Teddington reaches, where blocks of 

  5 storeys have been introduced into the river landscape.

• A re-built Teddington School 

• Redevelopment of the former British Aerospace site next to the 

  towpath, where the river end of the site is now a sports complex and 

  community centre (The Hawker Centre). 

• Felling of a row of poplar trees on the former power station site 

  adjacent to Canbury Gardens caused much controversy.  

• TLS funding bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund for enhancements to 

  Canbury Gardens 

• Landscaping around Half Mile Tree has much improved the entrance 

  to Kingston.

• Construction of an upper  path for cyclists and walkers between 

  Teddington and Half Mile Tree

• New visitor  moorings as part of the Teddington Gateway project have 

  enlivened the towpath route

• Illegal moorings are increasingly a problem between Half Mile Tree 

  and Teddington.  

• Half Mile Tree Enhancements 2007

• Timber-yards and boat-yards in Hampton Wick, the Power Station 

  and British Aerospace in Kingston have disappeared and the riverside 

  is more densely built up. 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

4.05.2   The Hampton Wick Reach curves from Kingston Railway 

Bridge to Teddington Lock.  The reach is characterised by residential 

areas interspersed with recreation grounds. Yet despite tall apartment 

blocks at various locations on both banks dating from the last 30 years 

of the 20th century, the reach remains remarkably green and well-treed.

4.05.3 2012 Update: The beginning of the reach at the entrance to 

Canbury Gardens retains legacies of the former power station operation 

and is  of poor quality and in need of improvement.     The railway bridge 

and pumping station arches, and the lines of trees beyond, provide 

a distinct gateway to the reach as a whole, leading to the shaded 

waterside park.

4.05.4 2012 Update: Canbury Gardens is a much- valued and popular 

park that was awarded Green Flag status in 2010.  The smooth trunks 

of the plane trees and the high canopy above create an arcade-like 

frame to the river. The line of mature poplars previously screening the 

power station site was felled when the riverside apartment blocks which 

replaced the power station were developed on the site, and replacement 

planting is destined to remain low in order to retain views from these 

blocks. The riverside space is thronged with walkers, cyclists and 
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fi shermen on the lower path and people just promenading, sitting and 

watching on the upper benches.

Despite forming Kingston’s main public park, Canbury Gardens feels 

cut off from the town centre -  the poor design of Thameside being a 

barrier to movement between Kingston Bridge and the open space.  

Development is shortly to take place in the Northern Riverside.  Within 

the Gardens, the line of London plane trees is backed by strips of 

shrubberies, a pub and a rowing club.  Tennis courts  and a community-

managed pavilion occupy the landward edge of the park, creating a 

complex of formal recreation facilities. Some of the tennis courts are 

covered by ungainly infl ated white structures in winter. A bandstand 

erected in 1997 acts as a new visual focus for the riverside park.  Like 

the Kingston entrance, the park’s other gateways are disappointing and 

in need of much enhancement – particularly the upstream entrance that 

if designed well could announce arrival at Kingston for the walker from 

Teddington.   There has been some improvement to paths, benches 

and lighting within the park. However, at the northern entrance, the 

riverside path and adjacent slipway are in very poor condition, with 

deep potholes, poor quality street furniture and uncoordinated signage.  

Wash from boats and the action of the tides is eroding the riverbanks.  

4.05.5 The three other main recreation areas at Broom Road 

Recreation Ground, the former British Aerospace Sports Ground (now 

the Hawker Centre) and the Lensbury Club are largely open areas of 

gang-mown sports pitches with adjacent pavilions and tennis courts. 

Particularly on the low Middlesex Bank, the glimpses through to open 

space contrast with the denser tree cover along the rest of the reach.  

The assortment of exotic trees on the edge of the Lensbury Club creates 

a slightly discordant note in the river landscape of native willow, alder, 

oak and ash. The area of scrub woodland on the edge of the former 

British Aerospace site blends better with the landscape.  However, wire 

fencing on this site detracts from its natural character and interrupts the 

fl ow of the upper river walk to Ham Lands.  

4.05.6  2012 Update: The relationship of the community centre – 

which has a public café – with the path and the river could be much 

more positive and attractive.  A native hedge was planted alongside the 

fence in 2010.

4.05.7 The residential areas divide into two main types.  Downstream 

of the Albany, Edwardian houses line stretches of the river and its 

side-channels, particularly at Lower Ham Road and Broomwater.  The 

associated domestic boathouses contribute to the character of the 

river.  The whimsical peaked roofs, barge boards and arched windows 

of the architecture on the water’s edge give the area a special identity. 

The brick boundary walls on Lower Ham Rd are a contributing element 

to the character of the riverside scene; some are in poor condition, and 

their maintenance and the survival of their detailing is important. 

4.05.8 Upstream of the Albany, a number of blocks of fl ats change the 

character and scale of the residential areas.  The three Albany blocks 

stand out along the river, built on the site of Point Pleasant with its 

commanding views to north and south. However the mature cedars, old 
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garden walls and Boston ivy growing on the buildings help to reduce 

some of the impact.  Similarly, riparian trees on the Middlesex bank 

mask some of the bulk of the modern blocks of fl ats of up to 8 storeys 

high.  From a distance however, such as the view downstream from 

the Queen’s Promenade, these blocks still stand out harshly in the 

river scene. Between the fl ats, opposite Canbury Gardens, a number 

of older houses with extensive gardens and boathouses offer a softer 

view across the river. 

4.05.9 The trees on the islands also play an important part in the leafy 

character of the reach.  Steven’s Eyots are surrounded by houseboats 

and pilings, but the willows help to screen some of the clutter and break 

the expanse of the reach. Though the upper end of Trowlock Island is 

covered in wooden bungalows, the downstream half is densely wooded 

with alder, ash and willow, creating a narrow, shaded side-channel 

where the moored boats all appear to be painted in a co-ordinated blue 

and white. 

The islands and recreation areas are dotted with boat clubs.  Some 

of the sheds and club houses are relatively new and brightly painted, 

others date back at least a century.  Some of the fi nest brick boathouses 

on Lower Ham Road have been converted into offi ces.  The informal 

character of the clubs, surrounded by equipment, masts and hulls, bring 

the river edge alive and the cluster of river-related boat clubs makes the 

Thames brim with activity. 

4.05.10      2012 Update: The Thames Path makes its way from 

Kingston along the Surrey Bank towards Teddington Lock.  The 

succession of landscape characters that the walker experiences in 

this reach is important – a series of events merging the peace and 

tranquillity of the sylvan fi elds of Ham with the hustle and bustle of 

Kingston Town.  Both Canbury Gardens and the Lower Ham Road help 

to make this transition, bringing the countryside into the town and visa 

versa.  On Lower Ham Road, most walkers follow the road rather than 

the upper path – this does not seem to provide any major problems with 

the majority of vehicles passing at an appropriate speed although the 

need to resolve this potential confl ict between different users has been 

identifi ed by the Royal Borough of Kingston. The visitor is rewarded by 

magnifi cent views to the river.  The river edge itself has been colonised 

by a diverse range of native riparian plants.   At the Half Mile Tree the 

river bank rises up two short terraces, with parallel paths, the upper path 

has been surfaced to improve conditions for cyclists and pedestrians. 

The Thames Path continues past the Borough Stone towards Ham,  

gradually becoming more rural in character.

4.05.11      2012 Update: At the downstream end of the reach, the new 

Teddington School building appears as a backdrop to the riverside and 

clubhouses.  New fl ood lighting has been installed and adjustments 

are being made to minimize their impact.    Further along, the river is 

dominated by the buildings of the Lensbury Club and television studios, 

and by the pilings, weirs and rushing water of Teddington Lock.  The 

open expanse of Ham Lands opposite acts as a rough contrast to the 

manicured Middlesex banks.  This southern end of Ham Lands has 

been narrowed by the residential development which crosses Riverside 
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Former British Aerospace works

Half Mile Tree, 1920

The site of the former power station 
still undergoing redevelopment

Drive.  However the 2-storey houses, 100 metres back from the river, 

are partly screened by the raised river edge and some tree-planting.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

4.05.12      The village of Hampton Wick grew up as a hamlet at the point 

where Kingston Bridge crossed over into Middlesex.  Despite being a 

single parish until the 1830s, the main connection with the village of 

Hampton, a mile upstream, seems to have been their shared contiguity 

with Hampton Court and its park.  In the Anglo-Saxon period, a single 

manor of Hampton covered the whole of this peninsula.  The lordship 

was vested by William the Conqueror in Walter de St Valery, who also 

held Isleworth.  The manor remained with the de St Valerys until 1217, 

shortly afterwards coming to the Knights Hospitallers. 

4.05.13      Hampton Wick was one of the many villages and manors 

amalgamated in the new honour of Hampton Court created in 1539.  

The honour provided for the making of a new forest or chase for 

Henry VIII, and was called Hampton Court Chase, ‘for the nourishing, 

generation and feeding of beasts of venery and fowls of warren’ and in 

which the King was to have ‘free chase and warren’.  The Chase was 

immensely unpopular as the deer fl ourished at the expense of crops 

and other stock and ‘the country thereabout in manner made desolate’.  

After Henry’s death, Elizabeth agreed to remove the deer to Windsor 

Forest.

4.05.14      In three directions Hampton Wick’s growth has always 

been restricted, by Bushy Park, Hampton Court Park and the river.  Its 

18th century seclusion is implicit in the terms of Steele’s dedication of 

the fourth volume of the Tatler to the Earl of Halifax  from the ‘elegant 

solitude’ of his ‘little covert’ at Hampton Wick.   In 1754 Rocque shows 

only one house, Broom Hall, on the river between Hampton Wick 

and Teddington.  This whole stretch was dominated by the great 260-

acre South Field of Teddington.  The manor house was owned by the 

Frederick family between c1720 and 1820 when the estate was broken 

up.  The house was demolished in the 1930s, but the columns from the 

doorway were incorporated in the house in Manor Gardens built on its 

site. After the South Field was divided up by the Teddington Enclosure 

Act of 1800, a number of villas were laid out on plots fronting the river, 

some of them still retaining elegant boathouses.  There had also been 

some development around the Sandy Lane gas works outside Hampton 

Wick after they were built in 1851, but the land remained predominantly 

agricultural until the arrival of the railway in 1863.  Between 1864 and 

1868, development of the old South Field proceeded so quickly that it 

was known as ‘New Found Out’.  It later became South Teddington. 

4.05.15     On the Surrey side, Canbury Gardens formerly lay in the 

shadow of the 1947 power station.  In the 1850s, despite the presence 

of the gas works on the east side of the Lower Ham Road, the area was 

a tract of marshes and osier beds in which only a solitary cottage stood.  

Steven’s Eyot is named after the boatman who lived there in the late 

19th century and the site of his cottage is now a pub.  After the arrival 

of the railway in 1863, the land became attractive for industrial use and 
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by 1887 it was an eyesore.  The proposal for a public garden was made 

in terms of a borough motion ‘to remove as soon as possible ...the tar 

paving manufactory, the road materials and other miscellaneous and 

unsavory objects deposited there ...that the view from the river shall 

be a pleasant one and not, as at present, unsightly and obnoxious’.  

After initial objections on the grounds that a public garden ‘would be 

used by working men’, the gardens were laid out to a design by the 

borough surveyor Henry Macaulay, on topsoil brought in from the 

nearby reservoir excavations.  The park was opened in 1890. 

4.05.16      The site of the power station was occupied from about 

1877 by the municipally owned Kingston-upon-Thames Fertiliser 

Department, where raw sewage was toasted in huge ovens to produced 

a garden fertiliser sold as ‘Native Guano’.  King’s Passage, at the end of 

Canbury Gardens, was known as ‘Perfume Parade’ after the fi lter beds 

which adjoined the avenue.  Despite all this, Canbury Gardens were 

immensely popular, with weekly concerts and beautiful planting.  

4.05.17      2012 Update: The power station was closed in 1980 and 

the site developed with 5-storey apartment blocks set back 50 metres 

from the river. The felling of the line of poplars planted to screen the 

power station aroused much public opposition. In 2011, on appeal to 

the Secretary of State permission was given for the development of 

the remaining power station site including an eleven and sixteen storey 

block, despite local opposition.

4.05.18     The Bank Farm estate, owned and renamed Point Pleasant 

by General St John, was the subject in 1796 of a Red Book by Humphry 

Repton.  The proposals included a new house by Nash, the fi rst 

completed collaboration by the two men.  The scheme’s aim was to 

take advantage of the views both up and down the river, and Repton 

praised the ‘quite new and unexampled’ solution which his ‘ingenious 

friend Mr Nash’ contrived.  This was a house very close to the water’s 

edge, turned at an angle to the river, with three bows on two fronts.  

The Repton plan indicates too the un-diverted footpath along the river’s 

edge through the estate.  By 1899 it was the Albany club, but the house 

has been demolished and the site is now occupied by three blocks 

of fl ats – The Albany.  The raised situation still commands the river 

bend and the two fi ne Lebanon Cedars which survive may date back 

to Repton. 

The former British Aerospace Works (closed in 1992) evolved during 

the First World War from Sopwith and Hawker’s in Kingston.  The Works 

were built on part of the Ham Lands. 

4.05.19    2012 Update: Their former sports buildings are now the 

Hawker Centre – a sports and leisure facility with a café and links to the 

riverside path.

4.05.20     The housing, Wates’ Riverside Estate, swallowed up 60 

acres of the Ham Lands in the 1960s, much of it the former Lammas 

lands whose copyholders forfeited their rights to the Dysart family 

under the 1902 Act for the Preservation of the View from Richmond Hill.  

However, the remaining land not already in public ownership was then 
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Volunteers from CARA help tidy 
Lower Ham Road

bought by Richmond Council.  After the Council had developed fi ve 

acres in 1983, there was public outcry, leading to the designation of the 

rest as Metropolitan Open Land. 

NATURE CONSERVATION AND FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT 

4.05.21     2012 Update: The river bank at Canbury Gardens, grazed by 

geese, ducks and other waterfowl,  is largely colonized by the invasive 

plant hypericum with few another native riparian species present.  The 

summer annuals and riverside shrubs do however provide a habitat for 

nocturnal wildlife including fi ve species of bat.  The lower area is regularly 

inundated by water during the spring tides.  Current management does 

not account for this and action is required to restore a more natural 

riverbank that is designed in a way to defl ect the wash from passing 

boats and the action of the tides from eroding the riverbanks.  The re-

introduction of native riparian planting could be encouraged and small 

beaches could be created both as places for waterfowl to use and for 

children to play by the water. 

4.05.22     The banks of Steven’s Eyot have a number of pollarded 

willow trees and have been improved by the Environment Agency to 

be more sympathetic to wildlife. There is a tiny island downstream of 

the Eyot with just a few trees which provide a quiet refuge for birds -  

cormorants can be seen roosting in the top of the trees.  Similar to many 

of the other islands, these two would benefi t from more sympathetic 

bank treatment and more trees. 

On the Middlesex bank, Broom Road Recreation Ground presents a 

hard concrete wall topped by a fence to the river front.  As well as 

grading and vegetating the river wall, the fence could be set back or 

indeed removed and the lower part of the recreation land managed as 

a grassy hay meadow gradually falling to the water’s edge.  

4.05.23    There is some mature woodland on Trowlock Island, but 

regular mowing has reduced the areas of understorey and value to 

wildlife.  As the trees start to die and decay they will become more 

valuable for woodpeckers, but the woodland should be managed to 

provide a shrub layer, a more natural woodland ground fl ora, and a 

more diverse age-range of trees.

4.05.24     2012 Update: The island provides an excellent habitat for 

bats and nesting wildfowl.

4.05.25      The towpath beside the former British Aerospace factory site, 

now the Hawker Centre, has an attractive green swathe of grassland 

on either side of it and the river banks are well-vegetated, although 

scrub has become too dense in places.  The future management of the 

site needs to incorporate sympathetic landscaping and management 

for wildlife opening up more grassland areas. 

There is a range of common grasses, including oat grass on the slope 

up to Ham Lands, beside the towpath.  The remaining grassland is 

mown regularly.  Amongst the grasses can be found wild fl owers such 
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Bandstand in Canbury Gardens

as crow garlic, sorrel, yarrow and hardheads.  While pathways can be 

kept closely mown, a late hay cut, with the removal of all the cuttings 

to avoid fertility build up, enables more fl owers to set seed and thereby 

ensure their survival and spread. 

4.05.26      2012 Update: Ham Lands lie just to the north of the former 

British Aerospace land and are discussed more fully in Reaches 6 

and 7.  The part of Ham Lands which lies within the Royal Borough 

of Kingston comprises riverside grassland with a few bushes and 

trees. In places, swathes of grassland are allowed to grow over the 

summer and an interesting mix of species is developing.  The TLS 

Towpath Management Plan suggests greater links between Richmond 

and Kingston’s grassland management of the towpath – the resulting 

mowing changes abruptly at the Borough Stone.  Opportunities to 

combine the two operations could be explored.

4.05.27      At Teddington Lock the long narrow island in the centre 

of the river has a number of trees and demonstrates well how green 

areas can be built artifi cially in the river.  Although the river is only partly 

tidal between here and Richmond Lock, areas of gravel and mud are 

exposed at low tide and black-headed gulls, mallards, coots and other 

waterfowl hunt for invertebrate morsels.  Several species of fi sh – 

notably eels - swim upstream to breed in the Thames’ upper reaches.  

To assist their migration, Teddington Weir has been altered so that they 

can now gain passage at high tide.

PUBLIC ACCESS AND RECREATION

4.05.28      This is one of the main reaches for boat clubs on the 

Thames.  Rowing, sailing and canoeing clubs cluster along the banks, 

interspersed with private boathouses and moorings.  A skiff roller at 

Teddington Lock allows canoes and small boats to bypass the lock. 

Canbury Gardens, Broom Road Recreation Ground and the Lensbury 

Club provide substantial areas of formal recreation, with tennis courts, 

bowling greens, putting greens, football and cricket pitches and 

playgrounds.  The Ham Lands and towpaths offer extensive spaces 

for informal recreation, cycling and walking. Canbury Gardens is a key 

site on this reach and offers continuing opportunities for enhancement, 

especially at its upstream and downstream entrance areas where the 

surfaces, planting and street furniture are of poor quality. 

4.05.29      2012 Update: Public access, using the Thames Path along 

the Surrey bank, is continuous from Kingston right through to Kew 

and beyond. There have been major improvements carried out by the 

Environment Agency around Teddington Lock to increase access and 

temporary mooring for boats, and a new landing stage and moorings 

extend from the footbridge to opposite the end of the weir. There is a 

now a virtually continuous line of moored barges and large traditional 

boats as far as Trowlock Island, providing plenty of interest and informal 

activity particularly on summer evenings. Upstream of the Teddington 

Lock moorings  boats are often moored illegally where there is no 

proper provision which contributes to poor conditions on the towpath.  

Richmond Council has proposed a byelaw to help control this issue. 
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4.05.30      2012 Update: The riverside route between Teddington and 

Kingston is well-used but the view from the lower path to the river is 

limited by scrub growth. The lower path is maintained as an unbound 

rural walk, so some walkers prefer to use the more accessible upper 

path by walkers as well as cyclists. The Hawker Centre café is a 

welcome addition to facilities on the route but could have a clearer 

relationship with the riverside path to attract users. 

Boatyards:   None 

Water recreation:  Ariel Sailing Club 

   Albany Park Canoe and Sailing Centre 

   BP Leisure Teddington Club 

   ‘Leander’ (Kingston) Sea Scout Group 

   Kingston Rowing Club 

   Royal Canoe Club 

   Small Boat Club 

   Twickenham Sea Cadets Corps 

   Tamesis Club

Land recreation:  Former British Aerospace Sports Ground 

   Broom Road Recreation Ground 

   Canbury Gardens 

   Ham Lands   

   Lensbury Club 

   Teddington Sports Centre 

   Thames Path

Landmarks:   Albany apartment blocks  

   Albany Boat Hire 

   Kingston Railway Bridge 

   Teddington Lock 

   Canbury Garden plane trees

LOCAL INTEREST GROUPS

Amenity and Local History: 

   Borough of Twickenham Local History Society 

   Canbury and Riverside Association 

   Hampton Wick Association 

   Kingston Society 

   River Thames Society (Teddington-Windsor) 

   Kingston upon Thames Archaeological   

   Society

   Teddington Society
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PRINCIPAL LAND USES

With the demise of the power station and the British Aerospace 

Works, the reach has become equally divided between residential and 

recreation uses.  Many of the houses are Edwardian, but a number of 

prominent blocks of apartments have also been built in more recent 

years on both banks.  The recreation areas form substantial open 

spaces of sports pitches and formal facilities, regularly alternating from 

bank to bank along the river.  The recreation areas are interspersed 

with a large number of riverside boat and sailing clubs. 

SITE UNDER PRESSURE FOR DEVELOPMENT

Former Power Station Site. The southern end remains undeveloped 

and has been the subject of controversial planning applications for high 

buildings.

2012 Update: Planning permission was granted on appeal in 2006 for 

a hotel and 148 fl ats with a further 22 fl ats to be erected on the western 

part of the site.  The buildings are likely to reach up to 16 storeys.

Review of Guidance, Project and Management & Maintenance 

Projects and management proposals will evolve over time, with details 

and priorities set in the TLS Annual Action Plan and project briefs.  The 

Action Plan provides greater detail for each project and provides the 

basis for ongoing monitoring.   Please refer to the Appendix for a copy 

of the 1994 Policy, Project and Management Proposals.  

Key: Green:  Taken from the 1994 TLS Report with minor amendment 

  where appropriate

 Blue:  New proposal for 2012 Review

 Yellow:  Deleted since 1994 due to completion or changing 

  policy or priority
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TLS Ref. 2012 Guidance Related Planning Policy Cross Reference 

5.1G Conserve and enhance the leafy character and 

extensive recreation use of the reach

London Plan – 7.29

LBRuT – CP 11, DM OS 11, DM OS 12

5.2G Conserve and enhance the nature conservation interest 

of the river and its corridor, with particular attention to 

Ham Lands, Trowlock Island, Canbury Gdns and 

recreation grounds. 

London Plan – 7.19

LBRuT – CP 4, CP 11, DM OS 5

5.3G Retain and enhance the important tree planting along 

the banks

LBRuT – DM DC 4

5.4G With the exception of the Boaters PH moorings,  the 

Canbury Gardens riverbank should be kept free of 

moored boats to allow views to the river and use of the 

water by rowers

Policies CS4, DM7, KT1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012); 

5.5G Manage the impact of tall buildings on the Kingston bank 

through a tall buildings SPD.

Policies CS8 & DM12 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012) and 

emerging Tall Buildings SPD

5.6G Consider traffic management options to improve 

pedestrian environment on the Lower Ham Road

Policy KT1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

Completed Extend the Metropolitan Open Land designation to 

Canbury Gardens

Done. Now a conservation area.

e f g h i j k l m n o p o q l h r s q t l u t i p l v w i j h v k i x l y q n i q l z s i j h { o | q t g v } l ~ i q l v q o m ~ i j j g j z m o ~ g k s
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TLS Ref. 2012 Project Other Stakeholders 

5.1P Encourage Lensbury Club to plant its riverside with more 

appropriate native deciduous trees.

Landowners

5.2P Investigate the long term potential to soften the river 

edge at Broom Rd Recreation Ground 

LBRuT / EA

5.3P Improve appearance of Hawker Centre fencing and 

setting from riverside path, and improve access route to 

café. Take opportunities to make more of the café’s 

riverside setting.

5.4P Upgrade path surfaces, benches and other street 

furniture in Canbury Gardens

Policy KT1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

5.5P Re-route cyclists in Canbury Gardens along a shared top 

path allowing the bottom path to form a quiet pedestrian 

route. Ensure vehicular access to Canbury Gardens is 

restricted to authorised key holders.

Policy KT1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

5.6P Restore the intrinsic Victorian character of Canbury 

Gardens

Policy KT1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

5.7P Promote the use of  and enhance the Canbury Gardens 

riverside promenade

Policy KT1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

5.8P Develop a consistency of lighting throughout the 

Canbury Gardens using bat friendlier light sources.

Policy KT1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

5.9P Enhance the hierarchy of gateways to Canbury Gardens  Policy KT1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

5.10P Establish a palette of materials for Canbury Gardens Policy KT1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

5.11P Enhance the Thameside area to create a better link 

between Kingston town centre and Canbury Gardens

Policies CS4, DM7 & KT1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

5.12P Investigate the potential to enhance the bank edges of 

Canbury Gardens to create a more natural riverside 

habitat

Policies CS4, DM7 & KT1 (Kingston Core Strategy 2012)

Delete Modify bank edges of Canbury Gdns to enable wildfowl 

to move more easily to and from the water

See 5.12P

Completed Open wooded area on edge of British Aerospace site to 

the public to continue line of upper river path, and 

remove unsightly fencing

Completed 2008.  See 5.4M

Delete Upgrade path surfaces and benches in Canbury Gdns; 

replace concrete street lamps with more sympathetic 

lighting

Partly achieved – new benches. New bandstand in 2004 

provided focus for riverside area. See 5.5P                  Lamps - 

partially completed 2007

Completed Re-design northern half of Canbury Gdns to make more 

of river views currently cut by linear shrubbery.

Completed 1999/2000. Shrubberies have been opened up.

Delete Consider upgrading and integrating formal recreation 

facilities of Canbury Gdns with redevelopment of power 

station site

Not achieved, and no longer possible as development 

completed.

Completed Replace failed trees on edge of Ham Lands and plan the 

length of upper river path as woodland to help create 

sense of enclosure back from river’s edge and screen 

housing and proposed industrial development to north. 

Some trees planted. Managed for wildflowers.

Completed Open permanent views through the British Aerospace 

site to the river

Hawker Centre established with café. Friends Group in 

operation.

Completed Separate cyclists and pedestrians along parallel paths 

on Ham Lands river edge terraces

Completed 1998

Completed Identify a cycle link between Bushy Park, Teddington 

Station and Teddington Lock

Completed

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
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TLS Ref. 2012 Proposal  Stakeholders 

5.1M Limit areas of close-mown grass in recreation areas to 

reduce maintenance costs and increase nature 

conservation interest

LBRuT

5.2M Control scrub growth between Ham Lands footpath and 

river, and manage adjacent grasslands as hay meadow.

LBRuT / EA / PLA

5.3M Manage the islands more sympathetically for wildlife, 

drawing up positive management plans for each island.

LBRuT / EA / PLA

5.4M Manage the vegetation along the Lower Ham Road 

riverbank through a three year rotational coppice of the 

tree stock and a two year shrub layer coppice. 

5.5M Establish a monthly volunteer group to pick up flotsam 

and jetsam deposited from the spring tides along the 

Lower Ham Road.

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
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PLA marker stone

Landscape Character Reach No 6                TEDDINGTON

4.06.1 Overview 1994-2012

• The lock, weir and footbridge at Teddington are the main focus of 

   activity and interest in this reach

• Loss of Tough’s boatyard and its replacement with a major residential 

  scheme of apartment blocks has affected the setting of the lock and is 

  a loss to the working character of the reach. Included  public access to 

  the waterfront and use of the slipway at what is now called Teddington 

  Wharf, and a riverside walk joining this site to Ferry Road 

• Improved access, with ramps and better path surfaces, and a separate 

  cycle path towards Kingston

• Installation of accessible ramps to Teddington Lock Footbridge (2001)

• Construction of accessible ramp to the footbridge where many routes 

  converge. 

• Construction of new visitor moorings upstream of lock. 

• The Environment Agency has restored the appearance of the lock 

  islands and much of the lock infrastructure.

• A major achievement has been the careful restoration for public 

  enjoyment of Walpole’s Strawberry Hill, which (although not really 

  visible from the riverside) can now be experienced in its newly painted 

  splendour as part of the network of important Thames-side historic 

  houses in the Strategy area. 

• Launch of Teddington Gateway project (see TLS Information Leafl et 

  No.3, 2003) in partnership with the Environment Agency, “to conserve 

  and enhance the most important historic and natural elements of the 

  lock area and surrounding open spaces and towpaths.”

• Establishment of Teddington Festival of the River 

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER 

4.06.2 2012 Update: The Teddington Reach is characterised by  

boathouses and river work interspersed with housing, opposite the 

wild open space of Ham Lands. Downstream from Teddington Weir the 

Thames is tidal.  Lock works and a boatyard at Swan Island  comprise 

the surviving elements of the working river after the closure of Tough’s 

boatyard.

4.06.3 The turbulent pool beneath the weirs contrasts with the calmness 

of the lock where the still water is controlled from the manicured lawns 

of the lock-keeper’s cottage. The weir is enclosed by the footbridge 

and the island and riverbank trees, which help to screen the television 

studios, offi ces and Lensbury Club. The brightly painted suspension 

footbridge has recently been restored providing a popular feature with 

good views of the weir, the river downstream, and the Anglers’ pub 

garden.

4.06.4 2012 Update: On the Ham side of the footbridge, paths and 

signs have been improved, a cycle ramp added, and wicker fences 

installed to defi ne path edges. Just below the lock on the Ham bank, an 

obelisk marks the beginning of the Port of London  jurisdiction, taking 
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Teddington Lock

Strawberry Hill by Farington with 
Horace Walpole’s view open down 
to the river

Strawberry Hill by Rowlandson

over from the Environment Agency which manages the river upstream 

to the source. 

Tough’s boatyard has been redeveloped as substantial blocks of fl ats 

although the wharf and slipway (now in private ownership) are open for 

limited public access as part of a riverside walk between here and Ferry 

Road, and a busy RNLI lifeboat station operates from the site.

4.06.5 Downstream, the Middlesex bank has gradually been in-fi lled 

with private houses and 4-storey blocks of fl ats, sealing Twickenham 

Road off from the river.  Many of the houses are set between 30 and 

50 metres back from the water behind mature garden trees.  Where 

the houses are built of brick and tiled, they recede beneath the shade 

of the trees.  White stucco houses with bright orange roofs in treeless 

gardens are more prominent in the landscape.  Garden banks are 

generally sheet-piled with private cruisers moored at the river’s edge. 

Splendid boat houses characterize this reach.  The only window from 

the Twickenham Road to the river along this reach is provided by Manor 

Road Park.  The Park has some fi ne mature horse chestnuts, but the 

close-mown grass  and railings on the river edge do not make the most 

of the riverside situation. The route of the Thames Path between Lock 

Road and Manor Road Rec is open to the public during daylight hours 

but due to a fl ood defence is not fully accessible.  

4.06.6 2012 Update: Strawberry Hill, painted by Farington with a 

foreground of grazed meadows running down to the river, is cut off from 

the water by inter-war housing developments and is not visible from 

the river, although a narrow glimpse of the water can still just be seen 

across Radnor Gardens from Horace Walpole’s bedroom. Strawberry 

Hill, extended by the Waldegraves, was formerly used by St Mary’s 

University College, but following many years of gradual deterioration 

is now managed by the Strawberry Hill Trust.  A major Heritage Lottery 

funded restoration has taken place and the house is now fully open to 

the public. Re-planting has taken place in the gardens to bring trees 

closer in to the house, and interpret Walpole’s original garden.  Major 

enhancements to the setting and boundaries have also taken place 

on the Waldegrave Road frontage to complement the resplendent 

new white-painted exterior.    The historic connection between the 

Waldegraves and the Russells at Pembroke Lodge is retained in the 

view from the Strawberry Hill tower. 

4.06.7 Long views from Twickenham and Radnor Gardens look 

south up the reach to the lock and beyond to the roof of St Alban’s 

Church, now the Landmark Arts Centre.  The Church  was restored and 

converted to an arts centre in the late 1980s. Views from Teddington 

look south-east up the reach, under the footbridge to the weir. 

4.06.8 2012 Update: Teddington Lock is a much used local attraction 

and a key landmark on the River Thames marking the traditional 

boundary between the freshwater and tidal  Thames.  The Teddington 

Gateway project coincided with celebrations to mark the 100th

anniversary of the opening of the Barge Dock and proposed a range 

of enhancement schemes.  Many of these have now been completed 

including the repair of railings, lighting and water-based infrastructure 
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and the enhancement of footpath surfaces in sealed gravel.  The 

connection between the lock and Riverside Drive has recently been 

upgraded with new lights, signage and surfacing.  This links to a new 

sealed gravel surfacing along Riverside Drive.

4.06.9 2012 Update:  A proposal to install hydropower at Teddington 

Lock using three 4 m diameter Archimedes Screws mounted on to the 

weir structure. Ham Hydro CIC are developing this renewable energy 

project for the benefi t of the local community, although any affect on fi sh 

populations will need to be monitored.

4.06.10  Ham Lands provides a complete contrast with the Middlesex 

bank.  The wild open space stretches right round the bend in the river 

to Ham House and Petersham Meadow, creating one of the most 

rural parts of the Thames through London.  The edges of the area are 

gradually becoming wooded and managed as coppice with standards 

and the river banks are gently sloped with gravel beaches or vegetated 

granite sets.  In places the banks and path have eroded and need 

repair, and scrub has grown up between the towpath and the river - it is 

now becoming intrusive as it narrows the shared path for walkers and 

cyclists, and blocks out the view of the river. It should be selectively cut 

back to improve light, security, access and river views while retaining 

the secluded rural character.

4.06.11  The Thames Young Mariners’ Base – an environmental 

education centre for young people owned by Surrey County Council  - 

uses an unfi lled section of gravel workings within Ham Lands.  The still 

water-body, gradually becoming surrounded by trees, is well-screened 

from the river and the lock connection is relatively discreet. See Reach 

7 for detail.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

4.06.12   Teddington’s name probably derives from the ‘tun’ of Tudda’s 

people rather than the more appealing ‘tide’s end town’.  There is no 

Domesday entry for Teddington and the fi rst direct evidence of the 

name is in 1100.  In the 13th century the manor gained independence 

from the parish of Staines, but it was in the possession of Westminster 

Abbey when granted to Henry VIII to become part of the honour of 

Hampton Court.  Even after Teddington had been alienated in 1603, the 

offi ce of bailiff and collector was connected with Hampton Court. 

4.06.13   Between the 17th and 19th centuries Teddington, although 

never as fashionable as Twickenham, attained a certain popularity with 

the gentry: Paul Whitehead, poet laureate, the architect Henry Flitcroft 

and Walpole’s friend the artist Richard Bentley are all buried in St Mary’s 

church.  Nearly all the houses of the gentry however have now been 

pulled down - Teddington Grove built by William Chambers for Moses 

Frankes in about 1765, with Chambers’ greenhouse and garden temple; 

Udney House of c1790 with its Robert Adam picture gallery, demolished 

as early as 1825; Bushey Villa possibly by Stephen Wright.  By the 

18th century, the High Street was lined with houses, communications 

having been improved by the turnpiking of the Twickenham road in 
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Teddington Lock Weir

1767.  However until the 19th century, Teddington remained an isolated 

agricultural community, with Hounslow Heath to the east, the river to 

the west and its great open fi elds to the north and south. 

4.06.14  There has been a weir at Teddington since at least 1345, but 

the present lock was built in 1812.  The weir marks the end of the 

tidal reach of the river.  The 1812 structure was one of several built on 

Rennie’s recommendation to improve the notoriously bad navigation.  

The present enormous barge lock and tiny skiff lock were built in 1950.

4.06.15  Suburban development followed the arrival of the London and 

South Western and the Thames Valley Railways in 1863-64.  After 

that, Teddington’s population grew enormously, from 1,183 in 1861, to 

14,037 by 1901.  Development spread rapidly with Upper Teddington 

west of the station, and southwards from Fulwell station to join up 

with the slightly earlier New Hampton.  Along with New Found Out in 

the south, the new settlements built a church, a cottage hospital, a 

hotel, shops, and a town hall with ballroom and theatre.   Although 

it brought these amenities, the suburban expansion did not include 

any new industries.  As early as 1746 there seems to have been a 

linen-bleaching works between the north of Broom Road and the 

river.  By 1831 the parish contained ‘the largest and most complete 

establishment ...in the kingdom’ for wax-bleaching and candle-making. 

This later became the Paint Research Station.  Boatbuilding had been 

an important local industry since at least 1855.  RA Tough opened his 

famous yard in 1895, and many small boats left from here for Dunkirk 

in 1940. 

4.06.16   In the second half of the 19th century, market-gardening was 

a major employer and was continuing to employ 200 people as late as 

1921. To the north, Horace Walpole bought the lease on a small house 

in 1747 on land known as Strawberry Hill Shot, and in the following year 

he secured the freehold plus 5 acres of land.  The small house and 5 

acres formed the core of the Gothic confection which remains one of the 

great monuments of the 18th century.  However gothic within, Walpole 

wanted his garden to be ‘riant’, full of ‘the gaiety of nature’.  A great 

friend of Gray and William Mason and an early admirer of William Gilpin, 

Walpole’s gardening ideas refl ected their ‘poet’s feeling and painter’s 

eye’.  Honeysuckles dangled down from ‘every tree in festoons’ and 

picturesque trees framed views of the Thames. When he bought the 

Strawberry Hill estate Walpole wrote of theThames, ‘Barges solemn 

as the Barons of the Exchequer move under my window; Richmond 

Hill & Ham Walks bound my prospect; but thank God! the Thames is 

between me and the Duchess of Queensberry.  Dowagers as plenty 

as fl ounders inhabit all around and Pope’s ghost is just now skimming 

under my window by a most poetical moonlight’.  Pope had died three 

years earlier but Walpole was well-versed in his gardening precepts.  

The riverside village, his ‘seaport in miniature’, gave life to Walpole’s 

views, which in ‘the setting sun and the long autumnal shades 

enriched the landscape to a Claude Lorraine’.  Strawberry Hill repaid 

the favour from the river: Boydell, whose History of the Thames (1794) 

was dedicated to Walpole, noted that the house ‘very beautifully varies 

the advancing scene. Its Gothic windows that appear between the 

branches compose a very pleasing picturesque object, both as we 
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Teddington Lock footbridge

approach and glide by it.’  Walpole’s meadows have been lost to later 

development, and of his assorted garden buildings little survives, except 

his ‘chapel in the wood’ now far from embowered.  Walpole’s book, On 

Modern Gardening, was highly infl uential and remains of interest as the 

fi rst attempt at garden history. 

4.06.17   Although some way from the Thames, one of England’s most 

important industries in the 18th century, the manufacture of gunpowder, 

had an impact on the riverside.  The industry had a centre on Hounslow 

Heath, using the River Crane to drive the mills and the willows to 

supply high quality charcoal in an area that was reasonably remote but 

convenient for London. Unfortunately the charcoal burning was often in 

close proximity to the fi nished product and explosions were common.  

In 1772 Walpole wrote to his cousin the Hon Henry Seymour Conway, 

a lieutenant-general in the Royal Ordnance: ‘I have been blown up; 

my castle is blown up; Guy Fawkes has been about my house; and 

the 5th of November has fallen on the 6th of January! In short, nine 

thousand powder-mills broke loose yesterday morning on Hounslow 

Heath; a whole squadron of them came hither, and have broken eight 

of my painted-glass windows; and the north side of the castle looks 

as if it had stood a siege.  The two saints in the hall have suffered 

martyrdom! they have had their bodies cut off, and nothing remains but 

their heads.’  Walpole suggested the powder be kept safely underwater 

until required. 

4.06.18   Ham Lands or Ham Fields were settled as early as the Stone 

Age, and there are remains of an Anglo-Saxon village here, but in 

mediaeval times they were a tract of water meadows near the river and 

open grazing on the poor soils of the fl ood plain.  In 1670 the Duke of 

Lauderdale made use of them by extending his great east-west avenue 

across their northern part almost to the river bank. The Rocque maps 

show the way it was laid out across the old meadows. The 1901 Bill for 

the Preservation of the View from Richmond Hill involved the extinction 

of the Lammas rights of many copyholders, although the 1901 plan 

shows that many copyholders resisted this loss of their ancient rights. 

Odd narrow strips like Greenwood’s aster fi elds continued to hold out 

until the 1950s.  The Act in fact only preserved a narrow band of the 

river bank on the northern edge of Ham Lands, and with the Lammas 

rights extinguished, the land was freed for a massive programme of 

gravel extraction. 

4.06.19   After the construction of the improved Teddington Lock in 1904, 

the frequency of fl ooding on the Ham Lands declined.  In that year, 

the Ham River Grit Co. was granted a lease on the Lands, and began 

extracting gravel which was shipped from a newly constructed works 

and wharf on the Thames. Gravel had always been extracted in small 

quantities for local building from the river bank but the industrial scale of 

this operation prompted effective protests about the impact on the view 

from Twickenham and in the 1920s a canal was cut across the towpath 

to a lagoon where processing and loading could carry on out of sight.  

At their greatest extent in the 1930s the workings even encroached as 

far north as the line of the Ham Avenue.  After the Second World War, 

once the entire area had been worked, it was backfi lled with enormous 

amounts of spoil and rubble from bomb-damage and the whole area 
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is now considerably higher than it was at the beginning of the century.  

The lagoon, reduced in size, is still in use today as the Thames Young 

Mariners’ base. 

NATURE CONSERVATION AND FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT 

4.06.20   The infi lled gravel workings at Ham Lands now support a 

mosaic of woodland, scrub, grassland and wetland habitats.  The site 

is now a Local Nature Reserve and contains an exceptional diversity 

of plants and animals, including numerous species which are rare in 

London.  Early maps show water meadows and fi elds near the river 

and ‘Ham Fields’ as open grazing over the poor soils of the Flood Plain 

Gravels.

4.06.21   The Thames Young Mariners’ Base lagoon, connected to 

the Thames by a sluice, is fringed with willows and provides nesting 

cover for great crested grebes, mallards, moorhens, coots, and reed 

buntings, all of which breed here despite considerable disturbance 

from activities such as sailing and angling. Little grebes and kingfi shers 

are both frequent visitors and may breed in some years.  The lagoon 

also contains a good population of fi sh, together with breeding frogs 

and toads in spring. 

4.06.22   2012 Update: Over the past decade the sandy banks found in 

the lagoon have been lost.  This has seen a signifi cant  decline in the  

breeding sand martin population.  This has to some extent been turned 

around with the installation of the sand martin bank on Eel Pie Island.  

Works to remove Japanese Knotweed caused some disturbance in 

2010.

4.06.23   The grassland around the Base is kept fairly short and is 

consequently less diverse but one area, left un-mown until late 

summer, contains a thriving colony of bee orchids; an indication of the 

meadow fl owers which would grow if the rest of the grassland were to 

be managed with a late summer hay cut.  The sides of the lagoon are 

steep and there would be great benefi t for plants and animals if some 

areas could be graded to create a wet margin.

4.06.24   Ham Lands has been known to local botanists for many years 

as an important and diverse site.  It is particularly famous as one of the 

only London sites for the nationally scarce Nottingham catchfl y, which 

grew by the towpath until it was overgrown by scrub in the early 1960s.  

Other plants once found on Ham Lands which are now rare or extinct 

in London include several species of clover characteristic of dry, sandy 

soils, common meadow-rue in the fl ood meadows, autumn squill, and 

the parasitic great dodder.  Although these plants have disappeared, 

others have colonised the landfi ll areas, including the rare Deptford pink.  

Over the last 25 years over 230 species of plants, including numerous 

London rarities, have been recorded from Ham Lands making it one of 

the richest sites in London. 

4.06.25   Hawthorns and willows are scattered throughout the grassland 

and more extensive areas of scrub and woodland occur, especially 

Birdlife along this stretch of the river 
is particulary interesting
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Teddington River Festival to 
celebrate 100th birthday of the 
Barge Dock

Accessible footbridge across 
Teddington Lock Island
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PUBLIC ACCESS AND RECREATION

4.06.27   There is continuous public access across Ham Lands and 

along the Surrey bank towpath.  Footpaths and the SUSTRANS cycle 

route 4 connect Ham to the accessible Teddington footbridge on the 

upper path and across to the other side of the river.  On the Middlesex 

bank, the only public open spaces are the Ferry Road slipway and the 

small Manor Park Recreation Ground, now linked by a riverside path 

with public access (enforced by automatic gates) between dawn and 

dusk.  The Thames Path follows the riverside on the Surrey bank, but 

on the Middlesex side, from Hampton Wick to Twickenham waterfront, 

runs along roads back from the river. There are British Rail stations at 

Teddington and Strawberry Hill. 

4.06.28   The Young Thames Mariners’ Base in Ham Lands provides 

an area of non-tidal fl ooded gravel workings for sailing and canoeing. 

4.06.29   2012 Update: Teddington Lock includes a long reach of public 

visitor moorings.  It may be appropriate to install some interpretation 

at these to inform users of wider attractions, walks and places to visit.  

Visitors can hop on and off trip boats as they pass through Teddington 

Lock.

Boatyards:

 Swan Island Harbour 

Water recreation: 

 Thames Young Mariners 

Land recreation: 

 Fishing at Teddington Lock 
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 Ham Lands walks and bridleways 

 Manor Rd Park   

 Thames Path 

Landmarks:

 PLA/EA Obelisk on the Surrey bank 

 Landmark Arts Centre, formally St Alban’s Church

 Radnor House School (Pope’s Villa) 

 Strawberry Hill 

 Teddington Footbridge 

 Teddington Lock  

LOCAL INTEREST GROUPS 

Amenity and Local History: 

 Twickenham Local History Society 

 Ham Amenities Group 

 Ham United Group

 Ham and Petersham Association 

 Richmond Local History Society 

 River Thames Society (Upper Tideway) 

 Strawberry Hill Residents’ Association 

 Teddington Society

Nature Conservation: 

 London Wildlife Trust 

 Richmond & Twickenham Friends of the Earth

 Friends of Ham Lands 

PRINCIPAL LAND USES 

Lock works and private moorings dominate much of the Middlesex 

bank, and housing and low blocks of fl ats predominate here.  Opposite 

Teddington Weir the television studio and offi ce complex forms a 

6-storey block of buildings. The Surrey bank is entirely devoted to the 

Ham Lands area of public access.

Review of Guidance, Project and Management & Maintenance 

Projects and management proposals will evolve over time, with details 

and priorities set in the TLS Annual Action Plan and project briefs.  The 

Action Plan provides greater detail for each project and provides the 

basis for ongoing monitoring.   Please refer to the Appendix for a copy 

of the 1994 Policy, Project and Management Proposals.  

Key: Green:  Taken from the 1994 TLS Report with minor amendment 

  where appropriate

 Blue:  New proposal for 2012 Review

 Yellow:  Deleted since 1994 due to completion or changing 

  policy or priority
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TLS Ref. 2012 Guidance Related Planning Policy Cross Reference 

6.1G Conserve and enhance the reach character of 

boathouses, wharves and Swan Island boat repair yard 

contrasting with the wild open spaces of Ham Lands

opposite

London Plan – 7.29

LBRuT – CP 11, DM OS 11, DM OS 12

6.2G Protect the visual links between: Strawberry Hill, Radnor 

Gardens and the river; Strawberry Hill tower and 

Pembroke Lodge in Richmond Park; Pope’s Grotto and 

Landmark Centre roof

London Plan – 7.12

LBRuT – DM HD7

6.3G Conserve and enhance the nature conservation interest 

of the river and its corridor, with particular attention to 

Ham Lands

London Plan – 7.19

LBRuT – CP 4, CP 11, DM OS 5

6.4G Encourage the survival of the Swan Island boat repair 

facilities as an integral part of the river landscape 

character and resist their replacement by uses not 

functionally related to the river.

London Plan – 7.24

LBRuT – CP 11, DM OS 11, DM OS 12

6.5G Prevent any further intrusion into the view between 

Strawberry Hill and the river, and in the long term 

consider raising funds to remove intervening buildings 

when they become available

London Plan – 7.12

LBRuT DM HD7

Completed Keep housing on the Middlesex bank well set back from 

the water’s edge behind dense garden planting

Now governed by MOL policy

Æ Ç È É Ê Ë Ì Í Î Ï Ð Ñ Ð Ò Í É Ó Ô Ò Õ Í Ö Õ Ê Ñ Í × Ø Ê Ë É × Ì Ê Ù Í Ú Ò Ï Ê Ò Í Û Ô Ê Ë É Ü Ð Ý Ò Õ È × Þ Í ß Ê Ò Í × Ò Ð Î ß Ê Ë Ë È Ë Û Î Ð ß È Ì Ô

TLS Ref. 2012 Project Other Stakeholders 

6.1P Conserve and supplement the riparian trees which help 

to screen the television studios and Lensbury Club from 

Teddington Weir

Landowners

6.2P Re-design Manor Park Recreation Ground to make more 

of its riverside position

LBRuT / EA

6.3P Manage eroded sections of Ham Lands bank and 

towpath for the nature conservation interest

LBRuT / EA / PLA / NE

6.4P Consider the long term redevelopment of the Thames 

Young Mariners’ building to provide environmental 

interpretation, accommodation and education in 

combination with recreation uses

Landowners Surrey CC

6.5P Enhance the value of the Thames Young Mariners’ 

lagoon by altering the profile of some of the slopes to 

create shallow marshy areas and wetlands that extend 

into Ham Lands

Landowners

6.6P Plant clumps of trees along the edge of Riverside Drive 

to screen Ham Lands

LBRuT

6.7P Install a viewing platform at the upstream tip of the lock 

island opposite the weir

EA

6.8P Landscape the approaches to Teddington Lock as 

suggested in the Teddington Gateway scheme.

LBRuT, EA, landowners

6.9P Investigate the provision for a seasonal passenger trip 

boat stop in the Radnor Gardens for Strawberry Hill 

House and Pope’s Grotto

LBRuT, potential operators, PLA

6.10P Investigate eel-pass at Teddington Lock EA

6.11P Improve facilities for anglers along towpath and river 

banks to reflect good practices on and around 

Teddington Lock Island

EA

Completed Restore Horace Walpole’s garden at Strawberry Hill Managed by Strawberry Hill Trust. House now restored, garden 

in progress. 

à á â ã ä å æ à á â ç â è é ê è
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TLS Ref. 2012 Proposal  Stakeholders 

6.1M Manage the woodland edge of Ham Lands as coppice 

with standards to encourage a variety of light conditions 

and to open windows to the river

LBRuT / PLA / EA

6.2M Maintain Ham Lands open grassland with annual late 

hay cut in September

LBRuT

6.3M Extend meadows management to the grassland at the 

Young Mariners’ base

Landowner

6.4M Where appropriate control scrub growth between Ham 

Lands footpath and the river

LBRuT / EA / PLA

6.5M Control vegetation along popular Ham Lands path from 

Ham to Teddington Footbridge 

LBRuT / EA / PLA

6.6M Continue to maintain the Thames Conservancy  obelisk 

and keep it visible from the river

Owners / EA / PLA
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Landscape Character Reach No 7             TWICKENHAM

4.07.1 Overview 1994-2012

• Twickenham Embankment and Eel Pie Island have been one of 

  the most controversial locations in the TLS area during the last 15 

  years. There has been pressure for redevelopment of Eel Pie Island’s 

  boatyards as offi ces and housing, and the site of the derelict 1930s 

  pool and baths has been the subject of a number of failed proposals 

  since the 1992 public enquiry decision to refuse consent for the 

  scheme based around a Marks & Spencer’s store. 

• Restoration of key views, and the villas are well-preserved in public 

  ownership, but the working element – as with Tough’s at Teddington - 

  is slipping away with the loss of working boatbuilding and repair yards 

  to part-offi ce and part-residential use.    TLS policies have been used 

  to strengthen the case for rejecting more extensive non-industrial 

  uses. 

• Restoration of Radnor Gardens and York House Gardens 

• The major investment provided by London’s Arcadia provides a 

  wonderful experience of newly-reinstated 17th and 18th century 

  structured landscape views linking Twickenham, Richmond and Ham, 

  with greatly improved accessibility for all provided by new surfacing, 

  lighting, and scrub removal.

• Landscape improvements to the Embankment northern section to 

  provide a town centre retreat to the riverside and a relationship with 

  the riverside walkway 

• Improvements to the registered York House Gardens including re-

  opening of views from the river to the statue garden. 

• Access/interpretation improvements to York House Gardens and 

  Champions Wharf. 

• Treatment of the embankment to provide a setting in keeping with 

  the cultural and historic aspect of the site. Improved access to Orleans 

  House Garden and Octagon. 

• Radnor Gardens: improvements to the footpaths and parkland setting 

  between Strawberry Hill House and the River Thames, improvements 

  to the children’s playground and enhancements to the historic visual 

  links. 

• Erection of sand martin bank on Eel Pie Island

• First stage of restoration of Radnor Gardens, 1999

• Re-opening of the lost Marble Hill House vista, 2002

• Re-opening  of the lost Orleans House Octagon vista linking with the 

  river, 2004

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

4.07.2 Twickenham is one of the classic historic Thames waterfronts, 

with the church and historic buildings clustered around wharves and 

boatyards.  The Twickenham reach runs along the Middlesex bank from 

Radnor Gardens through the Embankment to the Riverside.  Eel Pie 

Island encloses the historic waterfront, separating Twickenham from 

the wild expanse of Ham Lands on the Surrey bank. 

Twickenham from Eel Pie Island 
footbridge
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Great River Avenue to Royal Star 
and Garter

Pope’s Villa and Grotto in 1733.  
The villa has been demolished but 
the Grotto survives 

York House, Twickenham

Statue of the Naked Ladies, York 
House Gardens 

Radnor Gardens has become a popular local park, with an active 

friends  group.  Though Radnor House was hit by a bomb in 1940 and 

demolished, part of the foundations and one of the garden pavilions 

remain. Part of the garden originally lay on an island, but the river 

channel gradually became clogged with rubbish and was fi lled and 

grassed over in the 1970s. The park has a well-used bowling green 

and  pavilion.

4.07.3 2012 Update:  Investment in the park by the Council and as 

part of the London’s Arcadia project means that views to and across 

the river have been enhanced, and the paths and playground improved. 

Carefully sited tree planting has provided some screening from the road 

without blocking key views   A pair of holm oaks have been planted in 

front of the Majestic Wine Warehouse to act as a termination of the view 

across the river from the Great River Avenue.  Radnor Gardens and 

associated buildings have undergone recent restoration.  A small café 

with outside seating operates seasonally and the playground is well 

used, but a mooring for passenger boats would enable more visitors to 

use and appreciate the park and would provide an appropriate gateway 

to Strawberry Hill House.

4.07.4 Radnor Gardens are set on a particularly signifi cant spot.  Not 

only does the park provide one of the only windows from the built-up 

Middlesex bank onto the river, it also acts as the focal point for the 

Great River Avenue, visually linking Richmond Hill with Twickenham.  

The park’s War Memorial was originally placed there to be seen at the 

end of the Avenue by the disabled soldiers and sailors in the Star and 

Garter Home on the Hill.  Further signifi cance comes from the park’s 

location between Pope’s Grotto and Strawberry Hill. 

4.07.5 2012 Update: The restoration of Strawberry Hill and its setting, 

and the potential for restoration of Pope’s Grotto, reinforce the historic 

interest of this reach.

4.07.6 On the Ham bank, the landscape stretches below Richmond 

Hill.  In the 17th century the Dysarts planted a bold grid of lime avenues 

across Ham Lands.  These avenues, considered to be amongst the 

fi nest of their age, survived almost intact through 3 centuries to the 

present day.  The Great River Avenue even largely weathered the 

period of 20th-century gravel extraction and subsequent infi lling with 

WWII bomb rubble.   As recently as the 1970s, the avenue still provided 

a visual connection over the river and remnants of the tree line that  

once ran from east to west across the front of Ham House could still 

be found.  At the western end, the vista terminated at Radnor Gardens 

in Twickenham. To the east, 2 kilometres away, the trees framed the 

view of the Star and Garter Home on Richmond Hill. Today the central 

section of the avenue in front of Ham House still frames the eastwards 

vista up to the Star and Garter, but the lines of trees are patchy and 

inconsistent. Norway maples, sycamores and plane trees have been 

planted in among the limes. The eastern end of the avenue disappeared 

during the 19th century. This land is now in divided ownership including 

the Ham Polo Club, the German School and the Ham and Petersham 

Sea Scouts.  West of Ham Street, horse chestnuts line the edge of 

the Ham playing fi elds with a broken chain link fence beneath.   It 
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was only in the 1970s that the western end started to disappear under 

sycamore and elm scrub growth.   This scrub gradually obscured views 

and access across the public open space and invaded the fl oristically 

rich grassland.

4.07.7 2012 Update:  A viewline was opened up in 2005 across Ham 

Lands along the line of the Great River Avenue.  

4.07.8 2012 Update:  A long-running Countryside Stewardship 

Agreement with Richmond Council has now largely controlled scrub 

growth and most of the Himalayan balsam has been eradicated.  

Glimpses from the towpath back into Ham Lands have been opened by 

the TLS by a programme of coppicing.

4.07.9 One of the glimpses to be re-opened could be the vista from 

Pope’s Grotto across the river into the landscape which inspired his 

writings.  The Grotto is the only part of Pope’s villa to survive, but its 

connection to the river has been blocked by a science laboratory built 

in 1934.  The tea merchant’s house was once St Catherine’s Convent, 

then St James’s School, and is now owned by Radnor House School   

In the long term it may eventually be possible to demolish the 1934 

laboratory structure and restore the connection with the river.   

4.07.10  2012 Update: A trust has been set up, in liaison with the new 

owners of the school and local stakeholders, to investigate the potential 

restoration of  the Grotto and improved access to it.

4.07.11  The tower of the school building, said to be designed in the 

shape of a caddy by the tea merchant builder, stands out as a landmark 

on the river from as far away as Petersham Meadow.  The surrounding 

area has been intensively developed as private housing, but buildings 

are generally less than 3 storeys and the tower stands out above the 

trees of Ham Lands. 

4.07.12 Downstream from the school, private houses line the Middlesex 

bank as far as Twickenham Embankment.  The gardens are between 

20 and 40 metres deep and though some enhance the riverside with 

mature trees, a number of treeless gardens reveal white stucco houses. 

Thames Eyot, a 1930s block of fl ats, was built on the site of the 18th

century Poulett Lodge.  The surviving balustrade, loggia, grotto and 

wet boathouse of the old mansion give the riverside a grandeur which 

matches the York House waterfront at the other end of the Embankment. 

4.07.13 2012 Update:  Although the scale and design of Thames Eyot do 

not entirely complement the setting (and the effect has been reinforced 

by a second later block beside the Twickenham Embankment), its 

characteristic 1930s style is more appreciated with the passing of time, 

and it has taken its place as an accepted part of the complex fabric of 

Twickenham’s past. 

4.07.14 Twickenham Embankment retains a special character of brick 

and granite wharves backed by the attractive grouping of St Mary’s 

church and the 18th century waterfront of houses and pubs.  The 

space is popular with fi shermen, boat repairers, walkers and people 

The southern embankment at 
Twickenham following restoration 
by London’s Arcadia

The Thames at Cross Deep
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just sitting enjoying the protected southern aspect and watching the 

swans, riverside activity and the view across to the boatyards on Eel 

Pie Island. 

4.07.15 2012 Update:  Although there is still important boat-repair 

activity on the island, over the past 16 years there have been losses; 

Phoenix Wharf’s two long gabled blocks replace the Eel Pie Marine 

Centre destroyed by fi re in 1996 and provide offi ce and some workshop 

space (B1 and B2 uses), but currently there is no boat repair activity 

at the slipway. The Lion boathouse is now in offi ce and residential use, 

and Sims boatyard has departed from Sans Souci next to the bridge, 

now in non-river-related use. Richmond Council’s Core Strategy seeks 

to retain river-related uses.  

4.07.16  At the upstream end of The Embankment, car parking, collapsing 

brick planters and graffi ti-covered seats detract from the scene.  The 

derelict 1930s swimming pool and frontage building (closed since 

1980) were demolished in 2005 leaving the former bath-house in use 

by a local charity, and a temporary playground, café and small terrace 

garden were installed on part of the cleared site. In 2010 and 2012 

parts of the rest of the site have been opened up as temporary public 

gardens, and the site now awaits a comprehensive permanent scheme 

to take advantage of the riverside location by providing new public 

open space and other uses as indicated in the Borough’s Twickenham 

Area Action Plan (2012). The lack of a continuous riverside path on 

the Middlesex riverside means there  has been for many years a bleak 

dead end to the Embankment, with little activity.  The Twickenham 

Riverside site and Embankment offer  opportunities to bring activity 

back to the Embankment and to make a new connection to the centre 

of Twickenham, but this should not compromise the traditional local 

pattern of narrow  lanes giving glimpses of a riverside protected from 

the noise and sight of town centre traffi c, parking for local residents and 

river related uses.

The Embankment between Water Lane and the Barmy Arms underwent 

extensive improvement in 2010 as part of the London’s Arcadia project; 

the chestnuts, which had outgrown their brick planters, were replaced 

with pin oaks, and new sets and screen planting installed with relocated 

parking, creating a more attractive riverside walk.  It is intended that any 

enhancements to the southern section of the Embankment should use 

the same design elements introduced on this section.  A plaque now 

commemorates the history of Eel Pie Island as a venue for iconic bands 

of the 1960s. A trip boat providing food and drink moors temporarily 

on match days opposite the Barmy Arms, but more in-stream mooring 

posts are urgently needed to avoid boats tying up to the railings.

At the downstream end of the Embankment, the eccentric balustraded 

gardens of York House -  the offi ces and function rooms of the London 

Borough of Richmond upon Thames -  create a fi ne green foil to 

the busy wharves of Twickenham and the ramshackle activity of the 

boatyards.

4.07.17 The boatyards across the narrow 40 metre channel on Eel Pie 

Island and the vessels on the river are an intrinsic part of the industrial 
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The Duke of Argyll at Whitton Park

history and character of the area.  It is rare to be able to watch a working 

waterfront at such close quarters without getting in the way.  The 

enclosing trees at either end of the island and across the river in York 

House Gardens complete the sense of containment.  These wooded 

ends to the islands, as well as providing important wildlife habitats, 

hide buildings from up- and downstream, helping to keep communities 

distinct and giving the impression of a rural landscape.

4.07.18  2012 Update:  Aquarius, the 1970s townhouse development 

on the southern side of Eel Pie Island, detracts from the rural character, 

but like Thames Eyot now seems less intrusive with time as gardens 

and climbing plants mature.  The old wooden bungalows on the 

northern side have mostly been replaced, but more stringent planning 

policies, and design guidance restricting height over the last 20 years 

has successfully halted the replacement of single storey houses with 

higher buildings. 

4.07.19   A tiny road weaves from the Embankment, under a footbridge 

in York House Gardens, to the Twickenham Riverside, a picturesque 

grouping of white 17th and 18th century terraced houses, surrounded 

by trees.  The White Swan Inn sits in the centre of the group, above 

the old Twickenham ferry slipway.  Viewed from Ham Street, across 

the water, this is one of the more charming scenes along the river.  The 

distant bulk of the Regal House tower block, visible over the tree tops, 

is the only intrusion into the skyline. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

4.07.20 Twickenham had a riverside settlement in neolithic times and 

achieved its identity as Tuiccanham in AD 704 when it appears in a 

Saxon charter.  It is not mentioned in Domesday, since it formed part 

of the larger manor of Isleworth, but a church is said to have existed 

on the site of the present St Mary’s by the end of the 11th century.  

By 1635 Glover’s map shows the village clustering round the church, 

ringed with orchards and market gardens to supply the capital with fruit 

and vegetables. In addition to the Manor House opposite the church, 

new substantial houses were being built and York House can be seen 

in scaffolding on Glover’s map with kilns working full tilt on site to supply 

bricks.

4.07.21  Nobility began to be attracted to the area in increasing 

numbers in the 17th century.  Lord Cornbury, Clarendon’s eldest son, 

lived at York House in 1661, Lord Bradford at Richmond House by the 

river and Lord Raby at Mount Lebanon.  In 1720 John Macky could 

call Twickenham ‘a Village remarkable for its abundance of Curious 

Seats’. In 1710 John James had built Secretary Johnston a new house 

which Macky thought was ‘exactly after the model of the Country Seats 

in Lombardy’.  A few years afterwards St Mary’s employed the same 

architect to make a stylish new redbrick nave in startling contrast to 

the sturdy ragstone 14th century tower.  Sir Godfrey Kneller, who was 

Churchwarden, organised the fund-raising.  From the river St Mary’s 

nave, with its pediment and portico, looks like another of Macky’s 

‘curious seats’ singled out for praise in  fashionable Twickenham. 
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Muntz’s view of the eclectic 
‘mabland’ buildings of Radnor 
Gardens in 1756 showing the 
stream channel, since fi lled in 
1970s 

Alexander Pope

4.07.22  There were notable gardeners in Twickenham, who made their 

contribution to the area. Johnston, to whom John James dedicated his 

translation of Dezallier D’Argenville’s work The Theory and  Practice of 

Gardening, had, according to Macky, ‘the best collection of fruit of all 

sorts of most gentlemen in England’.  Batty Langley, who wrote in 1728 

the highly infl uential book on New Principles of Gardening, was the son 

of a local gardener and worked at Twickenham Park. Although Whitton 

Park could not be seen from the Thames, the Duke of Argyll’s  mark was 

left along the banks of the river as he supplied his neighbours with many 

recently introduced trees from his large nursery.  Walpole, who called 

him the ‘treemonger’ acknowledged that he ‘contributed essentially to 

the richness of colouring so peculiar to our modern landscape’. In the 

Woollett engraving, His Grace is seen in his gardening apron showing 

visitors around the arboretum.  After his death many of the foreign trees 

and shrubs were transplanted to Kew by Lord Bute for the Princess 

Augusta and are still there today. 

Peter Tilleman’s Prospect of the River Thames at Twickenham c 1780 
showing the ‘abundance of Curious Seats’ recorded by John Macky

4.07.23  The Swiss artist JH Muntz made a view of the villas and 

gardens upstream at Cross Deep, where in the 1720s the Earl of 

Radnor had built a house by a backwater.  When Walpole came to 

live at Strawberry Hill, he was scornful of his neighbour’s eclectic 

garden buildings, which he called ‘Mabland’. The Chinese temple has 

disappeared but a gazebo, part of a bathhouse, from Radnor House 

garden, and a Gothic  summerhouse from a neighbouring garden 

of Cross Deep House have been restored in what are now Radnor 

Gardens.  Neither of the houses survives.

4.07.24  Twickenham achieved a character all of its own as a rural 

retreat that attracted poets, painters, actors, architects and musicians 

as well as courtiers and city men.  Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, who 

moved into the area in 1719, found she could pass her time ‘in great 

indolence and sweetness’ with more freedom for cultural pursuits 

and more reasonable hours than prevailed in London with its nightly 

assemblies, balls and card-playing.  Alexander Pope, who also moved 

to Twickenham in 17I9, was largely responsible for its epithet the 

‘classical village’. He called his own Cross Deep villa ‘my Tusculum’ 

in memory of Cicero’s villa outside Rome and while translating Homer 

he made himself a garden following the classical principle of simplex

munditiis, the correct balance between Art and Nature.  Voltaire, who 

visited Pope in 1726 was much impressed and inspired by what he 

saw. 
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John Serle’s Plan of Pope’s Garden 
1745

The original Eel Pie Island Hotel 
c.1930

4.07.25  Pope’s classical garden with its famous grotto was very 

infl uential on garden design and after his death inspired literary 

pilgrimages.  Travellers looked eagerly for ‘Twitnam bowers’ and the 

weeping willows he had planted by the river.  Catherine the Great is said 

to have requested slips from the trees for St Petersburg.  An American 

made an exact plan of the garden and on his return laid it out with 

the Philadelphia highway standing in for the Thames. Pope’s villa was 

destroyed in 1807 by an occupant who was weary of such persistent 

visitors, but the underground grotto, which led from the river front of 

the villa to his garden on the other side of the road, has miraculously 

survived though it is in urgent need of restoration which is now being 

planned.

4.07.26  In the early 19th century some of the large parks, notably 

Twickenham Park, began to be broken up and there was an in-fi lling 

of smaller villas and cottages.  Admiral Crawford in Jane Austen’s 

Mansfi eld Park found a ‘cottage at Twickenham’ which he could improve 

with a gravel walk, a shrubbery and rustic seats.  In 1807 JMW Turner 

was able to design himself a Regency lodge in Sandycombe Road in 

sight of his beloved river.  Charles Dickens occupied one of the Aisla 

Park Villas for a time.  Mount Lebanon was not broken up until the end 

of the century and some of the cedars which had given it its name can 

still be seen in the Lebanon Park estate.  The land on which Whitton 

Park had stood was extensively developed in the 1930s and a few of 

the ‘treemonger’s’ cedars are left scattered in Whitton today. 

4.07.27  The advent of pleasure steamers brought a wave of day-

trippers to stop at Twickenham Ait which became known as Eel Pie 

Island, recalling the local eel industry recorded in Domesday.  Miss 

Morleena Kenwigs in Dickens’ Nicholas Nickleby was taken there by 

steamer, to make merry upon a ‘cold collation, bottled-beer, shrub, and 

shrimps’, and to dance in the open air to the music of their travelling 

band.  Dickens, who lived in Twickenham in 1838, had also tasted the 

delights on offer at the Eel Pie Island Hotel, which more recently saw 

the early days of the Rolling Stones. The hotel has now been replaced 

by housing, an elegant pre-stressed concrete footbridge to the island 

having been constructed in 1957. A plaque on the Embankment now 

records the unique musical history of the island.

4.07.28  Twickenham’s waterfront has retained its village appearance, 

although the selling of Richmond House and the building of swimming 

baths on the site, now unused, leaves the future of the historic 

waterfront  to be resolved.  Sir Ratan Tata’s York House was bought 

by the Borough of Richmond in 1926 for use as Council Offi ces, after 

receiving its Charter of Incorporation.  York House riverside garden, 

with its remarkable statues originally intended for Lea Park, Surrey, has 

been restored.   It adds to the varied interest of the delightful riverside 

walk to the old ferry and the White Swan Inn. The slipway below the 

church which, with the riverside road, is inundated at high tides, gives 

great character to the area.  The working boatyards across the river on 

Eel Pie Island  and the downstream view back to Walpole’s ‘seaport 

in miniature’ from the footbridge, ignoring parked cars, has still the 

atmosphere of a Samuel Scott painting. 
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Re-opened Great River Avenue on 
Ham Lands

Sand Martin bank, Eel Pie Island

NATURE CONSERVATION AND FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT 

4.07.29  Eel Pie Island is the largest island between Teddington 

and Richmond Locks. The wooded ends of the islands have been 

designated as nature conservation areas, covered by white willow and 

sycamore dominant above a ground fl ora of tall herbaceous plants.  

The secluded woodland supports a good range of birds, including a 

pair of tawny owls, which can be heard calling at night.   A sandmartin 

bank has been built on the upstream tip of Eel Pie Island.  Walkers can 

stop during the summer months on a seat installed on the Ham Lands 

river-bank to watch the martins dive in and out of the artifi cial home.

4.07.30   2012 Update: Ham Lands comprise largely of River Terrace 

Deposits underlain by London Clay and is designated as a local nature 

reserve.  The fl oodplain is relatively narrow, much of which fl oods 

regularly. The amount of property at risk is small but there are some 

historic and important nature conservation sites including Ham House 

and properties on Eel Pie Island.  The area is a popular and well used 

destination.

4.07.31 Much of the natural fl oodplain has been heavily modifi ed, 

fi rst by gravel excavation and then by in-fi lling with World War II bomb 

rubble. This fi ll has resulted in much of the fl oodplain being raised 

several metres above natural levels, bringing about a loss of storage 

volume on the fl oodplain.  This artifi cial geology signifi cantly changed 

the geology of the site and although initially this created a diverse 

habitat for all manner of grassland species to fl ourish, four decades 

of scrub growth following the closure of Secret’s Farm and a decline 

in traditional grazing regime reduced the ecological value of the area 

and covered the southern section of the main east-west avenue. Over 

the past decade, the London Borough of Richmond has implemented 

a programme to manage this scrub growth and has been particularly 

successful in removing almost all of the Japaneese knotweed that once 

blighted the lands.

4.07.32   2012 Update: In 2002 a restoration plan for the Ham Avenues 

was published.   The scheme identifi ed a succession of changes to the 

Great River Avenue and in its alignment across the landscape.  Historic

plans of the Dysart estate demonstrate this has altered several times: The 

Erskine (1711) plan draws the avenue roughly on its current alignment, but 

the Helmingham (1698) plan shows the avenue further south and closer to 

Ham House. The Slezer and Wyck (1671) plan places the avenue further 

north, midway between the Ham House ha-ha and the river. By the 19th 

century, the current skewed angle of the avenue is plotted.  

4.07.33   2012 Update: In 2005 the London Borough of Richmond 

opened up a view line along the line of the Slezer and Wyck alignment 

between the Ham Riverside Pitches and Ham Lands as recommended 

in the Ham Avenues Management Plan.  The line of the Slezer and Wyck 

plan was chosen as it followed the approach being taken by the National 

Trust in the restoration of Ham House gardens.  The plan also noted that a 

restored avenue on this alignment would avoid the Rifl e Range and would 

align much more effectively on the centre of the Star and Garter although 

unfortunately to the Majestic Wine Warehouse on the Twickenham bank.  
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4.07.34   2012 Update: The Ham Avenues Management Plan 

proposed that a restored Great River Avenue could provide a higher 

and drier inland route across the Ham Lands fl oodplain cutting a 

tangent across the twists and turns of the river.  The introduction of a 

footbridge or ferry to Radnor Gardens would complete the connection 

to Twickenham, Strawberry Hill and Teddington.  The successful 

re-opening of the Avenue has now matured into a lovely woodland 

ride through the emerging woodland on either side.  It is fair to note 

however, that for some, the opening up of Ham Lands visually to the 

Twickenham bank resulted in a loss in the sense of ‘rural enclosure’.  

A row of holm oak has been planted on the Twickenham bank to 

soften the termination of the view.   Most users welcome the informal 

pedestrian walk along the line of the Great River Avenue but there are 

no plans for further restoration in the life of this review.  In 2010 works 

were carried out to improve the Teddington to Richmond cycle route 

on an alternative line along Riverside Drive.  In 2004, the SUSTRANS 

National Cycle Route 4 spur path was installed to link Richmond Park 

with the river at Hammerton’s Ferry.  It is possible that in the next 

decade cycling along the towpath between Teddington Lock and 

Richmond could be formalised.

4.07.35  For the purposes of this review it is proposed to explore the 

possibility of replanting the Great River Avenue (as proposed in the 

Ham Avenues Management Plan) on the Slezer and Wyck alignment 

along the edge of Ham Riverside Pitches between Ham Street and 

the woodland ride across the raised section of Ham Lands.   This 

will allow for the avenue in front of Ham House to be restored by 

the National Trust to this alignment at some point in the future so 

that the two sections can be re-linked.  An important consideration 

will be to position the avenue at a height that it can form a dry route 

during times of fl ood.  There are no plans at present to formalise the 

woodland ride or to lower the land that surrounds it.   An informal, 

unbound  dry route is proposed to guide users during the spring tides 

meandering through Ham Lands to join the Great River Avenue.  

Ham Street car park can be cut off during some high tides – a simple 

boardwalk linking the car park with drier ground inland would enable 

access.

4.07.36   2012 update: In 2002 Ham Lands was chosen as one of 

seven pilot areas across Northern Europe to develop innovative 

solutions to fl ood risk management.  A four-year EU Interreg IIB 

funded project – known as Floodscape – was led by the Environment 

Agency, and carried out by Kim Wilkie Associates.  Floodscape 

proposed four options for the long term management of the site 

ranging from a ‘do nothing’ approach to the removal of all fi ll and 

lowering of the land to provide maximum fl ood storage capacity.  In 

conclusion, the Floodscape report recommended restoration of the 

entire site considering conservation constraints on South Ham Lands.   

4.07.37  Subsequent research carried out by the Environment 

Agency for the TE2100 [fl ood risk management strategy for the tidal 

Thames] study has shown however, that this approach, whilst having 

some positive fl ood risk and other benefi ts locally would have few 

immediate benefi ts in managing fl ood risk when considered across 

Functioning fl oodplain at Ham, 
1950s
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the whole Thames corridor.  As such the cost-benefi t of delivering 

Floodscape at the present time cannot be prioritised in the short term 

by the Environment Agency.  This said, TE2100 provides a fl exible and 

adaptable approach and recognises that if over the coming decades 

climate change and subsequent fl ood risk accelerates in the Richmond 

area, it may be appropriate to reconsider different options.  To this end 

any actions taken in the short and medium term should not prejudice 

the potential for the actions recommended in the Floodscape report 

taking place at some future date if climate change science indicates 

that this is necessary.   

Environment Agency Recommendations

Ham Lands are included in the Environment Agency TE2100 

Richmond Policy Area. For the Richmond area, the plan 

recommends fl ood risk management policy P3, to continue with 

existing or alternative actions to manage fl ood risk at the current 

level (accepting that fl ood risk will increase over time from this 

baseline), working with communities on local measures for key 

assets and infrastructure.  The Environment Agency recognises 

that the benefi ts of improving defences are limited and due to the 

nature of the environment any improvements should enhance 

the existing character of the landscape. 

The main sources of fl ooding in the area are from tidal, fl uvial, 

a combination of both and from local drainage.  There are 

no fl uvial fl ood defences but existing tidal defences provide 

some protection against fl uvial fl ooding although these follow 

a contour line set well back from the river.  As such, there are 

large areas of open space located between the river and the tidal 

defences that predictions indicate will be inundated more often 

in the future.  It is anticipated that there is up to 25 years to plan 

and put in place a series of measures for managing freshwater 

fl ood risk including changes in the way that the open space is 

managed and resistance and resilience of properties (including 

an increased reliance on fl ood warning and community fl ood 

management strategies) for residents on Eel Pie Island.  This 

could include localised defences to protect specifi c properties 

where this can be justifi ed.  An opportunity for wetland habitat 

restoration has been identifi ed in the TE2100 action plan and 

measures to adapt recreational use.

4.07.38  2012 Update: A particular concern for Ham Lands is how to 

sustain public access – both to the river and along the Thames Path if 

fl ood risk is to increase.  The monthly spring tides cut off long stretches 

of footpath and water retained behind and on the towpath results in 

restricted use for some hours after the peak of the tide.  The high spring 

tides always take place in the early hours and between 4-7.30pm 

causing further disruption to commuting and visitor movement patterns 
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in the evening.  The fl ow of water across the towpath deposits much 

fl otsam and jetsam and regularly washes the footpath surface into the 

river that has started to form small islands in the stream.  The scouring 

action of the water is starting to break up the underlying structure that 

the footpath sits on in several locations (notably between River Lane 

and the Douglas Meadow Footpath and downstream of Ham Car Park).  

Standing water that is trapped behind the raised towpath has begun to 

change habitats with areas of wetlands being established in the quieter 

back waters.

4.07.39  2012 Update: Whilst the current Environment Agency advice  

suggests that the lowering of Ham Lands to increase storage capacity 

is not justifi ed at present, the same evidence does suggest that habitat 

creation would be benefi cial on the riverside strip that regularly fl oods 

on the spring tides.  The existing network of reedbeds, standing water, 

marginal planting, wet meadow, scrub and wet woodland could be 

enhanced  to form a larger inter-connected wet habitat.  

Simple alterations to the hydrological fl ow of water to and across the 

Ham fl oodplain would allow for water to be retained and channelled to 

create a connected mosaic of wetland and inter-tidal creek systems with 

a gradual transition from wet areas  to the existing higher dry grassland, 

wood and scrub.  As the backwaters would be sustained through the 

action of the tide rather than rainfall they would become valuable places  

for species to seek refuge during summer dry periods (the water in the 

upper reaches of the tideway is largely freshwater).

4.07.40  2012 Update: Ham Lands are managed through the Countryside 

Stewardship Scheme.  As the current arrangement comes to an end it 

may be possible to investigate new ways to control scrub growth and 

manage the grasslands through a phased re-introduction of grazing.  

It was noted during public consultation for the Floodscape project that 

some users would not wish to see cattle grazing on all of Ham Lands 

at all times.  These concerns could be addressed through the planting 

of low hedgerows and the creation of a ha-ha based on the existing 

network of copses and tree lines that could be retained.  Cattle could 

then be moved from one area to another during the summer months.  

In the future this could be linked to the TLS proposal for a ‘fl oating 

herd’ funded through a High Level Stewardship scheme that embraced 

a much larger area of land than just Ham.

PUBLIC ACCESS AND RECREATION

4.07.41   Public access on the Twickenham bank is restricted to Radnor 

Gardens, York House gardens and the Twickenham Embankment and 

Riverside.  There is private pedestrian access via a footbridge to Eel 

Pie Island.  Long-term proposals include negotiating access to Pope’s 

Grotto and the Thames Eyot waterfront, should they ever come up for 

sale or re-development.  There is continuous public access across Ham 

Lands and along the Surrey bank towpath, part of the Thames Path.  

Twickenham has a British Rail station. 
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Restoring fences, Ham Lands

4.07.42   Radnor Gardens is a popular local park with an active bowling 

club and children’s playground.  The Twickenham Embankment and 

Riverside are well-used by walkers, shoppers, canoeists and people 

eating and drinking at the pubs.  There are sports pitches and a fi ring 

range on Ham Lands. 

4.07.43 2012 Update: On the Ham bank the character of the Thames 

Path is particularly pastoral – a rural haven only ten miles from the 

centre of the metropolis.  This is achieved through a combination of 

informal unbound surfacing, absence of street lights, minimal signage, 

narrow path width and extensive vegetation cover.  Whilst it may 

be appropriate for cycling to be formalized on the towpath between 

Richmond and Teddington Lock this should not be at the expense of 

the rural character of the path or the safety of walkers. The creation 

of a wider segregated route or two parallel routes for both users in 

this location may spoil the character of the towpath and take away 

too much vegetation.  An alternative is to create a faster and more 

attractive route for cyclists along Riverside Drive, leaving the narrower 

more pastoral towpath mainly for walkers.

4.07.44   The riverbank is managed to become increasingly rural 

the further the visitor progresses into Ham Lands.  Certain stretches 

however, have become dominated by suckering elm that form a tunnel 

each side of the path and are an identifi ed barrier to use.  These trees 

should be regularly coppiced to open views to the river and more 

suitable riparian species such as willow, alder and ash encouraged 

to frame rather than block long views.  Rutting of the path and mud  

deposited by the high tides is known to discourage some users.  On 

the lowest sections of the towpath the constant ebb and fl ow of the 

tide is gradually eroding the underlying structure of the path and the 

stone revetment walls to the riverbank are starting to crumble.  It may 

be possible on these short stretches to install informal boardwalks over 

the lowest areas allowing the water to fl ow naturally into the backwaters 

without hindering recreational use.

PRINCIPAL LAND USES 

4.07.45   The river at Twickenham is fronted by houses, pubs, the 

church, civic facilities, the Council offi ces, the theatre and the former 

swimming pool site, with  café and playground and public gardens.  The 

waterfront is a popular public open space and used by boat repairers. 

4.07.46   Upstream, the Middlesex river bank is lined by private houses 

and their gardens as far as Radnor Gardens public park.  Downstream, 

the grounds of York House give way to the houses, slipway and pub of 

the old Twickenham Riverside.  And opposite, on Eel Pie Island, land 

uses are split between boatyards, houses and woodland. Continuous 

public open space stretches along the Surrey bank with some sports 

pitches, a fi ring range and allotments.

White Swan, Twickenham
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SIGNIFICANT SITES 

Twickenham Riverside 

 Former pool site and Embankment – proposals set out in the 

 Twickenham Area Action Plan

Boatyards:

 Eel Pie Island

Water recreation: 

 Twickenham Rowing Club 

 Twickenham Yacht Club

Land recreation: 

 Temporary mooring at embankment and White Swan hards

 Fishing from Twickenham waterfront  

 Ham & Petersham Rifl e and Pistol Club  

 Playground at baths site (currently temporary use) 

 Ham Lands walks and bridleways 

 Pope’s Grotto   

 Radnor Gardens, including bowling green and playground  

 Strawberry Hill House and grounds

 Thames Path

Landmarks:

 Eel Pie Island 

 York House Grade II   

 St Mary’s Church Grade II Church 

 Pope’s Villa (now Radnor School) 

 Strawberry Hill Grade I  

 Twickenham Riverside Grade II   

 York House Grade II*   

LOCAL INTEREST GROUPS

Amenity and Local History: 

 Aquarius Riverside 

 Twickenham Local History Society 

 Friends of Radnor Gardens 

 Friends of Twickenham Museum 

 Richmond Local History Society 

 River Thames Society (Upper Tidal) 

 Strawberry Hill Residents’ Association 

 The Eel Pie Island Association 

 Twickenham Museum Trust 

 Twickenham Society 

 Twickenham Town Committee 

 York House Society
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Nature Conservation: 

 London Wildlife Trust 

 Richmond & Twickenham Friends of the Earth 

Review of Guidance, Project and Management & Maintenance 

Projects and management proposals will evolve over time, with details 

and priorities set in the TLS Annual Action Plan and project briefs.  The 

Action Plan provides greater detail for each project and provides the 

basis for ongoing monitoring.   Please refer to the Appendix for a copy 

of the 1994 Policy, Project and Management Proposals.  

Key: Green:  Taken from the 1994 TLS Report with minor   

  amendment where appropriate

 Blue:  New proposal for 2012 Review

 Yellow:  Deleted since 1994 due to completion or changing 

  policy or priority
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TLS Ref. 2012 Guidance Related Planning Policy Cross Reference 

7.1G Conserve the intimate scale and working character of 

the Twickenham & Eel Pie Island waterfront

London Plan – 7.29

LBRuT – CP 11, DM OS 11, DM OS 12

7.2G Protect the visual links between: Radnor Gardens, the 

Great River Avenue and the Star & Garter; Radnor Gdns 

and St Mary’s Church Twickenham; Radnor Gdns and 

Strawberry Hill across to Pope’s Grotto; Pope’s Grotto 

and the river; Petersham Meadow and Radnor Church; 

Twickenham and Eel Pie island

London Plan – 7.12

LBRuT – DM HD7

7.3G Conserve and enhance the nature conservation interest 

of the river and its corridor, with particular attention to 

Ham Lands and Eel Pie Island

London Plan – 7.19

LBRuT – CP 4, CP 11, DM OS 5

7.4G Restrict building heights around the Radnor School 

tower to retain its prominence as a landmark from the 

river and Petersham Meadow.

LBRUT – CP7, DM DC 3

7.5G Conserve and manage  the 17th-century network of 

avenues surviving around Ham House both for their 

historic and natural significance. 

London Plan – 7.12

LBRuT – DM HD7, DM OS 4

7.6G Conserve the tree-framed setting of Twickenham 

Riverside, reducing the height of any future 

redevelopment on the Regal House site to prevent 

intrusion into the riverside scene, when viewed from the 

Surrey bank and Richmond Hill. 

LBRuT – , CP 7, DM DC 3 + Twickenham Area Action Plan

7.7G Prevent the re-development of low wooden bungalows 

on Eel Pie Island into 2 storey brick buildings

LBRuT – CP 7, 

7.8G Encourage provision of passenger boat loading facilities 

in the Twickenham  reach 

Twickenham Area Action Plan

7.10G Ensure that any  extension of  the cycle route from 

Teddington Lock to Richmond maintains the rural 

character of the towpath.

LBRuT

7.11G Maintain the rural character of the Thames Path along 

Ham Lands through the retention of an unbound surface, 

minimal signage and no street lighting.

LBRuT

7.12G Continue to monitor the flood risk information published 

by the Environment Agency in order to inform the 

management of the floodplain in Ham Lands

LBRuT, EA

Delete Secure possible connections between the centre of 

Twickenham and the swimming baths site. 

Will be addressed in the Twickenham Area Action Plan

û ü ý þ ÿ � � � � � � � � � � þ � 	 � 
 � � 
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TLS Ref. 2012 Project Other Stakeholders 

7.1P Manage the Ham Lands so that any interventions do not 

restrict the possible long term re-instatement of the 

Great River Avenue or grazed wet meadow.

LBRuT

7.2P Explore the long-term possibilities of adapting the 1934 

structure which blocks Pope’s Grotto from the river.

Consider the long-term restoration of Pope’s world-

famous garden across the road. 

Landowners

7.3P Cut windows in the riparian Ham Lands scrub to reveal 

glimpses of the wider open space particularly opposite 

Pope’s Grotto.

LBRuT

7.4P Encourage the repair of the balustrade, boathouse and 

loggia at Thames Eyot. 

Landowners

7.5P Set car parking back from the edge of Twickenham 

Embankment and improve the layout and seating of the 

public spaces retaining access and parking at waterfront 

for deliveries and loading for Eel Pie Island

LBRuT

Set out in Twickenham Action Plan

7.6P Enhance and connect the backwater habitats on Ham 

Lands, linked to the main river channel and drier habitats 

inland.

LBRuT

7.7P Consider the long term introduction of cattle as a means 

to manage the grassland on Ham Lands.

Leaseholders, LBRuT

7.8P Extend aspects of the wet habitat of the Thames Young 

Mariners lagoon into Ham Lands with improved public 

access and views across the water.

Landowners - SCC

7.9P Create a network of  informal  dry routes along the 

Thames Path to be used by visitors in times of flood.

LBRuT

7.10P Encourage planting in riverside gardens to enhance the 

rural character of the Twickenham reach 

Landowners

Completed Replace intrusive, broken-down concrete fence posts on 

the edge of the main Ham Avenue. 

Completed 2004-2008

Delete Encourage tree-planting in front of the town houses on 

the southern side of Eel Pie Island.

Not progressed. Unlikely to be implemented as views from 

houses would be blocked.

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

TLS Ref. 2012 Proposal  Stakeholders 

7.1M Maintain a diverse edge to Ham Lands by coppicing 

riverside scrub in panels

LBRuT

7.2M Maintain open grassland on Ham Lands with annual hay 

cut in September

LBRuT

7.3M Manage the scrub between the Ham Lands towpath and 

the river on a five year rotational coppice – re-

introducing native riparian trees such as ash, alder and 

willow.

LBRuT

7.4M Maintain the nature conservation areas on Eel Pie Island LBRuT

7.5M Manage the scrub growth along the Great River Avenue 

on the elevated section of Ham Lands to maintain the 

woodland ride.

LBRuT
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Landscape Character Reach No 8          HAM

4.08.1   Overview 1994-2012

• Strengthening of the pastoral character of the reach 

• Restoration of formal landscape structure seen from the View from 

  Richmond Hill

• Improvements to biodiversity, accessibility, safety and enjoyment of 

  the area. 

Launch of London’s Arcadia project and funding initiative - The TLS 

document ‘London’s Arcadia Final Evaluation’, October 2009 has full 

details and illustrations of achievements. The scope of the Arcadia work 

in this reach included: 

• Restoration of the Grade II* Ham Avenues

• Scrub clearance works establish a greater range of riverside plants 

  and associated wildlife; 

• Improvement to the towpath (beyond essential repairs) to improve 

  access and opening up of historic views (such as Ham House, 

  Octagon and Marble Hill House) with landscape improvements and 

  interpretation. 

• Repair and replacement of clutter and unsympathetic street furniture, 

  and railings to enhance the historic setting. 

•  Works to the trees along the terrace and removal of inappropriate 

  chain-link fence to re-open lost views over the Thames;

• Provision of interpretation and new paths through Buccleuch Gardens 

  (Grade II) to connect the foot of Richmond Hill and Petersham 

  Meadows with the river’s edge along Richmond Promenade improving 

  access and links with Richmond Park, Ham Avenues, Richmond town, 

  Petersham village with Richmond Hill.

• Landscape improvements to the riverside area and public open 

  spaces linking the historic Orleans Gardens to Marble Hill House and 

  park. Opening up the Arcadian views to Richmond Hill and Ham House  

  by day and night. 

• Re-opening of a woodland ride along the line of the Great River Avenue

• Improvements and landscaping to King Henry VIII’s Mound, 1995

• Richmond Hill /Terrace Field restoration

• Replacement of Hammerton’s Boardwalk to provide dry route from 

  riverside to Ham House during towpath fl ooding, 2007

• Landscaping of Ham Street riverside car park, 2008

• Restoration of Great South Avenue, 2008

• Restoration of Petersham Avenue 2008

• Restoration of Melancholy Walk 2007

• Douglas Footpath boardwalk and dry link, 2009

• Improvements to Orleans Gardens and the riverside park

• New lighting along the Warren Footpath

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

4.08.2  The Ham Reach curves from the edge of Twickenham to the 

edge of Richmond.  Some of the most dramatic landscape features on 

Volunteers removing the unsightly 
chain link fence on Richmond Hill

The Grand Opening of the restored 
View
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The restored view from Richmond 
Hill

Knyff’s view from Richmond Hill in 
the mid-18th Century showing the 
network of avenues around Ham 
House 

Richmond Terrace and the view 
north to the town centre (also 
attributed to Knyff)

the Thames are concentrated along this mile of the river.  Richmond 

Hill and the wooded escarpment of Richmond Park rise above the lush 

fl ood plain of villas, meadows and avenues.  The grounds of Orleans 

House, Marble Hill, Ham House, Douglas House and Petersham Lodge 

stretch down to the water’s edge, uninterrupted by roads or suburban 

development.  And the fi ne 17th- and 18th-century architecture extends 

into the little villages of Ham and Petersham, nestled between the park 

and the river, and into Montpelier Row beside Marble Hill. 

4.08.3 The panoramic view from Richmond Hill today sweeps over 

much the same Arcadian landscape which had such infl uence on the 

taste and designs of the 18th century.  It is a view that has inspired 

painters and poets from around the world, and raised such local feeling 

for the landscape that in 1902 it became the fi rst and only view to be 

protected by Act of Parliament.  From the top of the hill you can see the 

sun setting over the Chilterns.

4.08.4 2012 Update: Local passion for the View was re-ignited to 

celebrate the centenary of the View in 2002 leading to the establishment 

of the London’s Arcadia project to restore and open up the landscape 

on and below the hill.

4.08.5 Looking back from the river, the view glides up the Terrace 

Field to the strong line of the houses and the spire of St Matthias’ 

Church behind, along the crest of the Hill.  The broad hoggin terrace in 

front of the houses is an extremely popular viewing point, set below the 

level of the road with plenty of wooden memorial seats, beside a pub 

and protected by fi ne Victorian rods and bollards. 

4.08.6 2012 Update: A display board explains the View and some of 

the history of the landscape and a plaque positioned on a stone plinth 

was installed by the Richmond Society to celebrate the centenary of 

the Act that saved the View.    

4.08.7 The fi eld is managed for hay and wildfl owers, creating a natural 

appearance which links to the water meadow below and in summer 

provides a popular hill-side for picnickers, spread out on the long grass.  

In winter, the hillside is a favourite tobogganing slope.  The Terrace 

Field is enclosed by the Wick and the Petersham Hotel to the south, 

and to the north, by the elaborate Terrace Gardens, a fi ne example of a 

manicured Victorian park.  The Terrace Gardens are concealed within 

a frame of mature trees. 

4.08.8 2012 Update: The lower section, known as the Wilderness, 

formerly jutted out into the Terrace Field, (lining the path which leads 

from the top of the hill to the river with chain-link fencing and the back 

of a shrubbery) but work carried out as part of London’s Arcadia project 

repositioned the fence to frame and open up the panorama, blurring 

the boundaries between the meadow and formal garden.  The 1896 OS 

map identifi ed large areas of Ham laid out to  orchards, including the 

Polo Field, part of the Petersham Meadows and Grey Court.  Proposals 

to reinstate some elements of lost orchards are planned. 

4.08.9 The straight path is aligned on Orleans House and with 
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Richmond Hill from the Warren 
Footpath, Sydney R Jones

selective tree pruning across the river it should be possible to glimpse 

both the Octagon and Marble Hill.  Were the trees thinned, the public 

lavatories relocated and the concrete crazy paving at the bottom of the 

hill removed, one would also have a fi ne vista to the river. 

4.08.10  2012 Update: Along from the Terrace, the Star and Garter 

Home for disabled ex-servicemen stands out prominently from the 

wooded escarpment on the edge of Richmond Park.  The building 

(which is being sold  at the time of writing, as the Home is re-locating to 

new purpose-designed premises)  forms the eastern focus of the Great 

River Avenue. The mass of the huge red brick building is disguised 

by the oaks around its base.  These trees are a critical part of the 

landscape frame, but where they have grown between Wick House 

(built for Reynolds to enjoy the view) and the Star and Garter, they 

have closed the view of the river painted by Turner and Rowlandson.  

Some minimal pruning could reveal a glimpse again without altering the 

wooded effect of the hillside. A sealed gravel path between Richmond 

Park and Nightingale Lane continues the promenade from the town up 

Richmond Hill to the fi ne George II gate into Richmond Park.  Plans to 

re-align the roundabout to improve pedestrian movement between the 

Park and Richmond Hill have not yet been actioned.  A line of ‘strand’ 

type street lights was installed in 2005 to  mark the promenade route up 

Richmond Hill between Richmond Bridge and the Park.

4.08.11  Petersham Meadow (2012 Update:  now leased to the National 

Trust), at the foot of the hill is still grazed by cattle, an amazingly rural 

scene within the capital.  The grasses and wildfl owers of the meadow 

form the critical middle ground to the view between the river and the hill. 

There is  a clumsy concrete fl ood defence wall around the perimeters 

of the meadow. The white of Petersham Lodge gleams against the 

bright green of the meadow and the darker backdrop of cedars and 

the horse chestnut avenue – now restored - which links the house to 

the river.  The sloping granite set banks covered in low vegetation are 

attractive and the stone steps are well-used by fi shermen.  The River 

Lane slipway is extremely popular with boaters.

4.08.12 2012 Update: The visual connection between the formal gardens 

at Buccleuch and the meadow was improved by the TLS through the 

landscaping of Chitty Hole but there is still more to be achieved.

4.08.13   2012 Update: The character of the Thames Path is particularly 

pastoral in this reach.  This is achieved through a combination of an 

unbound surface, absence of street lights, minimal signage and 

extensive vegetation cover.  Whilst it may be appropriate for cycling 

to be formalized on the towpath between Richmond and Teddington 

Lock, the pastoral character would need to maintained.  The towpath 

and emerging backwaters in this reach are low lying and undefended 

from high tides.  The path between Petersham Meadows and Douglas 

Meadow is inundated on at least 230 tides each year affecting 

recreational use and erosion of the riverbank.   Behind the towpath 

a series of inter-connected wet habitats are developing including the 

wet woodland in Petersham  Lodge Wood and the Sea Scout land, fen 

vegetation, wet meadowland and tidal creeks.

Ham’s embowering walks are as 
rural now as in the 18th Century

The same view during the spring 
tide.  Long stretches of Ham’s 
towpaths are inaccessible during 
these regular events 
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John Roques’ map of 1745, showing the network of avenues around 
Ham House, most of which survive today

Interpretation, King Henry’s Mound

Rowing on the Ham Reach

4.08.14  Behind the towpath and meadow, the village of Petersham 

clusters picturesquely to the side of St Peter’s Church.  The fi ne 

houses of the village, set along a narrow winding road, are besieged 

by through-traffi c  to and from Kingston. The white wooden tower of 

St Peter’s Church and the red brick tower of All Saints’ Church stand 

out as landmarks against the wooded escarpment of Richmond Park.  

Further to the south of the escarpment, there is a glimpse of the white 

buildings of Pembroke Lodge.  The Lodge, which has undergone major 

improvements to its fabric and facilities, has a popular public restaurant 

and a terrace with a fi ne view over the Thames Valley to Strawberry 

Hill. Within the grounds of Pembroke Lodge, King Henry VIII’s Mound 

offers both the magnifi cent keyhole vista of St Paul’s Cathedral, 10 

miles away in the City to the north east, and to the south west down over 

Sudbrook Park and Petersham to the river and Marble Hill.  Beneath 

the Mound, Sudbrook Park has been converted to a golf course, but 

the traces of the great mound, pond and avenues can still be seen in 

the grounds and ideally features would be restored where they can 

work with the layout of the course. 

4.08.15   2012 Update: The vista to St Paul’s is protected by the London 

Plan.  The area around the Mound has been much improved and better 

interpretation provided. 

4.08.16  Richmond Park connects to Ham through the wooded ride of 

Ham Common, opening onto the village green.  The green, with the 

restored village pond, is surrounded by fi ne houses and crossed by the 

southern avenue to Ham House, (now replanted as part of London’s 

Arcadia). There may have been a mound at the Ham end of this avenue 

(shown on the 1745 Rocque map), which if re-instated, would  form a 

terminus to the view from Ham House. 
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Cherry Garden, Ham House

The re-opened vista to Gibb’s 
Octagon at Orleans House

Isabella Plantation

4.08.17  Ham House and its gardens have been meticulously restored 

by the National Trust.  The House’s signifi cance in the wider landscape 

since the 17th century is marked by its lime avenues which extend 

across the surrounding fl ood plain.  It is remarkable that such a network 

of avenues and vistas should survive within the capital.  In addition 

to the southern and east-west avenues already mentioned, there is 

Melancholy Walk, a long quincunx of trees between the eastern edge 

of the garden and the Polo Ground, (now partially restored as part of 

London’s Arcadia).  The Walk used to have raised pavilions and vistas 

across to Douglas House, originally the Ham dower house and now the 

German School.  A further restored avenue links Ham House and Ham 

Lodge. Ham House was designed to be approached from the river, but 

for many years was obscured by uncontrolled tree and scrub growth. 

The axial river avenue has now been replanted, and scrub cleared, 

and there is a clear view across the river - although the cafe block in 

Orleans Gardens riverside park opposite is an anti-climax as a 

terminus to the vista. 

4.08.18 2012 Update: The public car park at the end of Ham Street is 

visible in long views, but new planting and surfacing has improved its 

compatibility with the rural setting, and the new ash trees will form a 

canopy to partly screen the glint of glass and metal in views from higher 

ground without interrupting river views from the car park.  The riverside 

car park is popular and offers an approach to the water (or view of the 

water from cars) for those unable to walk very far. The car park is also 

essential for the operation of the Great River Race, which has become 

an enormously popular annual event in September, starting or (more 

recently) fi nishing here. The scene then is wonderfully colourful and 

crowded, with around 300 boats and their occupants jostling for space, 

and tents providing refreshments. 

4.08.19  From the Ham House river edge, there are fi ne views to  the 

tower of Radnor School (the tea-merchants house on the former Pope’s 

Villa site), Twickenham Riverside, and to the Orleans Octagon and 

neighbouring Riverside House.  The Orleans Gardens riverside park 

has some fi ne waterside horse chestnuts.  

4.08.20 2012 Update: Recent clearance has reinstated some of the 

connection between the gallery and the river, but there is greater scope 

for managing vistas through the gardens and reinstating some of the 

Regency setting.

4.08.21 2012 Update: The riverside path known as the Warren Footpath 

– formerly spoiled by poor fencing, concrete columns with sodium lights 

and vandalized benches – has been improved as part of Arcadia and 

selective views opened up to Richmond Hill and Marble Hill House. 

This has reinstated the original intention for Marble Hill, that it should  

be seen from the river, framed by a stage-set of trees.  The bell-shaped 

avenue linking Marble Hill House with the river is still to be restored 

by English Heritage.  The grounds of the house are a very well-used 

public park with sports pitches, a cafe and a popular playground.  The 

re-instatement of the visual connection to the water and tree’d frame to 

the villa has greatly enhanced the setting of this exceptional building in 

the wider landscape. 
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Poster relating to the purchase of 
land at Terrace Gardens

4.08.22  The Warren footpath continues to Richmond Bridge forming 

an accessible link along the Thames and rewarding users with 

magnifi cent long views across the Thames to the tree-lined escarpment 

of Richmond Hill.

4.08.23  Hammerton’s Ferry provides a highly popular connection 

between the Surrey and Middlesex banks.  This is the only foot ferry left 

on the tidal Thames and forms a much-appreciated link for tourists and 

locals alike between Ham, Marble Hill and Twickenham.  The viability 

of the ferry needs to be safeguarded. 

4.08.24 2012 Update: In 2010, a pontoon allowing passenger boats to 

make a stop here was introduced, improving access to Marble Hill and 

Twickenham for visitors.  

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

4.08.25  The top of Richmond Hill, which has been called England’s 

Frascati, has been a well-known viewpoint for centuries.  By the 1650s 

a seat had been placed overlooking the view.  A few cottages were 

developed on the east side of the road during the 17th century and in 

the 1620s a windmill was built on the site of the current Richmond Gate 

Hotel.

4.08.26  From the 1630s onwards, the northern end of the Hill Common, 

on the slopes above the river, was granted out to tile-makers and a 

complex of tile-kilns grew up along the Petersham Road.  Digging for 

clay made considerable inroads into what was left of the lower slopes 

of the common.  The fi rst improvement came about in 1700 with the 

laying out of the Terrace Walk with its double row of pleached trees, and 

the replacement of a group of cottages by substantial houses on the 

sites of 1-3 The Terrace.  The Star and Garter Tavern was built at the 

top of Petersham Common in 1738 and the great era of development 

at the top of the hill followed in the decade 1765-75.  During the decade 

new buildings were added to the Star and Garter, 3 and 5 The Terrace 

were rebuilt, and Wick House (by Sir William Chambers for Sir Joshua 

Reynolds), Downe House, Ancaster House and The Wick (by Robert 

Milne) were all built. 

4.08.27  The tile kilns were closed down in 1767 and the land was sold 

to the Duke of Montagu to extend the pleasure grounds of his house 

by the riverside.  He linked the two parts of his grounds by a grotto 

tunnel under the Petersham Road and in 1786 acquired some more 

land when the remaining part of Hill Common was granted by George 

III and Queen Charlotte to Richmond Vestry - to become the Terrace 

Field.

4.08.28  The Star and Garter continued to grow during the 19th century 

until it became the most fashionable place for London society to visit for 

a day’s excursion or for an evening meal.  In World War I it became a 

hospital for disabled servicemen and was replaced in 1924 by the great 

red-brick Royal Star and Garter Home designed by Sir Edwin Cooper.  

Below The Wick, on the hillside, a new purpose-built hotel (now called 
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the Petersham Hotel,) was erected in 1864 to the design of John Giles. 

4.08.29  In the 1870s the grounds of Montagu (later Buccleuch) House 

were extended into the gardens of the demolished Landsdowne House 

and the entire hillside grounds were acquired by the Vestry in 1887 to 

become the public Terrace Gardens. 

4.08.30 2012 Update: The Duke of Buccleuch’s architect John 

MacVicar Anderson, at one time President of the Royal Institute of 

British Architects, designed the distinctively-gabled Three Pigeons 

public house (now converted to apartments) adjoining the gardens. 

4.08.31  In the 1930s Buccleuch House itself was bought by Richmond 

Council and demolished.  Devonshire Lodge, another old mansion 

which stood by the Petersham Road, was also acquired by Richmond 

Council and demolished in 1968 and its grounds added to Petersham 

Meadow to improve the view from Richmond Hill. 

4.08.32  The river valley beneath Richmond Hill, with all the elements of 

an idealised designed landscape, was captured to perfection by JMW 

Turner (a great admirer of Thomson’s The Seasons) in his View from 

Richmond Hill in 1819; the pale green foreground of the Petersham 

water meadows contrasting with the darker groves of ‘umbrageous 

Ham’, the wide silver-blue curving river with Windsor Castle (now no 

longer visible) in the distance and the villas shining through the trees.  

Goethe’s romantic friend Pastor Moritz found the view unforgettable, 

‘one of the fi nest prospects in the world... Nothing I had ever seen is to 

be compared with it’. 

4.08.33  Richmond’s situation overlooking the curving Thames so 

impressed the American William Byrd, while he was staying with his 

friend the Duke of Argyll at Sudbrook, that he gave the name Richmond 

to the town which he founded in 1733 on the hill above the James River 

in Virginia. 

4.08.34  Down in the valley, many 18th-century tourists commented 

that the little jewel of a Palladian villa, Marble Hill, gave the Thames 

a look of the Brenta. Built in 1724 for Henrietta Howard, George II’s 

mistress, Marble Hill soon attracted a circle of courtiers and literati 

including Pope, Swift, Gay and Dr Arbuthnot.  Amateur architects and 

garden designers had fl ocked to offer their services when the Prince of 

Wales advanced the money to build the villa. Colen Campbell’s original 

plan was modifi ed by Lord Pembroke and carried out by Roger Morris. 

4.08.35  Lord Islay, later Duke of Argyll, of Whitton Park, who was one 

of the trustees appointed to take care of Henrietta Howard’s allowance, 

gave expert arboricultural advice and a huge black walnut tree from his 

nursery, one of the largest in the country, can still be seen.  Alexander 

Pope was ‘the contriver’ of the Marble Hill garden and he certainly would 

have advised on the sunken grotto, which has been partially restored 

by English Heritage.  Charles Bridgeman was involved professionally 

and the garden, as seen on a c1750 Survey, had a green colonnade 

and theatre, wilderness walks and quincunx groves, which can be  

compared with the conjectural classical retreat garden, from Castell’s 
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Secretary Johnston’s House, later 
Orleans House

The Villas of the Ancients, with its hippodrome-shaped green and semi-

circular arcade of trees.  The Heckel drawing of Marble Hill in 1748 

shows the neat stepped down effect as seen from a boat on the river.  

The house is still as described by Henrietta Pye in the 18th century 

rendered as ‘white as snow’ and stands out conspicuously in views 

painted from Richmond Hill.  Missing from the river landscape now is 

the gothic barn designed by Walpole and his Strawberry Hill committee 

for the Countess of Suffolk, which at least one traveller mistook for a 

church.

4.08.36  The red-brick house next door, built for Johnston, Secretary of 

State for Scotland, by John James, had a totally different appearance.  

All that now remains of the house is the baroque octagon, built by James 

Gibbs in 1720. Secretary Johnston entertained Queen Caroline in the 

Octagon when she was visiting by river from Richmond or Hampton 

Court.  The greater part of the house, which later became known as 

Orleans House when the Duc d’Orléans went to live there in 1815, was 

demolished in 1926 when sold to the Crane River Sand and Ballast Co.  

The Octagon and a small adjoining wing, however, were saved by the 

Hon. Mrs Ionides, who collected many prints and paintings of the area.  

On her death in 1962 she left the paintings to the local authority.  The 

wing has been converted into a picture gallery adjoining the restored 

Octagon.  200,000 tons of gravel were extracted from the site which has 

now grown into a wild woodland area, but there are still traces of the 

Regency shrubbery type of planting shown in the Pringet watercolour. 

4.08.37  Across the river, the setting of Ham House has hardly changed 

since Evelyn praised it ‘as inferior to few of the best villas in Italy’ with 

its gardens, groves and avenues ‘on the banks of the sweetest river in 

the world’.  Built in 1610 for a courtier at the time when Prince Henry 

was established at Richmond Palace, it was altered in 1671, the date 

on the urns surmounting the gate piers, for the Duke of Lauderdale, 

one of Charles II’s most powerful ministers.  Ham House has been 

restored by the National Trust and is still ‘furnished like a great Prince’s’ 

as it was in Evelyn’s day. 

4.08.38  Walpole was dismayed by the walled-in, old-fashioned 

gardens, still in place in 1770.  ‘Close to the Thames, in the centre 

of all rich and verdant beauty, it is so blocked up and barricaded with 

walls, vast trees, and gates that you think yourself 100 miles off and 

100 years back’.  The National Trust has been able to  restore the 

gardens to the 17th-century plan hanging in the house, making it, as 

the virtuoso, Roger North, saw it in 1695 ‘one of the most beautyful 

and compleat seats in the kingdome’.  The wilderness huts and the 

cockleshell backed seats seen in the Danckerts painting showing the 

Lauderdales walking in the garden have been copied and refreshments 

can be taken in the original redbrick orangery, with a view of the beds 

in front planted with a colourful variety of vegetables and fl owers.The 

avenues extending into largely unspoilt countryside preserve a strong 

feeling of Evelyn’s day. 

4.08.39  Ham’s ‘embowering walks’ along the river to Richmond are 

as rural now as when they were fi rst extolled by James Thomson, who 

struck a new note in the appreciation of natural scenery.  In Dr Johnson’s 
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Bird’s-eye view of Ham House and avenues 1730s

Which way, Amanda, shall we bend our course? 

The choice perplexes.  Wherefore shall we choose? 

Say shall we wind 

Along the streams? or walk the smiling mead? 

Or court the forest-glades? or wander wild 

Among the waving harvests? or ascend. 

While radiant Summer opens all its pride, 

Thy hill, delightful Shene? 

4.08.40  Petersham’s ‘smiling mead’ is, in fact, more rural now than in 

Thomson’s day as the old brick kilns have been removed.  The Earl of 

Rochester’s seat at New Park with its great vistas has now vanished 

and its grounds, known as ‘Petersham Park’ have been restored to 

Richmond Park.  The mount seen in Kip’s engraving, formerly a 

standing in Henry VIII’s Chase, remains with its remarkable vista of 

St Paul’s.  The elegant 18th-century out-of-town houses entered from 

the Petersham Road, Douglas House, Petersham Lodge and Sudbrook 

Park still remain and their grounds, although mostly in recreational use, 

still keep the area green and free from development.  John Gay spent 

much of his time in the Queensberry household at Douglas House, where 

his Beggars Opera was rehearsed and trees were planted to celebrate 

its success.  Much of his writing was done in the summerhouse, now 

destroyed, which his patrons built for him by the river.  Sudbrook Park, 

styled as a villa in James Gibbs Book of Architecture and built by him in 

1726-28, for John, 2nd Duke of Argyll, was probably planted with trees 

supplied from his brother’s Whitton nursery.

words, ‘the reader of ‘The Seasons’ wonders that he never saw before 

what Thomson shews him’.  The Arcadian Muse had ventured forth  

from ‘Twitnam’s bowers’ and grottoes and walked into the countryside 

when Thomson went to live in Richmond: 

Ham House, Wilderness Garden
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Volunteers planting wetland

Towpath with native wildfl owers

NATURE CONSERVATION AND FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT

4.08.41  The walled garden of Orleans House has become dominated 

by woodland, but has long had shrubberies much favoured by birds.  

In the late 19th century the owner, John Dugdale Astley, ‘was not 

infrequently lulled to sleep by the rippling song of the nightingales, who 

never deserted the shrubberies’.  Woodland birds, such as robins and 

wrens, are still plentiful.

4.08.42 2012 Update: In 2005, the Orleans House Gardens 

Management Plan was introduced by the TLS that set out to restore 

the formal and woodland areas in the spirit of a Regency garden.  The 

woodland has been thinned by local volunteers that has allowed for 

a shrub layer to emerge and the fl ower beds restored in the formal 

sections. Orleans Riverside Gardens have been opened to allow 

a glimpse between the river and Gibbs’ Octagon.  The riverbanks 

have been planted with native riparian species and the over-hanging 

chestnut trees managed to provide shade over the water.  

4.08.43 2012 Update: The riverbed between Glovers Ait and Orleans 

Gardens is surveyed each November during the annual draw off period 

to monitor the number of mussels and clams.  This unique study has 

shown a signifi cant increase in alien species that are rapidly colonizing 

the riverbed including zebra mussels and Asiatic clams, although the 

native duck, swan and depressed river mussels are still found in large 

numbers.

4.08.44  Marble Hill Park is very different in character from the grounds 

of Orleans House.  The grass is closely mown for sports pitches 

and edged with mature horse chestnut trees and some fi ne old oaks 

and beeches.  There are some areas of wildlife interest beside the 

house where the ornamental shrubberies contain a few native shrubs 

beneath mature trees providing cover for one or two pairs of robins and 

blackbirds and around the park’s perimeter where grass is allowed to 

grow longer and native planting has been encouraged.

4.08.45 2012 Update: The riverside meadows at Marble Hill are within 

an area at risk from tidal and fl uvial fl ooding.  Although the Thames 

Barrier provides some protection against a tidal event it is anticipated 

that the occurrence of fl uvial fl ooding will increase with time.  

4.08.46 2012 Update: Trees along the Warren Footpath have been 

managed by the London’s Arcadia project although they will need to be 

continually inspected in the future to inform further works.  Signifi cant 

species include poplar, alder, willow, ash and chestnut.  Fallen trees 

have anchored into the mud on the foreshore and now provide a valuable 

refuge for fi sh during the high tides and should be retained where they 

do not cause a hazard to navigation. The TLS Towpath Management 

Plan for the Warren Footpath sets out to achieve a healthy stock of 

trees of all ages, whilst maintaining low views to the river as seen from 

the towpath with several long views across the river to Petersham and 

the mass of Richmond Hill.  A 200m stretch alongside the site of Little 

Marble Hill has been managed to establish a more natural riverbank 

with a succession of plantings from the foreshore to the towpath that 
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Layered hedge, Nightingale Lane

Restored Petersham Avenue

Restored Orleans House Woodland 
Garden

Petersham Lodge Wet Woodland

has now been colonized by marsh marigold, native reed, willow and 

purple loosestrife. 

4.08.47  Once part of Ham House grounds, the Copse and Holly Hedge 

Field is now owned by the local authority.  Relics of the old lime avenue 

can still be found along the northern edge of the fi eld, as well as the 

old holly hedge which gives the fi eld its name.  Much of the fi eld is 

dominated by cow parsley, but in one area the delicate white fl owers of 

meadow saxifrage can be found; it is a plant of undisturbed grasslands 

which is rare in London.  The ancient oaks of the Copse, their trunks 

gnarled and twisted, form dense woodland stands in places, while 

elsewhere they are more widely spaced as wood pasture.  The trees 

provide nest sites for many birds including tawny owls and bats, all 

of which feed on the large numbers and diversity of invertebrates 

supported by these stately trees.  Many of the insects rely on dead 

wood.  Until relatively recently, the grass under the trees was closely 

mown, preventing the development of any signifi cant shrub and fi eld 

layers.  This management has now been stopped, allowing elder, 

bramble and Swedish whitebeam to form a shrub layer.  

4.08.48  Once the grounds of Petersham Lodge, Petersham Lodge 

Wood is now managed by the London Borough of Richmond.  The 

central avenue of horse chestnuts is fl anked by many fi ne mature trees 

of which a colossal Oriental plane is the most noteworthy, being probably 

the largest in the country and designated a Great Tree of London.  

Recent thinning has allowed a diverse shrub layer to establish.  The 

embankment between the woodland and the river has been deliberately 

breached to facilitate fl ooding. 

4.08.49  2012 Update; Much of the wood fl oods on the high spring tides.  

A marvellous wet woodland has been established linked to the trees at 

Petersham Sea Scouts and beyond through a series of tidal creeks and 

channels forming an extensive and important habitat..

4.08.50  On the drier parts, spring fl owers include lesser celandine and 

lady’s smock while in summer these give way to sizeable populations 

of meadow-sweet and meadow cranesbill.  Management of the site 

aims to maintain the historic central avenue and open character, while 

encouraging a shrub layer to develop around the edges.

4.08.51  To the west of the land, wet woodland continues in a strip 

between the river and the grounds of the Petersham Sea Scout 

hut.  This wet woodland, dominated by crack willow and grey alder, 

is much more overgrown, with a dense understorey of elder. There 

is lush growth of damp-loving plants, such as nettles, cleavers, wild 

angelica, Himalayan balsam and hemlock water dropwort.  Similar tall 

herbaceous vegetation extends beyond the woodland in a narrow strip 

alongside the river, merging towards the west into horse pasture on 

Queen Elizabeth’s Field.  

4.08.52  2012 Update: Increasing inundation has altered the ecology of 

Queen Elizabeth’s Field with new wetland areas emerging.   These are 

linked to the Petersham Lodge Wet Woods by a small tidal creek that 
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Volunteers help restore the 
Petersham Avenue

runs below the Douglas Meadow Boardwalk and upstream to Hunter’s 

Pond crossed by the Hammerton’s Boardwalk.  

4.08.53  Petersham Meadows slope gently down to the river, with 

cattle grazing on the lush grass and wild fl owers, showing how much 

of London’s riverside would have looked as pastoral meadow land. 

The fl ora of the meadows is less diverse than it might be, following 

partial ‘improvement’ in the past, as is evidenced by the frequency 

of perennial rye-grass among the sward.  A reasonable range of wild 

fl owers is still to be found among the grasses, however, some of them 

in abundance.  Bulbous buttercup produces sheets of golden fl owers 

in spring and early summer, especially in the two smaller fi elds furthest 

from the river. The long grass is an ideal habitat for grasshoppers, while 

the fl owers provide nectar for a good variety of common butterfl ies, 

such as meadow brown, common blue and small and large skippers.  

It is important that no fertilisers or herbicides are used. The larger fi eld 

beside the Thames used to fl ood in winter until the 1950s when the low 

wall beside the towpath was erected. Although the fi eld is still damp in 

places it would be very benefi cial for wildlife to re-introduce occasional 

fl ooding. 

4.08.54 2012 Update; Petersham Meadows are now owned by the 

National Trust who graze the land.

4.08.55  2012 Update: The Ham towpath is regularly inundated by high 

tides.  It is expected that this inundation will increase with time.  The 

construction of a discrete route on slightly higher ground further inland  

could link the meadows with the Petersham Lodge avenue, Douglas 

Meadow Footpath and onto Melancholy Walk providing a dry path for 

walkers when the tide is high.

4.08.56 2012 Update: The towpath walk is managed to become 

increasingly rural the further the visitor progresses into Ham Lands.  

Clumps of trees are managed to frame rather than block long views and 

elder and elm suckers are controlled on a three year rotational coppice.  

Black poplars have been planted along the river and a new mowing 

regime has seen an explosion in native riparian fl owering species.    

Invading balsam is now largely controlled along the riverbank but is still 

a problem in the backwaters and hedges of Queen Elizabeth’s Field.  

Litter is a problem as much of the riverside in this reach is inundated by 

the high tides that deposit fl otsam and jetsam over large areas.

4.08.57  The river banks along this reach are generally very good for 

wildlife, particularly adjacent to Petersham Meadows where there is 

almost a fen-like fl ora. The towpath becomes more open as it passes 

Petersham Lodge and Petersham Meadows and this is a particularly 

good place to watch bats on balmy summer evenings. 

4.08.58  2012 Update: Since 2005, volunteers have monitored bat 

populations along the Ham Reach. It is evident that the area supports 

a nationally signifi cant population including pipistrelle, noctule, 

serotine and Daubenton’s.  The many old buildings and veteran trees 

in Richmond Park provide valuable bat roosting sites.  At dusk the 

bats navigate their way to the river via the Ham Avenues – earning 

Hammerton’s Boardwalk

The footpath between the 
Hammerton’s and Douglas 
Meadows boardwalk regularly 
fl oods on high tides
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them the title of ‘the bat superhighway’.  Once over the river the 

abundance of food and the absence of any form of street lighting on the 

Surrey bank provides an ideal habitat for feeding. It was recognized 

however, that the line of street lights along the Warren Footpath was 

a signifi cant barrier, disturbing the bats’ feeding patterns.  A grant from 

the BIFFAward allowed the TLS to replace almost two miles of light 

along the Warren Footpath utilizing state of the art ‘smart’ technology to 

minimize disturbance to nocturnal animals.

4.08.59  Opposite Petersham Meadows, Glover’s Island is an 

undeveloped and wooded haven for wildlife.  Sycamore, ash and willow 

cover the island, and herons can be seen roosting in the trees.  Nesting 

rafts nearby are used by great crested grebes. The island would be 

more attractive to waterfowl if the sheet piling edges could be modifi ed 

to vegetated gradual slopes.  The trees should regenerate successfully 

without intervention.

4.08.60  On the steep western slopes of Richmond Hill, the Terrace 

Field consists of grassland of only moderate fl oral diversity, dominated 

by meadow foxtail and cock’s foot.  Common wild fl owers such as 

meadow vetchling, common vetch and bulbous buttercup provide 

some colour throughout the spring and summer.  The grassland is 

managed by taking an annual hay cut in late summer, a regime which 

should encourage a greater diversity of fl owers. There are several large 

trees along the top of the fi eld and additional young trees, mostly fi eld 

maples, but care should be taken to keep the land as open grassland. 

Petersham Common lies on London Clay but the steep slope assists 

drainage, so there is less of a wetland infl uence on its fl ora and fauna.  

The Common was almost completely open and bare of trees until well 

into the 19th century, except for some scattered trees and scrub on the 

lower slopes under the Petersham Road.  At the top of the slope majestic 

oaks now tower above a dense and varied understorey containing ash, 

hawthorn, holly, elder and many other native shrubs.  There is also a 

varied woodland ground fl ora including Lord-and-Ladies, enchanter’s

The view from Richmond Hill
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nightshade, and foxglove.  A large clearing behind the Star and Garter 

Home is vegetated with tall herbs and this sunny spot is a favourite area 

for butterfl ies.  Further down the slope, the woodland becomes rather 

more scrubby and is dominated by hawthorn and regenerating elm.  

The land is owned by the London Borough of Richmond but regulated 

and managed by the Petersham Common Conservators. Management 

largely involves periodic thinning of young trees and maintenance of 

the paths. Richmond Park, scheduled as a Site of Special Scientifi c 

Interest and a National Nature Reserve, has an undulating landscape 

and lies on the London Clay, with superfi cial deposits of High Level 

Terrace and River Terrace Gravels forming higher ground and Flood 

Plain Gravels and Alluvium covering some of the low-lying areas.  This 

mixed geology and topography has given rise to a rich mosaic of dry 

acidic grassland, marshy and unimproved neutral grassland grading 

into more improved grasslands and bracken, with areas of woodland 

and numerous ponds and ditches.  The park’s acidic grasslands are the 

most extensive in Greater London and contain many plants which are 

rare in the capital. Scattered throughout the grasslands are numerous 

ancient oak and beech pollards, which support a large and unique 

assemblage of invertebrates, especially beetles, some of which are 

known nowhere else in Britain.  Other rare beetles are associated with 

deer dung or are found in the park’s wide variety of wetland habitats. 

4.08.61  Unimproved neutral grassland covers much of Petersham 

Park (now part of Richmond Park), to the west of Pembroke Lodge.  

The sward is composed of a wide variety of grasses; hammer sedge is 

frequent and star sedge, which is very rare in London, can be seen in a 

few places.  Harebells can be found, but generally the neutral grasslands 

are not particularly herb-rich.  There is a detailed management plan for 

the Park, including individual specifi cations for each of the 486 ancient 

oak pollards.  As much dead wood as possible will be left to encourage 

invertebrates.

4.08.62   Adjacent to and contributing to the extent of the Park’s 

grassland, Sudbrook Park Golf Course consists mostly of closely mown 

grass but the roughs between the fairways and numerous mature trees 

provide some ecological interest.  All that remains of the Sudbrook 

stream and ponds is a single small waterbody.  Management of the 

roughs with no chemicals or fertilisers and a late summer cut will help 

to maintain the habitats.  Restoration of the stream and ponds would 

greatly enhance the nature conservation interest of the park. And 

appropriate planting of trees would contribute to a future generation of 

large trees. 

4.08.63    Ham Common lies on the western edge of Richmond Park 

and the area immediately adjoining the park is mostly wooded and 

provides a valuable extension of the park’s habitats.  The remainder of 

the common is open, close-mown grassland bordered by trees.  The 

pond supports amphibians and a pair of nesting swans.  Ham Common 

lies on River Terrace Gravels which have produced well-drained, slightly 

acidic soils, and the whole of the common was once grazed heathland 

and acidic grassland. However as grazing declined from the latter part 

of the 19th century, the woodland of birch and oak has colonised. The 

Volunteers from the German 
School help plant trees during the 
restoration of the Ham Avenues

The Great South Avenue following 
restoration
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Polo match, Ham

Hammerton’s Ferry

fauna of the woodland includes purple hairstreak butterfl y and a good 

variety of woodland birds. 

4.08.64 2012 Update: The Ham Avenues have been much restored 

over the past ten years guided by a management plan published in 

2003.   The restoration has  successfully balanced the potentialy 

confl icting demands of recreational use with historic considerations and 

the natural conservation goals associated with such an important  green 

chain.  The works have considerably enhanced the  rural character of 

the well-used walks.  The gaps in the tree lines have been restored 

with lime and scrub growth removed from in front of the trees.  The strip 

between the trees and the footpath is mown and managed as grassland.  

Summer wildfl owers are starting to colonise helped by the raising of the 

avenue tree crowns every two years.   The strip of land behind the trees 

is managed on a three year rotational coppice.  This strip forms a key 

wildlife corridor for all manner of species including badgers that live in 

the area.  Native hedges have been planted alongside the avenues that 

include a diverse range of hedgerow plants, roses and wild fruit-bearing 

shrubs such as sloe, damson and elder. 

PUBLIC ACCESS AND RECREATION

4.08.65   This is the most extensive area of public access in the study 

area.  The Thames Path is continuous along both sides of the river, 

connected by a ferry and linking back to Petersham Meadow, Richmond 

Park, Ham Lands, Ham Common, Ham House, Marble Hill and Orleans 

House.

4.08.66   River access is provided by steps on both sides of the river 

and by slipways at Ham Street car park and River Lane. Informal 

recreation on both land and water is complemented by public sports 

pitches and tennis courts at Marble Hill and Ham Lands.  Stables at 

Ham and the Polo Ground at Petersham make use of the extensive 

network of bridleways, extending through Ham Common into Richmond 

Park.  The Ham Avenues link the river to Richmond Park providing the 

opportunity for some of the best circular walks in London. Ham House 

is a natural destination point for when enjoying a walk from Richmond.  

4.08.67    2012 Update: Recent improvements to signage and interpretation 

in Richmond directs users towards Ham although improvements to  ‘on 

board’ bus announcements would facilitate additional visits.   Inundation 

of the low-lying towpaths has been identifi ed as a considerable barrier 

to use – both during the fl ood and afterwards by mud and fl otsam and 

jetsam.  The London’s Arcadia initiative installed two boardwalks on 

the lowest lying stretches to navigate users safely away from the river 

as waters rise.  These two structures are linked to each other and the 

wider network of footpaths and form an enchanting alternative dry route 

through Ham’s embowering  meadows, avenues and backwaters.  The 

TLS Restoration of the Lost Floodplain scheme has identifi ed a series 

of further enhancements.
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Boatyards:

 None 

Water recreation: 

 Informal, especially from River Lane 

 Slipway, and boat hire at Hammerton’s Ferry

 Ham Car Park jetty

Land recreation: 

 Fishing from Petersham Meadow edge  

 Ham House     

 Ham House Stables 

 Ham Lands walks and bridleways   

 Ham Polo Club     

 Ham Scouts 

 Orleans House Gallery  

 Marble Hill    

 Richmond Golf Club     

 Richmond Park      

 Thames Path

Landmarks:

 Ham House       

 Marble Hill House     

 Orleans House Octagon    

 Pembroke Lodge    

 Petersham Hotel    

 Petersham House     

 Petersham Lodge    

 Richmond Terrace  (various buildings)  

 Richmond  Park Escarpment   

 Radnor School (Pope’s Villa) tower    

 St Matthias’ Church    

 St Peter’s Church, Petersham   

 Star and Garter Home  

 The Wick      

 Twickenham Riverside (various buildings)              

LOCAL INTEREST GROUPS

Amenity and Local History

 Twickenham Local History Society 

 Cambridge Park Residents’ Association 

 Friends of Marble Hill 

 Friends  of Orleans House 

 Friends of Richmond Park 

 Ham Amenity Group 

 Ham United Group

 Ham & Petersham Association 

 Marble Hill Society 

 Orleans Group 

 Richmond Local History Society 
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 Richmond Society 

 River Thames Society (Upper Tideway)

Nature Conservation 

 British Trust for Conservation Volunteers 

 Friends of Ham Lands

 London Wildlife Trust 

 Richmond and Twickenham Friends of the Earth 

 Petersham Common Conservators

PRINCIPAL LAND USES

Farming, parkland, commons and golf courses are interspersed with 

villas, large houses and villages. 

Review of Guidance, Project and Management & Maintenance 

Projects and management proposals will evolve over time, with details 

and priorities set in the TLS Annual Action Plan and project briefs.  The 

Action Plan provides greater detail for each project and provides the 

basis for ongoing monitoring.   Please refer to the Appendix for a copy 

of the 1994 Policy, Project and Management Proposals.  

Key: Green: Taken from the 1994 TLS Report with minor 

  amendment where appropriate

 Blue:  New proposal for 2012 Review

 Yellow: Deleted since 1994 due to completion or changing 

  policy or priority
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TLS Ref. 2012 Guidance Related Planning Policy Cross Reference 

8.1G Conserve the remarkable Richmond Hill view and its 

relationship with the open water meadows, the graceful 

bend in the Thames and the historic landscape of villas, 

parks, avenues and villages. 

London Plan – 7.12

LBRuT – DM HD7

8.2G Explore the long-term potential to  designate the 

Arcadian river landscape below Richmond Hill as a 

UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

LBRuT

8.3G Control moorings in front of historic vistas and reaches 

of particular rural character and consider the re-

instatement of landing stages for river access. 

LBRuT,  - policy DM OS 13, EA

8.4G Maintain the views between the Ham Towpath to Marble 

Hill House and the Ham Towpath to Orleans House 

Octagon.  Open a glimpse between the

Petersham Avenue to Marble Hill House 

London Plan – 7.12

LBRuT – DM HD7

8.5G Conserve the pastoral character of the Ham towpath as 

a rural ramble keeping signage to a minimum, with an 

unbound surface and no street lighting.

LBRuT – CP 11

8.6G Maintain the tree lined avenue along Richmond Hill 

Terrace

LBRuT – CP 11, DM DC 4

Delete Promote and organise tourism in the remarkable river 

landscape, linking to public transport and river boat 

networks and explaining the history and nature 

conservation.

Delete and add to generic guidance as RL14
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TLS Ref. 2012 Project Other Stakeholders 

8.1P Conserve the wooded escarpment around the Star and 

Garter, pruning a glimpse of the river as painted by 

Turner and others.

Landowners

8.2P Consider the long-term possibility of replacing the 

Petersham Meadow concrete flood wall with an earth 

bund and returning the meadow to a regime of flooding. 

LBRuT, EA

8.3P Investigate the possibility of modifying the banks of 

Glover’s Island to enhance the nature conservation 

value.

Landowners

8.4P Further enhance Mound with ornamental gates and 

other works to mark tercentenary of St Paul’s Cathedral 

(Royal Parks)

Royal Parks Agency

8.5P Work with the Ham Polo Club to interpret the former 

quincunx of limes along Melancholy Walk 

Landowners

8.6P Consider the re-location of the Orleans Gardens café 

when opportunity arises

LBRuT

8.7P Install water and electricity supply to Ham Car Park to be 

used for the great River Race

LBRuT

8.8P Identify a suitable position for a new trip boat stop to 

service Ham, Marble Hill and Orleans House Gallery.

LBRuT, EA, Potential Operators

8.9P As funding allows restore the railings and retaining wall 

on Richmond Hill

LBRuT

8.10P Landscape the Richmond Park Gate in line with the Kim 

Wilkie design 

Royal Parks Agency

8.11P Plant a native hedge along the Petersham Avenue and 

Melancholy Walk.

LBRuT

U V W X Y Z [ U V W \ W ] ^ _ ]
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Completed Consult on the long-term re-planting of the southern 

Ham Avenue to Ham Common on the correct alignment, 

improving the boundaries and fencing. Investigate the 

possibilities of re-instating a focal mound at the end of 

the avenue.

Partially completed.  The focal mound at the end of the avenue 

is deemed unfeasable.

8.12P Maintain the estate fencing around Petersham Meadow Leaseholders

8.13P Create an accessible dry route to the rear of Peterhsam 

Meadow

Landowners

8.14P Re-surface the towpath alongside Petersham Meadow 

using a sealed gravel surface

LBRuT

8.15P Install a discrete dry route between River Lane and 

Douglas Meadow boardwalk.  Improve the dry route 

between Douglas Meadows and Hammerton’s 

Boardwalk across Queen Elizabeth’s Field.

Landowners

8.16P Survey and enhance the wet habitats between 

Petersham Lodge Wood through Queen Elizabeth’s 

Field to Ham House Meadow .

Landowners

8.17P Restore the C18th bell-shaped avenue that linked 

Marble Hill House with the river.

Landowners

8.18P Investigate the potential to open up a glimpse to the river 

from Pembroke Lodge Terrace

Landowners

8.19P Reinstate some of the lost orchards

Re-align the inner river footpath through the eastern end 

of the replanted Ham Avenue to provide a dry route at 

times of high tide. 

Completed Restore the Petersham Lodge avenue of horse 

chestnuts and re-instate meadow management, cutting 

the area at least annually and maintaining woodland 

edges to keep the site sheltered.  Consider re-instating 

John Gay’s riverside summerhouse. 

Completed 2007. Reinstatment of John Cary's riverside 

summerhouse a long term goal.

Completed Remove the remains of the redundant Petersham water 

works and re-instate the site as meadow

Completed 2003.

Completed Extend the Terrace Field through part of the Terrace 

Gardens, relocating the fence & public lavatories, and 

thinning trees at the foot of the hill to reveal a 

glimpse of the water and the view to Marble Hill and 

Orleans House.  Thin some of the trees in the Terrace 

Gardens to reveal the downstream view from the 

Terrace.

Fence relocated and trees at foot of hill thinned to open up view 

by London's Arcadia in 2004.  More work to be completed as a 

long term goal.

Completed Enhance public facilities and the viewing terrace at 

Pembroke Lodge. Royal Parks Crown Estate

Done. Improved public café and terrace operating successfully. 
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TLS Ref. 2012 Proposal  Stakeholders 

8.1M Continue to manage the Terrace Field for hay and 

wildflowers

LBRuT

8.2M Continue to maintain the Terrace hoggin, fences and 

seats in good condition and manage the trees and scrub 

which formally obscured the view. 

LBRuT

8.3M Conserve and maintain the escarpment woodland LBRuT

8.4M Continue to graze Petersham Meadows, controlling 

thistle and nettle invasion and considering the long-term 

possibility of restoring management as a flood meadow. 

leaseholders

8.5M Control scrub growth/litter between the Ham Lands 

footpath and the river

LBRuT

8.6M Manage the willows on Glover’s Island for nature 

conservation and to maintain the wooded appearance.

Landowners

8.7M Manage the Ham Avenues in line with TLS Towpath 

Management Plan as a series of country walks with 

short grass and wild flowers between the footpath and 

the tree line and scrub behind the trees cut on a 3 year 

rotational coppice.

LBRuT, landowners

8.8M Manage the Ham Copse and Holly Hedge Field to allow 

ground vegetation to re- establish and to encourage 

regeneration of the oaks

LBRuT

8.9M Manage Orleans House gardens in the spirit of a 

Regency garden as set out in the TLS Orleans Gardens 

Management Plan.

LBRuT

8.10M Manage the Richmond Golf Course roughs as a hay 

crop, clearing around the pond and re-instating historic 

landscape features where these can work with the layout 

of the course. 

Landowners

8.11M Manage scrub growth on the tight bends of the towpath 

to open up long views to improve public safety.

LBRuT

8.12M Maintain a diverse layer of riparian flowering vegetation 

between the towpath and the river through a bi-annual 

hay cut.  Maintain a one metre strip  each side of the 

towpath.

LBRuT

8.13M Control Himalayan balsam in the backwaters and along 

the Warren Footpath.

LBRuT

8.14M Manage the stock of trees along the Warren Footpath 

retaining existing views across the river.

LBRuT

8.15M Continue to plant and manage native fruit trees along 

the Ham Avenues and footpaths

LBRuT, landowners

8.16M Maintain the Petersham Lodge avenue of horse 

chestnuts and reinstate meadow management, cutting 

the area at least annually and maintaining woodland 

edges to keep the site sheltered.

LBRuT, landowners

Completed Liaise with Royal Parks in their 5 yearly management for 

Richmond Park to achieve further improvements such as 

new shared use path between Petersham Gate and 

Ham Gate and access for disabled people, and a sand 

martin nest bank at Pen Ponds

Path completed 2004. Sandmartin nest in 2012.
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